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The Council of Canadian Academies
The Council of Canadian Academies (CCA) is an independent, not-for-profit
organization that supports independent, science-based, authoritative expert
assessments to inform public policy development in Canada. Led by a Board
of Directors and advised by a Scientific Advisory Committee, the CCA’s work
encompasses a broad definition of science, incorporating the natural, social
and health sciences as well as engineering and the humanities. CCA assessments
are conducted by independent, multidisciplinary panels of experts from across
Canada and abroad. Assessments strive to identify emerging issues, gaps in
knowledge, Canadian strengths, and international trends and practices. Upon
completion, assessments provide government decision-makers, researchers,
and stakeholders with high-quality information required to develop informed
and innovative public policy.
All CCA assessments undergo a formal report review and are published and
made available to the public free of charge. Assessments can be referred to
the CCA by foundations, non-governmental organizations, the private sector,
or any level of government.
The CCA is also supported by its three founding Academies:
The Royal Society of Canada (RSC)
Founded in 1882, the RSC comprises the Academies of Arts, Humanities and
Sciences, as well as Canada’s first national system of multidisciplinary recognition
for the emerging generation of Canadian intellectual leadership: the College
of New Scholars, Artists and Scientists. Its mission is to recognize scholarly,
research and artistic excellence, to advise governments and organizations, and
to promote a culture of knowledge and innovation in Canada and with other
national academies around the world.
The Canadian Academy of Engineering (CAE)
The CAE is the national institution through which Canada’s most distinguished
and experienced engineers provide strategic advice on matters of critical
importance to Canada. The Academy is an independent, self-governing, nonprofit organization established in 1987. Fellows are nominated and elected by
their peers in recognition of their distinguished achievements and career-long
service to the engineering profession. Fellows of the Academy, who number
approximately 740, are committed to ensuring that Canada’s engineering
expertise is applied to the benefit of all Canadians.
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The Canadian Academy of Health Sciences (CAHS)
The CAHS recognizes excellence in the health sciences by appointing Fellows
based on their outstanding achievements in the academic health sciences in
Canada and on their willingness to serve the Canadian public. The Academy
provides timely, informed and unbiased assessments of issues affecting the
health of Canadians and recommends strategic, actionable solutions. Founded
in 2004, CAHS now has 670 Fellows and appoints new Fellows on an annual
basis. The organization is managed by a voluntary Board of Directors and a
Board Executive.
www.scienceadvice.ca
@scienceadvice
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The Expert Panel on the State of Knowledge and
Practice of Integrated Approaches to Natural Resource
Management in Canada
Under the guidance of its Scientific Advisory Committee, Board of Directors,
and founding Academies, the CCA assembled the Expert Panel on the State
of Knowledge and Practice of Integrated Approaches to Natural Resource
Management in Canada to undertake this project. Each expert was selected
for their expertise, experience, and demonstrated leadership in fields relevant
to this project.
Cassie J. Doyle (Chair), Former Deputy Minister, Natural Resources Canada;
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Institute, University of Manitoba (Winnipeg, MB)
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Sciences, University of Alberta (Edmonton, AB)
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Thomas Dietz, Professor, Sociology and Environmental Science and Policy,
Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI)
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Nancy Olewiler, Professor, School of Public Policy, Simon Fraser University
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Message from the Chair
Natural resources constitute a key element of Canada’s identity. The ongoing
debates and division regarding how these resources are being developed
underscore the importance and timeliness of this report, which explores
integrated natural resources management in Canada. In the last few decades,
the health of many of Canada’s diverse ecosystems has been increasingly
threatened and there has been a loss of public confidence in our system of
natural resource management. The limitations of project-level management
practices are becoming more evident, leading to conflict and delays. Several
significant court cases in recent years have challenged the status quo approach
to resource management. At the same time, there is real concern over the
competitiveness of Canada’s resource industries. It is clear that Canada needs
to shift the way it plans and manages natural resource development away from
siloed project-level processes toward more integrated approaches. The Expert
Panel on the State of Knowledge and Practice of Integrated Approaches to
Natural Resource Management in Canada hopes this report will support
enhanced implementation of INRM in Canada to strengthen the sustainability
and legitimacy of our systems of resource management.
The Panel found that while INRM has currency and is practiced to some extent
in Canada today, little consensus exists on what this approach actually means
and most importantly, how to achieve true integration. To help address this
challenge, the Panel developed a definition and a corresponding set of eight
critical characteristics of INRM, along with guidance on implementation
drawing from both research and practice. The Panel recognizes that context
is very important for INRM and thus there is no prescriptive implementation
formula; however, INRM does call for a move away from a focus on individual
projects toward wider geographic and temporal scales. The report was informed
by some excellent models of INRM in Canada, although the Panel observed
that the effectiveness of these approaches is often limited by a lack of resources
or sustained implementation. The Panel also observed the importance of the
legislative context for resource management and found that while current
legislation is not a barrier to INRM, there remains room for improvement.
INRM is inherently complex, necessitating strong governance to incorporate a
wide range of knowledge sources and ensure the involvement of a diverse group
of actors. The complexity is compounded by the role of multiple jurisdictions
in natural resource management, incomplete information and uncertainty,
and a lack of documentation of lessons learned implementing INRM to date.
The Panel grappled with this complexity throughout its assessment and has
established a framework designed to capture and combine the many essential
elements of INRM.
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Considerable effort by the Panel went into highlighting the role of Indigenous and
local knowledge in INRM, as well as the importance of Indigenous participation
in natural resource management decision-making. The Panel was concerned
that while the Government of Canada is making commitments to implement the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, we have not adequately
advanced our understanding of how to meaningfully bridge Indigenous rights,
knowledge, history, and culture into resource decision-making in Canada.
There is real potential for INRM to support reconciliation through shared
decision-making, recognition of Indigenous rights, and mechanisms for bridging
different ways of knowing. The Panel drew lessons from the experiences of comanagement regimes which have been early leaders in implementing INRM
in Canada.
I wish to acknowledge Natural Resources Canada, Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada, and Environment and Climate Change Canada for referring this
important topic to the Council of Canadian Academies (CCA) for expert
review. The Panel benefited from valuable inputs from several practitioners
throughout the assessment who are acknowledged in the report. On behalf of
all the Panel members, I want to express my deep appreciation to the CCA staff
who provided expert support to the Panel throughout the assessment. Finally, I
am very grateful to the members of the Panel for their generous contribution
of expertise and collaborative engagement throughout this process.

Cassie J. Doyle, Chair
Expert Panel on the State of Knowledge and Practice of Integrated Approaches
to Natural Resource Management in Canada
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Message from the President and CEO
Canada is recognized the world over for its wealth of natural resources. However,
efforts by public and private sector actors to care for, steward, and responsibly
manage them have, at times, generated conflict. This is not unexpected at
a time when climate change, environmental stress, coupled with economic
opportunities, and other societal expectations are at work.
Some of the disputes are about the optimal way to collectively or individually
manage these resources; others reflect broader societal, political, economic,
and cultural issues. These issues help explain the timeliness of this assessment
request from Natural Resources Canada, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada,
and Environment and Climate Change Canada — that the Council of Canadian
Academies (CCA) convene an Expert Panel to review the evidence and current
natural resource management practices and to consider ways in which an
integrated approach to natural resources management could be used. Here,
“integrated” refers not only to the attention given to multiple resources (e.g.,
land, water, and timber), but also to the multiple participants involved in the
management process itself. It is for this reason that the title of the report is so
apt: integrated natural resources management (INRM) is more than just the
application of individual metrics and models; INRM involves individuals, groups,
and communities, each with different sources of knowledge, ways of knowing,
values, and rights. By definition, it must be “greater than the sum of its parts.”
Taking on a topic of such importance for Canada requires leadership and
expertise. I offer my sincere thanks to the Expert Panel Chair, Cassie Doyle,
and the Panel members who volunteered their time and expertise to produce a
comprehensive report that offers meaningful guidance to decision-makers and
practitioners in moving forward to implement INRM across Canada. I would
also like to thank the CCA Board of Directors, Scientific Advisory Committee,
and our three founding Academies — the Royal Society of Canada, Canadian
Academy of Engineering, and Canadian Academy of Health Sciences — for
their guidance, leadership, and insight throughout the assessment process.

Eric M. Meslin, PhD, FCAHS
President and CEO, Council of Canadian Academies
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Executive Summary
Canada’s culture and economy have always been linked with its natural resources.
These resources are diverse and include wildlife and other components of
biodiversity, water, forests, minerals, energy, and arable land for agriculture,
among others. While demands on, and concerns for, Canada’s natural resources
reveal competing interests and values, they can also foster common goals and
opportunities for new approaches to resource management.
In Canada, natural resource management decisions have historically been
made on a project-by-project or sector-by-sector basis, and usually by a single
government entity. This approach has come up significantly short, lacking
a broad, “bird’s-eye” perspective on project effects and often with a limited
diversity of knowledge and viewpoints used to support informed decision-making.
Integrated natural resource management (INRM) holds promise because it
takes into account complexity, multiple scales, and competing interests, and
brings these together to make informed decisions.
The Charge to the Panel
Natural Resources Canada (the Sponsor) asked the Council of Canadian
Academies (CCA) to conduct an evidence-based assessment to answer the
following question:
What is the state of knowledge and practice of integrated approaches to natural
resource management in Canada?
To address the charge, the CCA assembled a multidisciplinary panel of
13 experts (the Panel) from across Canada and abroad. The Panel included
both academic experts and practitioners of integrated approaches to natural
resource management. The Panel and the Sponsor underscored the importance
of recognizing the rights and values of Indigenous Peoples for this assessment,
particularly the role of Indigenous and local knowledge (ILK) and the involvement
of Indigenous Peoples in natural resource management decision-making.
Current Context and the Integration Imperative
Integration is needed to address current realities, and overcome the limitations
of conventional approaches which focus on managing individual activities and
resources.
Natural resource managers are confronted by challenges that include the
intensification of environmental and social pressures, increasingly global
competition, regulatory uncertainty, the impacts of climate change, and public
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distrust. In the Canadian context, resource management is also undergoing
changes in response to growing jurisdictional complexity, increased recognition
of the rights of Indigenous Peoples, and commitment to reconciliation. As
such, it is often difficult to make decisions about natural resources in Canada
that are widely accepted.
INRM can leverage promising practices to address these challenges. Some INRM
features that are particularly well suited for this task include extensive engagement
processes, regional orientation, evaluation of trade-offs, and inclusion of all
relevant jurisdictions. In the Panel’s view, INRM is needed because conventional
approaches to managing individual activities and resources are no longer
sufficient.
A Framework for INRM
As the Panel undertook the charge, members quickly observed that INRM, as
a concept, is subject to many interpretations and, as such, is difficult to define.
To guide deliberations, the Panel defined INRM as:
a way of managing human activities and natural resources that weighs
and integrates multiple land uses, rights, needs, ways of knowing, and
values across jurisdictional, temporal, and spatial scales to achieve
environmental, economic, social, and cultural objectives.
The Panel’s definition assumes a holistic account of natural resources that
reflects the full spectrum of human activities. It includes a range of resources,
services, and uses, including oil, gas, minerals, agricultural lands, forest, water,
soil, wildlife and fish and, more broadly, ecosystems and the biodiversity they
contain. Importantly, the definition also includes the other ecosystem services
natural resources provide, such as water supply and regulation, erosion control,
carbon sequestration, recreation, and cultural uses.
The Panel also identified eight defining characteristics of INRM. An integrated
approach to natural resource management is one that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pursues clear and comprehensive goals and objectives;
plans, manages, and monitors at appropriate geographic scales and timeframes;
engages all relevant jurisdictions;
involves rights holders and interested and affected parties;
weighs multiple values, uses, and functions;
assesses alternatives and trade-offs;
includes multiple ways of knowing; and
addresses uncertainty.
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Every natural resource management system is unique so some of these
characteristics may be more relevant than others. However, robust efforts to
implement INRM are likely to encompass all eight of these characteristics
to some degree.
INRM calls for higher-order decision-making that embraces land-use planning
and strategic assessment at regional scales, enabling better and more efficient
decision-making at project-specific stages.
In INRM, decision-makers emphasize scale-appropriate planning and evaluation
in order to assess the cumulative effects of resource use; to weigh and consider
the multiple values, uses, and functions of an ecosystem; and to identify tradeoffs in resource management. Current project-based approval processes often
exclude small projects, impose artificially narrow temporal and spatial scales,
and ignore cumulative effects. While many existing regimes emphasize projectspecific environmental assessments and permitting processes, leading practices
for implementing INRM are characterized by a greater focus on land-use plans,
and regional and strategic environmental assessments early in the process.
The effectiveness of project-level approvals would be enhanced if they were
implemented within the context of a regional plan or more strategically focused
regional environmental assessment initiatives. Likewise, effective INRM includes
strong links among regional-level plans and targets and project-level decisions.
INRM includes integration across the continuum of decision-making, as
summarized in Figure 1. From the outset INRM is underpinned by legislation,
treaties, and policies (which are themselves a function of societal rights, values,
and norms). These then lay the foundation for regional planning processes
that are inclusive, comprehensive, and informed by multiple ways of knowing.
Land-use plans in turn inform the development of regional and strategic
environmental assessments that consider cumulative effects and then inform
and simplify project-level environmental assessments. Licensing and permitting
decisions flow from these assessments. Monitoring, evaluation, and learning
by doing are relevant across the continuum.
The Panel notes that INRM is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Incremental
progress can be made to implement resource management approaches that
increasingly satisfy the eight defining characteristics of INRM. In the Panel’s
view, rather than calling for an entirely new approach to decision-making, INRM
puts a greater focus on regional planning processes early in the continuum.
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Figure 1
Continuum of Integrated Natural Resource Management Decision-Making
INRM applies across the continuum of natural resource management decision-making. It originates
in legislation, treaties, and policies that lay the foundation for regional land-use planning. This
in turn informs regional and strategic environmental assessments and subsequent project-level
environmental assessments, which can then lead to licensing and permitting decisions. Process and
outcome monitoring and evaluation can apply across the continuum to support ongoing learning.
The eight characteristics of INRM are relevant throughout.

Knowledge for INRM
We know enough to act.
The foundation of knowledge and supporting tools related to resource
management is sufficiently developed to enable INRM. Knowledge plays a
critical role in INRM decision-making, improving the quality of decisions,
building confidence, and understanding the values and limitations of information
used to make a decision. There is growing recognition that the dynamics of
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complex systems require an inclusive approach to knowledge-gathering so as
to increase the range of knowledge brought to bear on a question. Multiple
temporal and geographical scales are also important features of INRM, as is the
need to recognize and account for multifunctional landscapes. The collection
of new knowledge through monitoring is also important in INRM — it allows
for the assessment of the performance of resource management strategies.
Current monitoring efforts tend to be fragmented; to inform INRM, greater
emphasis is needed on comprehensive monitoring of ecosystems across large
regions and long timeframes.
Effective INRM depends not just on a wide range of knowledge but also on
how that knowledge is applied. Reliance on emerging data-sharing tools and
networks, as well as new strategies for applying this knowledge to decisionmaking, are contributing to our ability to practice INRM. Examples of tools for
data sharing include geographic information system (GIS) and modelling, while
tools for applying knowledge to decision-making include threshold analysis,
trade-off analysis, and cumulative effects assessment. Knowledge diversity and
application tools both support inclusive, comprehensive, and adaptive resource
management and appropriately communicate and manage uncertainties.
While the theory behind INRM is well described in the literature, there is
less empirical evidence on successes and challenges where INRM has been
implemented. Initiatives across Canada, including the British Columbia
Cumulative Effects Framework, Alberta’s Land Stewardship Act, and the Mackenzie
Valley Resource Management Act, show the growing inclusion and importance of
practitioner insights that supplement theoretical and academic knowledge. While
there is a wealth of experience in implementing management approaches in
Canada that include several characteristics of INRM, in general undertakings have
not been comprehensive and are often ultimately scaled back. Documentation
of ongoing efforts by the provincial governments in British Columbia and
Alberta to manage cumulative effects will help demonstrate learnings that can
be applied to future initiatives.
Knowledge-sharing networks, a tolerance for decision-making under
uncertainty, and better coordination of research and monitoring efforts can
foster interdisciplinary knowledge creation and knowledge exchange at scales
relevant to INRM. Actors can start to make better-informed decisions with
existing knowledge while continuing to strengthen the creation and systematic
distribution of information to fill knowledge gaps.
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INRM is built on a foundation of knowledge that effectively bridges Western
science and Indigenous and local knowledge.
Knowledge is the foundation for making informed decisions and implementing
adaptation measures for changing environments and conditions. The complexity,
uncertainty, and multiscaled nature of natural resources calls for a commensurate
sophistication in the knowledge used to inform decision-making. INRM takes
advantage of all relevant knowledge and ways of knowing. In Canada, both
Western science and ILK are particularly important for INRM.
The bridging of knowledge systems can increase the effectiveness of INRM
because consideration of multiple forms of knowledge produces better decisions.
The Panel suggests that co-design of a bridging process will best incorporate
ILK. The goal of bridging knowledge is not to reduce each source of data into
one unified collection of information, but rather to consider and weigh each
piece of knowledge in the context of its source. Early examples of success in
bridging Western science with ILK offer a model for incorporating different ways
of knowing. However, considerable work remains to ensure that practitioners
are comfortable in co-designing processes for ensuring knowledge integrity.
Challenges include a lack of well-established methodologies for bridging
knowledge, the fact that knowledge is often based in different scales, and
significant inequities in power among knowledge holders at times, with deference
given to Western science. While these challenges may serve to deter resource
managers from attempting to incorporate ILK in decision-making, making goodfaith efforts to bridge ways of knowing is an essential first step. The Government
of Canada’s commitment to reconciliation and to the United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) calls for further efforts to elevate
our collective capacity and mainstream methods for incorporating ILK into
resource decision-making.
Governance for INRM
Careful and inclusive design of INRM governance is essential to its success.
The value of INRM comes from applying knowledge to decision-making through
a carefully designed and implemented governance process. INRM calls for more
inclusive forms of governance involving a broader set of actors and expanded
ways of knowing, thereby legitimizing and improving the quality of decisionmaking. Research and practical experience have shown that effective governance
involves a range of approaches that correspond with the nature and complexity
of the resource management issues and processes under consideration. The
governance approaches that have evolved in Canada over recent decades can be
placed along a spectrum, from consultative to collaborative to shared (Figure 2).
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Moving along the consultative-collaborative-shared spectrum, each approach
represents an increasing and more substantive involvement of more than
one actor in decision-making and accountability. Although progression along
this spectrum is often desirable, there may be one or more aspects of INRM
(e.g., legislation, policy, planning, project review, monitoring) for any given
circumstance that dictate a more consultative approach.
Regardless of the approach, governance in INRM extends beyond whichever
government has authority over the resource (e.g., federal, provincial, territorial,
Indigenous) to include all relevant actors. Actors are more likely to buy into
results, help identify solutions, and put them into practice if they are involved
in decision-making. This begins with process design; in the Panel’s experience,
effective design is co-design — that is, the relevant actors collaboratively design
the governance system from the outset. Governance that is inclusive in design
and decision-making brings legitimacy and improves outcomes.

Spectrum of Governance Approaches

Consultative

• Lead actor holds
decision-making
authority, accountability,
and responsibility for
implementation

Collaborative

• Lead actor holds
decision-making authority
and is responsive to other
involved actors
• Accountability formally
resides with lead actor,
but informally with other
involved actors

Shared

• Decision-making
authority, accountability,
and responsibility for
implementation is
shared among two or
more jurisdictions/
organizations

• Lead actor is
responsible for
implementation but
delegates to other actors
per agreements

Figure 2
A Spectrum of Natural Resource Governance Approaches in Canada
Governance approaches can exist along a spectrum from consultative to collaborative through to
shared governance.
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Laws and regulations establish the boundaries of, and conditions for,
resource-based decision-making in Canada, and can create a space in which
INRM can thrive. Conversely, without supporting regulations and policies,
implementing INRM processes may be difficult. With a few notable exceptions,
most environmental and natural resource laws in Canada were passed before
INRM garnered significant interest, and with limited recognition of Indigenous
governments. However, the laws governing natural resource management in
Canada do not prohibit and, in some cases, foster INRM.
Final Reflections
The Panel designed this report to be of value to leaders working to strengthen
the legitimacy of resource management systems, and to the practitioners and
actors wishing to implement or improve INRM. Canada is in a state of transition
in resource management: from exclusively project-level planning to planning
on a regional level; from consultative to collaborative or shared governance;
and from recognition of single to multiple ways of knowing. At first glance, the
eight defining characteristics of INRM described in this report appear to call
for a complete overhaul of current resource management practices — which
in turn appears out of reach for many actors. However, the Panel came across
many promising emerging practices over the course of the assessment. Although
Canada is still experimenting with INRM, these examples are early indicators
that suggest progress is already being made. There is a need for enhanced
documentation and sharing of lessons learned from these and other initiatives
so that such lessons can be applied in other contexts.
INRM is a work in progress that will take time and resources to implement,
and that needs to be both carefully designed and thoroughly implemented.
INRM requires ongoing resourcing to support its operations, as well as regional
and long-term monitoring efforts; information collection and sharing; and
research. An INRM regime has the authority to carry out decisions. INRM
requires leadership to bring about a change in culture within government,
industry, and communities, and accountability to ensure objectives are being
met on a sustained basis. Ultimately, for INRM to be effective, a greater level of
commitment is needed on the part of governments to enhance knowledge and
governance beyond the consideration of individual resource projects. However,
in the Panel’s view, widespread INRM implementation is crucial for addressing
the scale and complexity of 21st century problems and to allow for Canada’s
continued prosperity.
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations Used in the Report
ABEKS

Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Society

ACM

adaptive co-management

ALSA

Alberta Land Stewardship Act

AMB

Archipelago Management Board

AQMS

Air Quality Management System

BBOP

Business and Biodiversity Offset Program

CEAA

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency
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Introduction

Canada’s history, identity, and economy have been shaped by its reliance
on, and trade in, natural resources. The rich diversity of Canada’s natural
resources — wildlife and other components of biodiversity, water, forests,
minerals, energy, and arable land for agriculture — has always played an
important role in the culture, health, safety, and livelihood of the people of
Canada. Demands on, and concerns for, Canada’s natural resources result in
competing interests and values, but they can also foster common goals and
opportunities for new approaches to resource management.
In resource-rich regions across the country, natural resource uses often overlap,
which can give rise to multiple opportunities and challenges. There may exist
competing claims for the same land base by many land users and sectors
(e.g., agriculture, mining, urban expansion, oil and gas exploration) and
these activities can occur simultaneously and in close proximity, or one may
preclude the other. While having multiple different users and sectors can create
greater disturbances on a given land base, competing claims — if managed
in an integrated manner — can result in: the sharing of infrastructure (e.g.,
resource roads); the creation of common support services; and collaboration
among sectors to reduce the overall footprint of multiple activities occurring
on the same land base at the same time. Though each land user and sector will
create its own set of environmental, economic, and social impacts, additional
cumulative effects will also result from having multiple land uses in the same area.
While stewardship or environmentally conscious resource management practices
exist, such as crop rotations on farmlands, selective harvesting of trees, and
recognition of habitat refugia for wildlife in trapping and harvesting practices,
other management practices have led to cumulative and complex environmental
and societal effects. Impacts can be significant with long-term effects on
ecosystems. Examples of negative effects stemming from natural resource
management practices include bioaccumulation of pollutants, large-scale
conversion of natural land cover in regions such as the Prairies and Carolinian
Forest, fragmentation of natural land cover by linear disturbance such as roads
and seismic lines, overharvesting of timber, excessive nutrient releases from
agriculture and urban areas, and overharvesting of wildlife (e.g., bison in the
Prairies, cod on the East Coast).
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As natural resource development intensifies and urban expansion continues
to put pressure on agricultural lands and forests, concerns over environmental
degradation and cumulative effects point to the need for more integrated ways
of managing land. In Canada, natural resource management decisions have
historically been made on a project-by-project or sector-by-sector basis. This
approach has come up significantly short in terms of addressing cumulative
environmental, social, and economic effects; of considering uncertainty; and
of providing adequate environmental protection.
Beyond the competing objectives across resource interests and rights holders,
the growing impacts of climate change must be addressed. Additionally, federal
government devolution of resource management responsibilities to the territories,
modern land claim and self-government treaties and agreements, and legal
recognition of Indigenous rights have altered the governance of resources in
Canada. Expectations for transparency and participation in resource management
decisions have also expanded among actors, including rights holders and the
general public, and there is now greater recognition of non-extractive values
(e.g., wilderness tourism).
A central challenge in natural resource management is making decisions
when overlapping rights, interests, and values bring together diverse actors.
Integrated approaches to natural resource management consider the individual
and combined impacts of several activities occurring in an area, apply different
ways of knowing, consider a range of spatial and temporal scales, and involve
a spectrum of interests to inform and make decisions on natural resource
management. These approaches promote informed decision-making by
collectively considering priorities and finding solutions that attempt to weigh
competing needs, interests, and uses in the same area to support the long-term
management of all resources.
1 .1

THE CH ARGE T O T H E PANE L

To better understand how to efficiently implement integrated approaches
to natural resource management in Canada, Natural Resources Canada (the
Sponsor), supported by Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and Environment
and Climate Change Canada, asked the Council of Canadian Academies (CCA)
to conduct an evidence-based assessment to answer the following question:
What is the state of knowledge and practice of integrated approaches to natural
resource management in Canada?
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The Sponsor also asked three sub-questions:
What are the main concepts and trends in science and in governance underpinning
integrated approaches to natural resource management, and what influence
are they having on the practice of natural resource management in Canada?
What barriers are affecting the understanding of integrated approaches to
natural resource management, their effectiveness, and their practical application
in Canada?
What best and promising practices and/or lessons learned exist in Canada or
internationally with respect to practically implementing science- and traditional
knowledge-informed approaches to integrated natural resource management?
To address the charge, the CCA assembled a multidisciplinary panel of 13 experts
(the Panel) from across Canada and abroad. Panel members brought expertise
related to biology, ecology, economics, human geography, geoscience, law, natural
resource management and development, public administration, sociology,
and traditional knowledge. The Panel included both academic experts and
practitioners of integrated approaches to natural resource management.
The Panel and the Sponsor agreed on the importance of recognizing the rights
and values of Indigenous Peoples in this assessment, particularly the role of
Indigenous and local knowledge (ILK) and the involvement of Indigenous
Peoples in natural resource management decision-making. Although oceans
provide significant natural resources in Canada, they were excluded from the
scope of this report.
1.2

THE PA N E L’ S AP P ROAC H AND M E T H ODOLOGY

One of the Panel’s first tasks was to determine the various research fields,
terminology, and applied practices that can be classified as integrated natural
resource management, and to decide on a consistent term and definition to inform
the development of this report. Integrated natural resource management
comprises a set of practices, approaches, and philosophies that have received
increasing attention in recent decades, as shown by the number of articles,
reviews, and proceedings papers indexed on scientific search engines such as
Web of Science (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1
Trends in the Number of Articles, Reviews, and Proceedings Papers Indexed on Web of
Science That Use the Terms Integrated Natural Resource(s) Management
Although other terms may have been used in the past, the terms integrated natural resource(s)
management have appeared significantly more frequently over the past two decades in peer-reviewed
scientific literature. This is illustrated by the increase in the number of articles, reviews, and proceedings
papers indexed on Web of Science (as of October 22, 2018) that are found when searching the terms
integrated AND natural AND resource(s) AND management as the topic. No publications before
1994 were identified.

The Panel found that the literature on integrated approaches to natural resource
management was complicated by the use of many similar and overlapping terms,
such as integrated landscape/land management, regional land use planning, ecosystem
management, and integrated resource management, among others. While all of
these terms broadly describe “proactive, holistic, systems-based, and integrated
approach[es] to environmental problems” (Carlson & Stelfox, 2009), they vary
in context, focus, and how they are applied at an operational level. The Panel
notes that the integrated approaches described in the literature often focus
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exclusively on resource and environmental issues, and do not explicitly (or
adequately) consider social and economic issues. For this report, the Panel
adopted the general term integrated natural resource management (INRM) to
encompass the essential features of the integrated approaches to resource
management.
While the Panel reviewed examples of INRM practice in international settings,
it focused its efforts on exploring learnings from Canadian INRM practice. This
was intentional as Canada’s unique natural resource management context limits
the applicability of international INRM examples to the Canadian setting. This
uniqueness is due to Canada’s size, overlapping base of natural resource uses,
diverse landscapes, constitutional division of powers, historical evolution across
jurisdictions and orders of government, and historical and legal relationships
with Indigenous Peoples. Selected international examples are presented in
the text where they provide unique or novel insights applicable to Canada.
INRM attempts in Canada can be traced to the early 20th century. Past examples
include Ontario’s 1946 Conservation Authorities Act, which facilitated the creation
of watershed groups that manage a diverse set of natural resources within their
boundaries (Mitchell, 1986). INRM implemented by the Canadian Council
of Resource Ministers and joint federal/provincial/territorial watershed
studies, and in various provincial and territorial strategic approaches between
the 1960s and 1980s, yielded mixed results (Mitchell, 1986). Writing in 1986,
Mitchell described integration in natural resource management at that time
as having “a long history even though successful implementation of it has
been infrequent” (Mitchell, 1986). Interest in INRM has been on the rise in
recent decades, catching the attention of academia, government, and industry
(Margerum, 1997; Brown et al., 2005; Stucki & Smith, 2011). The voices calling
for better integration in natural resource management are growing louder
(NAS, 2016a; Parkes et al., 2016; Gélinas et al., 2017; Worte, 2017).
1.2.1 Defining INRM
For the purpose of this assessment, the Panel defined INRM as:
a way of managing human activities and natural resources that weighs
and integrates multiple land uses, rights, needs, ways of knowing, and
values across jurisdictional, temporal, and spatial scales to achieve
environmental, economic, social, and cultural objectives.
This definition refers to a range of processes that make up the INRM lifecycle.
These include coordinating, policy-making, regional or strategic planning,
project review, regulation, operational implementation, and monitoring.
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The Panel’s definition assumes a holistic account of natural resources that reflects
the full range of human activities. It consists of many resources that produce
goods and services, including oil, gas, minerals, forest, soil, water, land, wildlife,
and fish as well as ecosystem services such as water supply and regulation, erosion
control, carbon sequestration, recreation, biodiversity conservation, and cultural
uses. This way of thinking about natural resources is not new. Regional landuse planning and watershed-level planning and management have reflected
this approach for many years. For example, 25 years ago, Slocombe (1993)
noted that, “[i]f the goal is management of an entire watershed, bioregion,
or ecosystem… [then] the management unit includes people, their social and
economic activities, and their shared and individual beliefs.” The Panel notes
that, while all natural resources need to be considered in INRM, many examples
in this report focus primarily on resource extraction (oil, gas, minerals), forests,
water, and traditional ecosystems because of their importance to Canada and
their inherent role in the discussion of integrated land use. Despite finding
fewer examples related to agriculture and urban development, the Panel notes
that these sectors are relevant to INRM, are very important in the Canadian
context, and contribute greatly to the overall footprint of resource development.
Integration refers to an inclusive and holistic approach that is transdisciplinary
and includes many decision-makers and many ways of knowing. Ways of knowing
refers to the process of understanding, while knowledge refers to information
(Berkes, 2018). Integration therefore applies to governance, occurring within
and across governments and resource managers. The Panel uses the term
integration based on the charge and its use in the field, but notes that some
have expressed concern with the term because of how it has been used in other
contexts. For example, on the subject of knowledge, Nadasdy (1999) states that
knowledge integration “compartmentalize[s] and distill[s] Aboriginal people’s
beliefs, values, and experiences according to external criteria of relevance,
seriously distorting them in the process.”
Finally, the use of the term weighs in the definition indicates that all costs,
benefits, values, objectives, and needs are considered; however, these may not
be given the same importance or priority. For example, potential land uses
for an area may include species and habitat conservation, resource extraction,
hunting and trapping, or agriculture, while the development of one of these
activities may affect the others. In INRM, each potential use is evaluated under
a management approach that considers different priorities depending on
overall acceptable costs and desired benefits. This weighting may be based on
a number of factors, including the desires of users or organizations, general
needs of the public, other nearby land uses and values, government policies
and goals, and cultural values and priorities. This process also allows for explicit
consideration of the trade-offs.
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1.2.2 The Roles of Knowledge and Governance in INRM
In exploring the theory, practice, and application of INRM, the Panel highlighted
the importance of different sources and types of knowledge and the views and
interests of multiple actors in decision-making. Panel members underscored
that all relevant forms and sources of knowledge, including Western science,
ILK, and other local knowledge, should be considered. The most relevant
sources of knowledge for INRM, and how they can best be applied, will vary
depending on the specific context.
The Panel acknowledged the essential role of governance in INRM. In the context
of INRM, the Panel defines governance as the functions, institutions, and processes
for developing norms, for decision-making and exercise of accountability, and
for how relationships among actors proceed. In this definition, norms refer
to principles, laws, regulations, guidelines, and standards (both public and
private) that societies and actors establish and to which they commit — they
guide decisions and actions on the management of natural resources. Decisionmaking encompasses the substance of the decisions that are made, who makes
them, and how they are made. Those making decisions are accountable to a
variety of people, including citizens, rights holders, and interested and affected
parties. Relationships refer to how those involved interact in developing norms,
decision-making, and the exercise of accountability. The distinction between
governance and management is important in INRM because of differences in
roles and responsibilities. In the view of the Panel, governance involves decisionmaking and accountability for the implementation of these decisions, while
management refers to the implementation of activities as a result of governance
decisions and is a process that involves planning, coordinating, and taking action
to achieve defined objectives. In Canada there are governance differences with
respect to public and private lands. While the Panel focuses on the former in
the report, governance around development of private lands is also important.
In the Panel’s view, any discussion of integrated decision-making recognizes
all those who participate in or are affected by natural resource management
decisions, including those who hold resource and land rights. These groups,
organizations, or individuals are referred to in this report as actors. In Canada,
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relevant actors include federal, provincial, territorial, Indigenous, and municipal
governments and their agencies; regulatory bodies; industry; boards and councils;
non-governmental organizations (NGOs); communities; local resource users;
and the public.
1.2.3 Evidence Considered in the Report
As a starting point for identifying evidence on INRM, the Panel conducted
searches of the published academic literature using many overlapping terms
related to integrated approaches for natural resource management (e.g., INRM,
landscape/land management). This exercise was supplemented by a search of the
grey literature drawing on the Panel’s diverse expertise and experience. This
report is not based on a systematic review, but rather a detailed analysis of the
key references identified by the Panel.
The review of the literature and the expertise of the Panel highlight several
important gaps. For example, there are insufficient data to adequately assess the
quantity and quality of different resources across the country (e.g., agricultural
land, groundwater). Some of this information used to be collected for the Canada
Land Inventory, but it shuttered in the 1990s due to budget constraints (Pierce
& Ward, 2013). Statistics Canada does collect and publish environmental and
resource accounts about some natural resources in Canada (StatCan, 2015),
however gaps remain.
Another knowledge gap of particular importance relates to the real-world
application of INRM. Based on members’ collective expertise and review of
the evidence, the Panel concluded that, although the theory behind INRM
is well described in the literature, much less empirical evidence exists on the
successes and challenges where implemented. To fill this gap, the Panel used
its own collective expertise and supplemented member knowledge by inviting
several practitioners to Panel meetings to share their experiences and expertise
in natural resource management and co-management in British Columbia,
Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Alberta. Practitioners discussed the motivation,
objectives, structure, and challenges of their respective experiences with the
Panel.
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O R G A N I Z ATI ON OF T H E R E P ORT

The Panel organized the report as follows:
• Chapter 2 describes the main forces driving INRM in Canada and the imperative
for integration.
• Chapter 3 identifies and briefly describes eight characteristics of INRM.
• Chapter 4 focuses on the role of knowledge in INRM: the aspects of knowledge
in natural resource management, the types of knowledge relevant to INRM,
and ways to use and apply that knowledge in planning and management.
• Chapter 5 addresses the role of governance in INRM: the main actors in natural
resource management, three types of governance approaches (consultative,
collaborative, and shared), and the role of laws and regulations in enabling
the governance of INRM.
• Chapter 6 explores several significant barriers to implementing INRM in
Canada, outlines potential solutions, and offers examples of leading practices.
• Chapter 7 presents the Panel’s key findings and final reflections.
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Conclusion
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Natural Resource Management in Canada:
Context and the Need for Integration
Key Findings
Natural resources are a major driver of Canada’s economy, providing significant
employment and revenues as global demand for resources persists.
Declines in both the quantity and quality of natural resources, and increasing and
cumulative pressures on the environment, underscore the need for implementing INRM.
Recognition of Indigenous Peoples’ rights and the Government of Canada’s commitment
to reconciliation create obligations and opportunities to develop improved approaches to
natural resource management, ones that are informed by different ways of knowing
and that consider the needs of all rights holders.
The jurisdictional context in which natural resources are managed in Canada is
characterized by complexity, overlap, and evolution over time, all of which call for
enhanced coordination.
Confidence in natural resource management has been undermined by rising conflict
over natural resource decisions, and practices have not kept up with evolving public
expectations for transparency and meaningful engagement.
The confluence of these trends creates an opportunity to redesign natural resource
decision-making and demonstrates the integration imperative.

People in Canada derive considerable value from the natural environment.
Energy production, agriculture and agri-food products, and lands containing
a wealth of forest and mineral resources, are among the features that have
made Canada a major producer and exporter of resources globally. The
value of the natural environment goes well beyond the market value of the
extracted goods and services derived from it. In developing this report, the Panel
adopted a broad understanding of natural resources that includes Canada’s
economically important energy, mineral, agriculture, and forestry resources
and also encompasses the wide range of benefits provided by all ecosystem
goods and services. Ecosystem services include provisioning (e.g., fuel, water);
regulating (e.g., air or water quality, pollination); cultural (e.g., cultural
identity, recreation); and supporting services needed to produce other services
(e.g., primary/secondary production, water cycling) (Millennium Ecosystem
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Assessment, 2005b; VNCST, 2017).1 Ecosystem goods and services maintain
ecosystem integrity and functions, and, more generally, play a role in human
health and well-being (e.g., Costanza, 2017; VNCST, 2017). They also provide
direct and indirect contributions to economic activities, such as through
wilderness tourism, an industry that has been valued at approximately $2 billion
dollars per annum in British Columbia alone (Wilderness Tourism Association
of BC, n.d.).
Competing demands on and for Canada’s natural resources have led to growing
interest in developing integrated approaches to managing natural resources and
land use in Canada that include all actors, and that consider a comprehensive
range of needs, uses, and the sustainability of resources over the long term. This
chapter explores the convergence of key trends that are driving the demand for
new resource management approaches, situating INRM as a promising option
for addressing growing challenges and harnessing emerging opportunities in
the management of Canada’s natural resources.
2 .1

KE Y DR I V E R S RE S H AP I NG T H E R ESOU R C E
M A N AGE M E NT CONT E X T I N CANADA

The Panel identified six important trends that are influencing resource
management in Canada — these drivers are reshaping the economic,
environmental, legal, and social context for decision-making, while at the
same time creating new opportunities for the advancement of INRM. They
are explored in no particular order.
2.1.1 Increasing Demand for Natural Resources
The global demand for natural resources continues to increase, driven primarily
by economic development and population growth (Bringezu et al., 2017).
The United Nations Environment Programme’s International Resource Panel
predicts that global material resource use in 2050 could be more than twice the
2015 levels if existing trends continue (Bringezu et al., 2017). Increasing and
sometimes competing demands on the same land base can contribute to conflict
and place stress on the environment. Population projections suggest that, by
2050, Canada could be home to approximately 45 million people — 10 million
more than the 2015 population (Bohnert et al., 2015). Demand for Canadian
agriculture, water, and other resources may also rise as global food demand is
anticipated to increase by roughly 60 to 100% from 2005 levels by 2050 (Valin
et al., 2014; NEB, 2016). Additionally, while new renewable energy technologies
1

More recent analysis undertaken by the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) has used a framework of nature’s contributions
to people to understand and analyze these services (Díaz et al., 2018).
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may reduce the demand for certain natural resources such as fossil fuels over
time, these savings are likely to be at least partially offset by an increased burden
on a different suite of natural resources. Substitution away from carbon-intensive
fuels depends, at least in part, on the world’s ability to produce non-carbon
clean technologies, which themselves rely on many raw materials (Ali et al.,
2017). These materials include certain metals that are critical for renewable
power generation and battery technologies (e.g., silver for some types of solar
cells, lithium for batteries, aluminum for wind turbines) (MAC, 2017a; The
World Bank, 2017). Energy storage technologies (primarily batteries) are
predicted to cause an estimated 10-fold increase in demand for certain metals
by 2050 (The World Bank, 2017). At the same time, people in Canada value
the environment and choose to spend time in nature (FPTGC, 2014), and this
must be balanced with the growing demand for natural resources.
Ensuring the Competitiveness of Canada’s Resource Industries
Natural resources contribute greatly to Canada’s economy and society, directly
and indirectly accounting for 1.82 million jobs (10% of all jobs) and 17% of
Canada’s nominal GDP in 2017 (NRCan, 2018). Many regional economies rely
on natural resources, and supply chains for goods and services extend across
the country. Canada’s Economic Strategy Table on Resources of the Future — a
group of leading experts from the commercial, non-profit, academic, and
government sectors — recently positioned natural resources as “Canada’s
enduring strength in a world where capital and talent are increasingly mobile”
(CEST, 2018). The rapid growth of emerging economies such as China and
India creates tremendous opportunity for Canada’s resource sector as demand
and commodity prices rise, but this opportunity will only be realized if Canadian
resource exports are competitive with those of other countries (EMMC, 2014).
Industry groups — including the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers,
the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association, the Forest Products Association of
Canada, the Prospectors & Developers Association of Canada, and the Canadian
Electricity Association — continue to cite regulatory burden and regulatory
uncertainty as two key competitiveness challenges (PDAC, 2016; CAPP, 2018; CEA,
2018; CEPA, 2018; FPAC, 2018). A 2017 survey of executives ranked “inefficient
government bureaucracy” as the most problematic factor for doing business
in Canada (WEF, 2018). Canada’s Economic Strategy Table on Resources of
the Future identified “declining competitiveness of resource projects, created
by regulatory complexity, insufficient infrastructure, and uncertainty around
land base and land use decision-making” as a key challenge that needs to be
overcome (CEST, 2018).
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2.1.2 Growing Environmental Pressures
The increasing global demand for natural resources contributes to the
intensification of environmental pressures, observed at both local and global
scales. For example, the decline in the abundance and habitats of wildlife
species is related to the conversion of natural areas to urban, commercial, and
industrial land uses, causing a rapid global change in biodiversity (Rockström
et al., 2009; Newbold et al., 2014). Extensive development across the Canadian
landscape has led to declines in habitat for key species such as caribou (Ray, 2014).
Between 2000 and 2013, Canada lost nearly 5% of its intact forest landscapes,
with 92% of this landscape degradation occurring in areas containing species
at risk (Smith & Cheng, 2016). Since the early 1900s, it is estimated that up
to 70% of wetlands in the Prairie region have been lost or degraded (Serran
& Creed, 2016).
Data needed to provide a full assessment of the impacts of natural resource use
in Canada are limited or incomplete, and the Panel was unable to create an
accurate map of the distribution of natural resource use across the country. While
the Panel is aware that provinces and territories keep comprehensive databases
of human activity, these data are sometimes focused on one resource sector
and are not always publicly accessible. Global Forest Watch Canada compiled
a series of publicly available datasets to provide an approximation of human
access across the country (Figure 2.1). The definition of access used by Global
Forest Watch Canada in this dataset is “the combined land surface anthropogenic
[i.e., human-created] disturbances caused mainly by industrial activities, which
include, but are not limited to, roads [including urban roads], mines, clearcuts,
wellsites, pipelines, transmission lines, and agricultural clearings” (Data Basin,
2017). This map should not be considered a fully accurate representation of
human disturbance in Canada, as there are important elements of human
access not visible (e.g., Diavik Diamond Mine in the Northwest Territories), and
some areas are disturbed less intensely than indicated (e.g., New Brunswick).
Rather, Figure 2.1 illustrates how human activity occurs throughout Canada.
Although activity is concentrated in southern Canada, where the majority of
people live, anthropogenic disturbances can be observed in rural and remote
parts of the country. See Section 6.1 for more details on problems associated
with a lack of data on natural resources in Canada.
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Low
High

Data Source: Global Forest Watch Canada, 2014

Figure 2.1
Relative Densities (from Low to High) of Human Access in Canada
An approximation of human access across Canada due to roads (including urban roads), mines,
pipelines, agriculture, and other human activities. Due to data limitations, the map should not be
considered a fully accurate representation of human disturbance in Canada. Some important elements
of human access are not incorporated, and some areas are disturbed less intensely than indicated. An
ecological buffer of 500 metres is applied to the dataset used to create the map. More information
on the methodology behind the data used to create the map can be found in Lee and Cheng (2014).

Cumulative effects are defined as “change[s] in the environment caused by multiple
interactions among human activities and natural processes that accumulate
across space and time” (CCME, 2014a). Cumulative effects can result from a
number of different uses occurring at the same time on the same landscape
(e.g., forestry, agriculture, residential, hunting), and/or from the same activity
occurring at a high frequency (e.g., many individual water withdrawals from the
same river). When cumulative effects are not adequately considered, “we are not
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only missing additive dimensions, but also emergent and unexpected factors
which are invisible and, therefore, overlooked within the assessment of any one
particular project” (Parkes et al., 2016). As urban expansion, agriculture, and
other uses put more pressure on the land, the potential for cumulative effects
also increases (Kennett, 2004). By way of example, Box 2.1 provides a snapshot
of the cumulative pressures of land use and natural resource development in the
traditional territory of the Blueberry River First Nations. Although the need to
consider cumulative effects in environmental decision-making is well accepted,
a lack of consensus exists on how to address them (Squires et al., 2010). Some
have argued that current approaches may be doing more harm than good, and
cumulative effects literature suggests overall that more integrated approaches
are needed (Duinker & Greig, 2006; Noble, 2015b).
While water quantity and quality in many parts of the country remain satisfactory
(ECCC, 2018b, 2018c), some of Canada’s water resources are under stress. For
instance, the Athabasca River saw its water withdrawals increase nearly 50-fold
between 1966 and 2006 due to cumulative development in urban land uses,
agriculture, pulp mills, and oil sands (Squires et al., 2010). This increase in
withdrawals has coincided with a decrease in the river’s water flows (Squires et
al., 2010). The watersheds across Canada that have experienced the greatest
increase in stress lie in Nova Scotia and in the northern regions of British
Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Ontario due to many factors (e.g.,
number of dwellings, density of petroleum manufacturers, number of crop
farms) (Chu et al., 2015). Overall, Chu et al. (2015) found that between 20 and
28% of Canada’s watersheds have critical conservation priority (i.e., a very high
need of conservation measures), based on indices representing freshwater fish
biodiversity, environmental conditions, and anthropogenic stress.
2.1.3 Intensifying Climate Change
Changes in climate variables such as temperature and precipitation affect
both environmental and human activities. Climate change is expected to
cause increasingly frequent disturbances (e.g., forest fires, pest outbreaks,
droughts, permafrost thaw, rapid landscape change), and transform water
flows, habitats, and biodiversity (Warren & Lemmen, 2014). Climate changes
have and will continue to influence the availability and distribution of natural
resources (Warren & Lemmen, 2014) and may amplify the observed cumulative
effects associated with natural resource extraction. Figure 2.3 identifies several
examples of potential climate change impacts on natural resources in different
regions of Canada.
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Box 2.1
Cumulative Pressures in the Traditional Territory of the
Blueberry River First Nations
The Blueberry River First Nations territory of northeast British Columbia is characterized
by extensive overlapping land uses. The 38,327-square-kilometre territory is home
to nearly 20,000 oil and gas wells and over 110,000 kilometres of roads, pipelines,
and transmission and seismic lines (Macdonald, 2016). Nearly 70% of the landscape
contains active petroleum and natural gas tenures, and less than 14% is covered by
intact forests (Macdonald, 2016) (Figure 2.2). Cumulative effects have been identified
as the driver preventing the Nations from using the land as guaranteed by its treaty
(Brend, 2017). Declining populations of moose, marten, beaver, lynx, and caribou
have compromised hunting and fishing rights (Brend, 2017).

BC

AB

Adapted with permission from Macdonald (2016)

Figure 2.2
Cumulative Effects Footprint in the Traditional Territory of the Blueberry River First
Nations
The industrial use footprint (in red) includes roads (5 metre buffer), transmission lines (5 metre
buffer), pipeline tenure, consolidated cutblocks, and agricultural areas. Over 70% of the area
of the Blueberry River First Nations traditional territory is within 250 metres of an industrial use.
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Adapted with permission from GC (2014)

Figure 2.3
Negative Climate Change Impacts in Canada
Canada is experiencing a wide range of negative effects from climate change, which vary by region.

Increased temperatures correlate with higher rates of forest fires, which in turn
are likely to have economic and environmental implications such as reduced
logging capacity and alteration of habitat (Gillett et al., 2004; NRT, 2011;
Stralberg et al., 2018). Similarly, rising mean temperatures lead to increased
evaporation, which is associated with drier conditions (Schindler, 2001; Warren
& Lemmen, 2014). As has already been observed in central Canada, these
droughts affect agricultural production (Cherneski, 2018) and have caused
environmental impacts such as vegetation stress and reduction in the number
of ponds (Hanesiak et al., 2011). Although Canada has one of the largest
supplies of freshwater in the world, reduced availability and quality due to
climate change has become a concern (Schindler, 2001).
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Overall, the increasing frequency of extreme events (e.g., fires, droughts,
floods) may directly impair industrial operations along with the availability of
resources by reducing renewal or supply in the case of hydropower generation
or timber harvest (Warren & Lemmen, 2014), contributing to uncertainty in
the sector. More profound ecological impacts of climate change are being
observed at large spatial scales, significantly changing ecosystems and species
distribution (Warren & Lemmen, 2014), which in turn can affect the availability
of and access to resources. These large-scale changes include the thawing of
permafrost, which can lead to the release of methane from gas hydrate deposits
and, in turn, the loss of structural integrity in the ground (Maslin et al., 2010).
2.1.4 Recognition of Indigenous Rights and Renewed
Commitment to Reconciliation
Recognition of Indigenous Rights
For millennia, Indigenous people in Canada have used land and natural
resources as an essential source of subsistence, and for social, cultural, spiritual,
and economic value (RCAP, 1996b; Lewis & Sheppard, 2005; Ehrlich, 2010;
Mameamskum et al., 2016). The relationship between European settlers and
Indigenous Peoples started in eastern Canada through treaties on trade
and security that were perceived to benefit both parties (TRC, 2015). While
Indigenous Peoples viewed the Treaty process as a means to establish “a reciprocal
relationship that would be lasting,” the intent of the federal government’s policies
at the time were to “assimilate Aboriginal people into broader Canadian society”
(TRC, 2015). By 1923, when the last of these historical treaties was signed, they
stretched across many parts of Canada with the exception of Quebec, the land
that would become Newfoundland and Labrador, and significant portions of
British Columbia and the North (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4
Historic Treaties in Canada (Pre-1975)
This map illustrates various historic treaties created between the Crown and Indigenous Peoples
across Canada. The geographic boundaries illustrated are estimates only. Treaties with no geographic
boundary (e.g., Anglo-Huron Treaty) are not represented. This map has been created using the Pre1975 Treaties (Historic Treaties) dataset downloaded from the Government of Canada’s open data
portal in November 2018 and may not be comprehensive.
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Indigenous Peoples, which include First Nations, Inuit, and Métis Peoples, are
prominent rights holders in Canada. These rights are rooted in Indigenous
Peoples’ prior occupation of North America, the Royal Proclamation of 1763,
the Constitution Act, 1867 (originally the British North America Act, 1867), and
various historical and modern treaties (RCAP, 1996b; TRC, 2015). Although
Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 gives constitutional protection to the
rights of Indigenous Peoples in Canada, it does not set out in detail what these
rights are; instead, landmark court decisions over the years have identified and
confirmed many of them (GC, 2012a). These include, but are not limited to,
the right to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

carry out traditional activities on the land (e.g., hunting, fishing, trapping);
conclude treaties;
customary law;
honourable treatment by the Crown;
ancestral territory (e.g., Indigenous title);
cultural integrity; and
self-government.
(Slattery, 2007)

In recent decades, these rights have been legally tested, reaffirmed, and
articulated in modern treaties that have taken root since 1973, many in the form
of comprehensive land claims agreements. According to Crown-Indigenous
Relations and Northern Affairs Canada, as of 2018, 25 comprehensive land claims
agreements have been signed, 22 of which have self-government provisions,
covering about 40% of Canada’s land mass (CIRNAC, 2018a, 2018b) (Figure 2.5).
Self-government arrangements take many forms based on the particular historical,
cultural, political, and economic context. Another 100 or so comprehensive
land claims agreements, affecting over 350,000 people, are still in negotiation,
70% of which are over 15 years in the making (INAC, 2014a). The federal
government has committed to work to “[i]ncrease the number of comprehensive
modern treaties and new self-government agreements in a manner that reflects
a recognition of rights approach and reconciliation” (GC, 2018c).
Federal, provincial, territorial, and municipal governments in Canada have a
duty to consult and accommodate Indigenous Peoples when undertaking actions
that may impact their rights, whether they be established, proven, or claimed
rights (e.g., SCC, 2004, 2010, 2014). This duty is triggered most commonly
in the context of natural resource development and is rooted in Section 35
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of the Constitution (Olszynski, 2016), which recognizes and affirms “existing
aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada” (GC, 2012a).
Courts, including the Supreme Court of Canada, have clarified several principles
related to duty to consult through several court cases (e.g., SCC, 2004, 2005,
2014). These include (but are not limited to): the duty is triggered wherever the
Crown has knowledge, actual or constructive, of established or claimed rights
and contemplates conduct that might adversely impact them (SCC, 2014); the
content of the duty to consult and accommodate is generally proportional to
the strength of the claim and the significance of the potential adverse effect
on the Indigenous right(s) (SCC, 2014); and the Crown cannot delegate their
legal duty to consult and accommodate to a third party (SCC, 2004). While
industry often consults with Indigenous Peoples during regulatory processes
such as environmental assessment (EA) (Craik, 2015), the level and method
of consultation and accommodation that is required for any given project is
highly contextual and may not be clear (INAC, 2015).
As prominent rights holders, Indigenous Peoples play a key role in natural
resource management in Canada (CILMC, 2005). Indeed, the treaty rights and
Indigenous rights (which include land claims and self-government agreements)
provide a framework for on-going cooperation and partnership, including a
range of control over decisions for land and resources (CIRNAC, 2018b).
Indigenous Peoples in Canada have legal traditions distinct from European
traditions that can support effective resource management. As there are
many Indigenous communities across the country, there are many different
and unique legal traditions (Borrows, 2005). These traditions developed
over time “whenever human interactions create expectations about proper
conduct” (Borrows, 2005). The political, social, and spiritual customs that
guide relationships among Indigenous people serve as the foundation for the
many different systems of laws. Indigenous traditions may be communicated
through oral history or through the use of memory objects (e.g., totem poles);
many may not be written down (Borrows, 2005).
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Figure 2.5
Modern Treaties in Canada (Post-1975)
Modern treaties arising from the post-1975 land claims process currently cover much of northern
Canada, and most involve land not covered by historic treaties. Not all of the treaty boundaries
are surveyed. This map has been created using the Post-1975 Treaties (Modern Treaties) dataset
downloaded from the Government of Canada’s open data portal in November 2018 and may not
be comprehensive. The hatched grey area represents shared harvesting areas associated with the
Tla’amin Nation Final Agreement Modern Treaty.
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Importantly, Indigenous legal traditions can include concepts of environmental
rights and responsibilities that are not separated (i.e., the discussion of rights
also includes discussion of responsibilities). While Indigenous legal traditions
have been communicated through generations using oral history, more recently
rights and responsibilities have been recognized in some written Indigenous
legal systems. For example, the Labrador Inuit Constitution explicitly states:
Every Labrador Inuk has the right to an environment that is not harmful
to his or her health or well being and to have the environment protected
for the benefit of present and future generations… and every Labrador
Inuk has a responsibility to use and enjoy Nunatsiavut and its environment
and renewable and non-renewable resources with care and respect,
without waste or greed and as a steward for future generations of
Labrador Inuit.
(Nunatsiavut Government, 2005)
Commitment to Reconciliation
In 2016, the Government of Canada signalled a commitment to building a
nation-to-nation relationship with Indigenous Peoples by signing the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) (UN, 2008).
UNDRIP acknowledges several rights of Indigenous Peoples to manage the
natural resources on their land. Article 26 notes that “Indigenous peoples have
the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that
they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation
or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.” Additionally,
Article 32 explicitly notes that governments “shall consult and cooperate in good
faith” in order to obtain free, prior, and informed consent from Indigenous
Peoples prior to the approval of any development project (UN, 2008). Although
UNDRIP is not a formally binding international treaty, the federal government
has announced that it fully supports the Declaration and is evaluating changes
in laws and regulations in light of this commitment (INAC, 2017a, 2017b). In
addition, the House of Commons adopted Bill C-262 (An Act to Ensure That the
Laws of Canada Are in Harmony with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples) in May 2018 (House of Commons, 2018a).
In 2017, the federal government committed to work toward a set of 10 principles
for its relations with Indigenous Peoples in Canada (JUS, 2018). Principle 6
is particularly relevant in the context of INRM and UNDRIP: “[m]eaningful
engagement with Indigenous peoples aims to secure their free, prior, and
informed consent when Canada proposes to take actions which impact them
and their rights, including their lands, territories and resources.” The federal
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government states it is committed to going beyond the legal duty to consult,
and notes that the importance of free, prior, and informed consent extends
beyond title lands (JUS, 2018).
A commitment to reconciliation is further demonstrated by the 2017 Inuit
Nunangat Declaration on Inuit-Crown Partnership, which affirms a commitment
by the Government of Canada to work towards socio-economic and cultural
equity in partnership with the people of Inuit Nunangat. The Declaration
further recognizes that the goal of equity will require the “full implementation
of land claims agreements as well as reconciliation” (GC et al., 2017).
2.1.5 Growing Jurisdictional and Legal Complexity
The legal framework within which natural resources are managed in Canada
has always been complex, with all orders of government involved. Provinces
and territories have significant control within their jurisdictions, with all
10 provinces and 2 of the 3 territories possessing constitutional rights to
manage the production and extraction of non-renewable resources, energy,
forest resources, and related revenue.2 The constitution establishes federal
jurisdictions over sea coast and inland fisheries, navigation, commerce, and
federal taxation regulations (GC, 2012a). Federal, provincial, territorial, and
Indigenous governments also manage large tracts of Crown land. The division
of forest ownership as of 2016, for example, is that 77% are provincial, 13%
territorial, 6% private, 2% Indigenous, and 2% federal (NRCan, 2016b).
Municipal governments, empowered through provincial or territorial law,
generally influence natural resource management through zoning and other
local regulations (NRCan, 2016a).
Indigenous governments, which exist in different forms in many parts of Canada,
also have control over lands and resources with differing rights and responsibilities
depending on the mechanism of authority. This can include fee simple land
ownership; subsurface rights ownership; co-management and joint management
systems, such as those found in the Northwest Territories and Nunavut (e.g.,
Nunavut Land Claims Agreement (INAC, 2016a)); and referred authority from
another government (e.g., Eeyou Istchee James Bay Regional Government (Gov.
of QC, 2017)). Self-government agreements — which may or may not coincide
with land claims agreements — ensure that Indigenous governments have greater
autonomy over decision-making within their jurisdictions (CIRNAC, 2018a).

2

Negotiations are ongoing among the Government of Nunavut, the Government of Canada,
and Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. to establish a devolution agreement that would transfer resource
management responsibilities to the territory (INAC, 2014b, 2016b).
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Each level of government also plays a significant role in maintaining environmental
quality. While Canada’s 1867 Constitution clearly sets out jurisdiction over many
extractable natural resources to federal, provincial, or territorial governments,
it does not do the same for the environment. This is because the concept of
jurisdiction over the environment did not exist at the time of the drafting of the
Constitution (Doelle & Tollefson, 2013). The Supreme Court of Canada has
held that “the environment is not an independent matter of legislation under
the Constitution Act, 1867 and… does not comfortably fit within the existing
division of powers without considerable overlap and uncertainty” (SCC, 1992).
The federal government has passed environmental laws such as the Canadian
Environmental Protection Act, Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, Yukon
Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Act, Mackenzie Valley Resource Management
Act, and Fisheries Act. Provinces and territories have also passed environmental laws
(e.g., Nova Scotia’s Environment Act). Municipalities, though limited to the scope
granted to them by their province or territory, may have the ability to regulate
some environmental matters (e.g., water intake and treatment), define land-use
development via zoning and planning, or implement specific regulations aimed
at protecting the environment (e.g., use of pesticides) (Benidickson, 2013).
Environmental laws also stem from modern land claims agreements (Noble,
2015b). For instance, the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act created the
Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board, which supersedes the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act in the Northwest Territories, as does
the Yukon Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Act (INAC, 2007; White
et al., 2007; GC, 2017a). This legal context is constantly evolving in response
to legislative changes and court decisions. For example, proposed federal
changes to the Fisheries Act (Bill C-68) include mandatory consideration of
cumulative effects and Indigenous knowledge where available, among other
changes, while the Impact Assessment Act (Bill C-69) provides increased public
participation relative to the existing Canadian Environmental Assessment Act,
2012 and expands the project assessment to include not only environmental
but also economic, health, and social considerations (GC, 2012b; House of
Commons, 2018b, 2018c). Both Bill C-68 and C-69 were adopted by the House
of Commons in June, 2018.
Legislation in each jurisdiction may overlap, conflict, or supersede that of
other governments (Doelle & Tollefson, 2013). For instance, in Ontario the
federal Species at Risk Act and the provincial Endangered Species Act co-exist — and
overlap. Although provincial or territorial regulations may be present, the
federal Species at Risk Act can also protect a species as needed (GC, 2017b).
There is no one level of government that has the ultimate authority over all of
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these matters, and disagreement can result in legal conflicts (SCC, 1992). These
complex and overlapping circumstances increase the need for collaboration
among governments.
2.1.6 Declining Public Trust in Decision-Making
The public lacks trust in natural resource management decision-making in
Canada, particularly of government and resource industries, with an increasing
share of resource management projects subject to controversy and delay (Cleland
et al., 2016). In a 2018 public opinion survey, about half of respondents believed
that Canada does a poor or very poor job at several dimensions of resource
management, including “balancing the concerns of local communities…
with broader regional, provincial or national interests,” “providing a clear,
predictable and competitive policy and regulatory environment for energy
investors,” and “developing a shared long-term vision for Canada’s energy
future” (Nanos, 2018). This proportion was higher than in 2017, when about
40% of respondents identified Canada as doing a poor or very poor job on
these same dimensions (Nanos, 2018).
The Panel believes that increasing dissatisfaction about natural resource
management is illustrated by increasing litigation related to EA matters in
Canada (Figure 2.6). This increase is notwithstanding the fact that, following
legislative changes in 2012, there are several thousand fewer EAs now being
conducted at the federal level (CEAA, 2017).
The complexities created by large-scale policy issues (e.g., climate change)
and a shifting social context characterized by “the decline of deference,
fragmentation, risk aversion and modern communications” have been identified
as factors contributing to a lack of public trust in energy authorities (Cleland
et al., 2016). Additionally, the information needed to promote public trust in
decision-making is not always available or accessible (Booth & Halseth, 2011;
Cleland et al., 2016).
Pipelines, hydroelectric dams, and wind turbines are all examples of development
projects that have witnessed a range of public attitudes including opposition,
which sometimes differ geographically (Shaw et al., 2015; Parkins et al., 2017).
Trust may be lost over time if communities feel there is an absence of procedural
and distributive fairness in governance decisions (Shaw et al., 2015). As explained
by Shaw et al. (2015) in relation to energy projects, “a lack of trust developed
because many communities saw government as a facilitator of project development
rather than an arbiter of costs and benefits.” The costs of a lack of trust are
felt in the time, energy, and resources spent repairing relationships (Booth &
Halseth, 2011) or compensating for past wrongs.
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Figure 2.6
Proportion of Canadian Court Decisions That Include the Term “Environmental
Assessment,” 2002–2017
In general, the proportion of court cases (number of cases per thousand) for which decisions include
the term environmental assessment has been increasing in Canada since 2002.

2 .2

THE I NT E GRAT I ON I M P E R AT I V E

In the Panel’s view, all of the drivers identified above point to the need to better
integrate natural resource management. Others have recognized the need for
INRM, with Gillingham et al. (2016) terming it an integration imperative. INRM
includes knowledge collection, analysis processes, and governance structures
designed to take a broader perspective on environmental, social, and economic
impacts, and considers a diversity of knowledge and views in decision-making.
This section draws a tighter link between the drivers set out above and INRM
features that could be particularly effective in responding to each.
The Business Council of Canada has called for changes that increase public
confidence in decision-making, clarify regulatory requirements, produce clear
results in a timely manner, and make Canada a good place to invest (BCC, 2017;
Manley, 2017). In this context, strategic and regional assessments are identified
as forums for addressing broader policy issues and cumulative effects. Similarly,
they identify the need for new forums to engage with the public on important
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policy issues in order to “avoid the tendency to try and hold individual project
assessments accountable for broader societal issues and impacts” (BCC, 2017).
Canada’s Economic Strategy Table on Resources of the Future has suggested
piloting regional impact assessments that can help guide project approvals
as part of the implementation of Bill C-69 (CEST, 2018). There appears to
be growing support for the idea that regional approaches could be a tool for
overcoming current regulatory burdens and uncertainty.

1915

1945

2015
Data provided by ALCES Landscape & Land-Use Ltd.

Figure 2.7
Land-Use Changes in Alberta, 1915–2015
Alberta has seen extensive changes in land use over the past century. The maps show the increase in
anthropogenic land use in terms of coverage and density from 1915 to 2015. The point of 1945 was
selected because it precedes the emergence of the oil sector in 1947, which has generated substantial
economic growth, thereby stimulating population growth and subsequent expansion of other sectors.
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Indeed, the Government of Alberta has recognized that growing demand and
expansion of multiple natural resource uses, and subsequent impacts on the
landscape, call for integration (Gov. of AB, 2008). In Alberta, agriculture, logging,
energy, and mining industries have expanded their footprints considerably
since the 1950s, alongside other land uses such as human settlement and
transportation. Increased natural resource production, especially hydrocarbon
extraction but also agriculture and forestry, led to economic growth and, as a
result, population growth and expansion of settlements. Figure 2.7 shows the
combined changes between 1915 and 2015 in Alberta’s five major land uses:
agriculture, forestry, oil and gas, transportation, and human settlement. The large
changes observed after 1945 coincide with the first major crude oil discovery
(Leduc No. 1 oil well), while agriculture — which has also increased in extent
and intensity — remains the dominant land-use footprint in the province. In
announcing its Land Use Framework, Alberta explicitly recognized that “what
worked before will not work for the future” (Gov. of AB, 2008).
As environmental stressors become more complex, there is a need for novel
integrated approaches that enable assessment of the cumulative effects of these
stressors on ecosystems. There is consensus among scientists, governments, and
Indigenous leadership that more integrated approaches to the management
of cumulative effects are needed to ensure the sustainability of environmental
systems (Noble, 2015a). The Panel notes that a significant challenge associated
with managing cumulative effects is the need for knowledge and collaboration
that extend well beyond the scale and scope of individual project reviews and
project-based decisions. Therefore, managing cumulative effects requires:
• knowledge about how environmental, social, and economic conditions
change over time in response to a combination of multiple anthropogenic
and natural stressors;
• long-term monitoring at multiple spatial scales;
• assessments of how changes in environmental conditions affect people; and
• new collaborative leadership models and a coordinated and integrated
approach to management and decision-making about resource use and
allocation.
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The importance of natural resources to Canada makes the country particularly
sensitive to any changes that affect them, such as climate change, and calls
for management approaches that can better balance competing interests in a
changing environment.
In addition, as noted throughout this report, natural resources and the
environment in general do not respect spatial or jurisdictional boundaries.
Negative environmental impacts from natural resource projects outside of these
boundaries may travel by air, water, or wildlife onto land far from the source. This
phenomenon, as well as the number, size, and pace of development activities, has
made Indigenous people “increasingly concerned about the cumulative effect
that numerous projects on the landscape are having on their ability to exercise
their rights” (Olszynski, 2016). Additionally, there is growing recognition of
the importance of meeting the duty to consult and achieving free, prior, and
informed consent for every resource project that impacts the rights of Indigenous
Peoples. In the Panel’s view, INRM processes that emphasize ongoing regional
consultations support meaningful engagement and thereby facilitate meeting the
duty to consult at the project level effectively and efficiently. At the same time,
the knowledge and practices of Indigenous Peoples are now seen to enhance
effective resource management (e.g., Berkes, 2018). Finally, unresolved land
claims create obligations for non-Indigenous governments in terms of resource
management, but also create opportunities to implement INRM processes
based on partnerships between non-Indigenous and Indigenous governments.
Changes to the Fisheries Act alongside the new Impact Assessment Act, will affect
natural resource management in Canada. The Impact Assessment Act will provide
for, but not mandate, regional assessment and strategic assessments. Sustainability
and cumulative effects are both important concepts in these regimes and yet
their project-by-project focus undermines their ability to consider them.
Finally, restoring the public’s trust in natural resource management is important
to the integrity of the decision-making process. Bringing together different
actors and priorities for land use in an equitable, transparent, and responsible
way is essential to INRM. The planning and incorporation of science and
other sources of knowledge that occur in INRM can facilitate better-informed
decision-making and restore trust. The way that many integrated approaches
bring together different voices in a long-term and cooperative process further
encourages decision-makers who seek to avoid conflict (including legal battles)
and fosters trust among both participants and observers.
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C O N C L U S I ON

In the Panel’s view, many current practices for managing natural resources are
becoming increasingly untenable from environmental, social, and economic
perspectives. Conventional approaches to resource management are being
challenged by growing demand for a range of resources and by environmental
changes — including climate change. Other changes include recognition of the
rights of Indigenous Peoples and a commitment to reconciliation, increasing
legal complexity, and mounting public distrust in resource decision-making.
The six drivers described in this chapter call for an urgent rethinking of natural
resource decision-making in Canada. INRM holds promise as a means for
considering complexity, multiple scales, and varying interests, and bringing
these together to make reasoned decisions. Some INRM features that are
particularly well suited to addressing today’s challenges include extensive
engagement processes, regional orientation, evaluation of trade-offs, and
inclusion of all relevant jurisdictions. Having established the importance of
INRM for Canada, the next chapter proceeds to unpack the concept and
identifies its eight defining characteristics.
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Understanding INRM: Eight
Defining Characteristics
Key Findings
The value of INRM comes from applying knowledge to decision-making through
carefully designed and implemented governance processes.
The Panel established the following eight defining characteristics of INRM:
• Pursues clear and comprehensive goals and objectives
• Plans, manages, and monitors at appropriate geographic scales and timeframes
• Engages all relevant jurisdictions
• Involves rights holders and interested and affected parties
• Weighs multiple values, uses, and functions
• Assesses alternatives and trade-offs
• Includes multiple ways of knowing
• Addresses uncertainty

This chapter introduces defining concepts relevant to INRM, laying the
groundwork for more detailed descriptions and analysis in Chapters 4 through 6.
INRM is an inherently complex undertaking, and the challenges are magnified
by the lack of a common understanding of the concept among practitioners
and policy-makers. To structure its analysis and clarify its own interpretation
of INRM, the Panel explored the state of knowledge of INRM under two
broad themes: knowledge and governance. The analysis was supported by the
Panel’s identification of eight defining characteristics related to knowledge
and governance (Figure 3.1) that were derived from an extensive body of
existing work (e.g., Lang, 1986; Margerum, 1999; Pavlikakis & Tsihrintzis,
2000; Douthwaite et al., 2004; Kennett, 2004; CILMC, 2005; Keough & Blahna,
2006; Slocombe & Hanna, 2007; Carlson & Stelfox, 2009; Mitchell et al., 2014;
Parkes et al., 2016).
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Figure 3.1
Defining Characteristics of INRM
INRM, as described by the Panel, has eight defining characteristics. These characteristics relate to
both the creation and application of knowledge, as well as to the development and implementation
of meaningful governance processes.

3 .1

I N R M P U R S U E S C L E AR AND C OMPR EH ENSIV E
G O A L S AND OB JE C T I V E S

In the Panel’s view, the identification and pursuit of clear and comprehensive
goals and objectives — related to both process and desired outcomes — is a
defining INRM characteristic. Goals may be elevated, aspirational, and not
directly assessable, but objectives need to be practical and measurable. For
example, a process goal could refer to ensuring transparency and a corresponding
objective could be ensuring public release of all results from monitoring within
a certain timeframe; an outcome goal could be maintaining river health and
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a corresponding objective could be keeping pollutant levels below a given
threshold. Goals and objectives may be environmental, economic, social, and/
or cultural depending on the specific context.
Setting and communicating clear goals and objectives allow all participants
to keep decision-makers accountable for those targets (Roach & Worbets,
2012). Assessment against measurable objectives helps ensure that a given
initiative can be re-evaluated and improved or replaced if necessary (Meredith,
1997). Clear goals and objectives also help all participants to work with a
shared understanding of the management actions. While goals can relate to
a common vision, ambiguous objectives lead to misinterpretation, which in
turn can generate different and conflicting management actions on the same
landscape (Lang, 1986).
Ideally, there is a consensus on general goals among all relevant actors (Sayer
et al., 2013). Common goals developed by all participating actors can reveal
shared priorities (Margerum, 1997) and an overall vision on how management
should proceed. In the absence of shared goals and vision, “decision making is
more likely to be influenced by the disjointed array of jurisdictional mandates
and their self-generated needs, priorities, and responsibilities” (Halseth et al.,
2016). While in some cases there may be conflicts about goals, being clear about
which goals have consensus and which do not can support weighing of multiple
values, uses, and functions, and assessment of alternatives and trade-offs.
3.2

I N R M P LA N S , M ANAGE S , AND M ONITOR S AT
A P P R O P R I AT E GE OGR AP H I C S CAL E S AND TIMEFR AMES

Geographic and temporal scales are critical when it comes to natural resource
management. To date, however, the assessment of natural resource development
impacts has measured short timeframes and local scales relating to a specific
project. In the absence of a larger scale and longer-term vision, decisionmakers often do not have the information needed to make the most effective
management decisions. The Panel considers the identification of relevant
geographic scales and timeframes to be an INRM characteristic. Reflecting on
the broader landscape over longer periods of time can support more informed
and effective management decisions.
The impacts of land and natural resource uses can occur at different time
scales or have time-dependent impacts. For instance, expanded hunting and
trapping opportunities in an area can have immediate economic benefits locally
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but may also have longer-term impacts on ecosystem functions over a larger
area by altering predator-prey relationships. Geographic impacts associated
with a given use of natural resources may vary by scale. For instance, at a local
scale, the expansion of agricultural activity may cause habitat loss when a forest
is converted to a farm, whereas at a larger scale there could be downstream
impacts on water availability and quality. Folke et al. (2007) conclude that
“environmental and renewable resource issues tend to be neither small-scale
nor large-scale but cross-scale in both space and time.”
Existing management boundaries create challenges in implementing integrated
approaches, since management areas are often not aligned with ecological
systems such as watersheds (Slocombe, 1993). These arbitrary boundaries
may force multiple disconnected groups to manage the same ecosystem or
environmental area. The disparate and often conflicting mandates of these
groups can lead to uncoordinated or incompatible management actions that
can cause cumulative effects on the landscape (Slocombe, 1993).
Implementing INRM across multiple scales does not mean adopting the widest
possible scope. Each planning or management initiative needs to identify its
own relevant scales to avoid including too many timeframes or geographic
areas. Indeed, it is important to establish realistic boundaries to ensure that
the policy, planning, management, and decision-making processes remain
manageable (Slocombe & Hanna, 2007). INRM is as comprehensive as it is
practicable. Additionally, overarching large-scale INRM processes can support
smaller-scale decision-making processes. Higher-order processes upfront (e.g.,
planning at a regional scale) can allow for more efficient and coordinated
project-level decision-making moving forward.
3 .3

I N R M E NGAGE S AL L RE L E VAN T J U R ISDIC TIONS

Coordination within and across governments is necessary to inform and
implement INRM decision-making since, as implied above, the suitable geographic
scales for decision-making in INRM often span multiple jurisdictions. In Canada,
integration across jurisdictions includes consideration of the multiple orders
of governance with distinct and overlapping mandates and responsibilities.
Integration within a jurisdiction involves different departments or agencies at
the same level of government working together when, for instance, a project
triggers several regulatory requirements under the mandate of multiple
departments or agencies.
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I N R M I N VO LV E S RI GH T S H OL DE R S A ND
I N TE R E S TE D AND AF F E C T E D PART I E S

Integrated approaches bring together all the relevant rights holders and interested
and affected parties. This involves consulting, collaborating, and making
decisions with a broad array of relevant people, parties, and groups. These
actors may have different, and even competing, interests and priorities. A wide
range of groups and individuals may consider themselves to be interested or
affected parties when it comes to resource decision-making, particularly when
impacts of development are not merely local in scale (e.g., climate change).
Integrated approaches consider the priorities of a wide group and make tradeoffs to manage the land. Effective engagement and consensus-building has
been key to the success of many natural resource projects (Wondolleck, 1985;
Schneider et al., 2003).
While many actors may have an interest, rights holders have a specific entitlement
relevant to resource management decisions. Governments, industry, Indigenous
Peoples, and individuals can all be rights holders. In addition, multiple
groups may hold rights over the same land area (e.g., a company may hold
surface rights to harvest timber while a province or another company holds
subsurface rights to minerals).
Resource management approaches may include a smaller number of
actors — typically the proponent of a new land use and a group that oversees
land uses in that area. In some cases, governments have been reluctant to engage
others, concerned this could compromise their sole decision-making authority
(Goetze, 2004; Slocombe & Hanna, 2007). However, INRM is based on careful
design to allow the priorities of other actors co-located in the same area and
influenced by new land uses to be considered. For example, new exploration
for fossil fuels may affect local timber harvest or agricultural growth. Ensuring
the meaningful involvement of all actors in INRM is an important part of the
governance process; overcoming any challenges can ultimately benefit the
INRM process.
3.5

I N R M W E I G H S M U LT I P L E VAL U E S , U SES,
A N D FUN C TIONS

Integrated approaches consider and weigh multiple natural resources and land
uses in a given geographic area over time. This involves collecting information
from all relevant actors on current and potential land uses and weighing all
options. INRM recognizes that natural resources and land uses are not limited
to extractive industries. Instead, all natural resources and land uses from which
humans derive value are important to this process, including social and cultural
uses and other ecosystem services.
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For Indigenous Peoples in Canada, the use of natural resources, or simply
the land itself, is fundamental to way(s) of life beyond their purely economic
value or functional use (RCAP, 1996b; Lewis & Sheppard, 2005; Ehrlich, 2010;
Mameamskum et al., 2016). Indigenous Peoples have used lands for subsistence
as well as for social, cultural, or spiritual purposes for milennia. These values
influence their views and reactions to proposed natural resource development
projects (Lewis & Sheppard, 2005; Ehrlich, 2010).
Actors may have varying priorities for a given land use. Identifying each actor’s
priorities facilitates collaborative work and identification of mutually agreeable
solutions (Slocombe & Hanna, 2007). Since “value conflicts are at the center
of making responsible trade-offs, it is important… to provide an environment
in which participants feel they can speak freely and to evoke emotions as well
as logical thought” (Gregory et al., 2001). Strictly regulatory or quantitative
approaches have typified the past; however, INRM explicitly invites a broad
range of values, including those not typically quantified, to the decision-making
table and uses those values to inform the entire process.
3 .6

I N R M AS S E S S E S ALT E R NAT I V ES AND TR ADE-OFFS

Natural resource management almost certainly involves overlapping or
conflicting plans for how land uses should be assigned (Brown et al., 2005; Sayer
et al., 2013). To reconcile these conflicts, INRM encourages the evaluation of
different management alternatives and comparison of the trade-offs inherent
in each option. This evaluation forces decision-makers to think through their
intended actions, the possible consequences of those actions, and the priorities
underpinning their initial choices (Failing et al., 2007). Evaluating the trade-offs
of different management scenarios implicitly acknowledges the fact that true
win-win scenarios for all actors can rarely, if ever, be achieved (McShane et al.,
2011). Judgments about trade-offs are value-laden, with each participant having
a different view about their ideal resource management approach. Integrated
approaches do not attempt to accommodate each participant’s ideal scenario,
but instead attempt to find reasonable trade-offs that everybody can live with
and understand (Schneider et al., 2003; McShane et al., 2011). In some cases,
this may mean that projects may not proceed at all. For instance, the Screech
Lake Uranium Exploration Project in the Mackenzie Valley was rejected because
“the Upper Thelon area is of high spiritual and cultural importance to the
Akaitcho and other aboriginal peoples… The Review Board is of the view that
although the proposed development is physically small, the potential cultural
impacts are not” (MVEIRB, 2007).
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I N R M I N C LU DE S M U LT I P L E WAY S OF K NOWING

A range of knowledge sources and ways of knowing are needed to deal with
the changes and shifts in the systems in which natural resource development
occurs (Tengö et al., 2014, 2017). Consideration of a combination of knowledge
sources can provide a more complete picture of the situation at hand. For
example, it can increase the likelihood of including a variety of timeframes
and geographic boundaries, leading to better understanding of interactions
across temporal and spatial scales (Laidler, 2006; Reid et al., 2006; Gagnon &
Berteaux, 2009; Rathwell et al., 2015).
Integrated approaches bring together diverse ways of knowing and a wide
range of knowledge sources to make effective environmental decisions (Tengö
et al., 2014). In INRM, the political or legal understanding that policy-makers
bring to the table is not the only source of knowledge considered. A range
of knowledge holders, such as scientists, resource industry representatives,
hunters and trappers, and local residents including Indigenous Peoples, may
all be able to provide insight on a natural resource management issue, applying
both Western scientific knowledge and ILK to decision-making.
3.8

I N R M A D D R E S S E S U NCE RTAI NT Y

Natural systems are non-linear and inherently uncertain, making system
interactions and processes hard to predict (Berkes et al., 2003). Uncertainty may
be encountered in the inherent nature of data, of forecasts, and of the efficacy
of proposed management actions (Failing et al., 2007; York, 2013; Rosa et al.,
2014). Uncertainty may increase due to phenomena such as climate change,
where both the changes and the response of ecosystems to these changes are
uncertain (Dietz, 2017). The lack of stationary natural states resulting from
climate change also reduces the ability to project future conditions and thus
creates and/or exacerbates uncertainty.
INRM explicitly considers and incorporates uncertainties into decision-making
whenever possible. Dealing with uncertainty becomes even more important in
INRM as the additional natural resources and scales included in an integrated
process can increase the overall complexity and resulting uncertainty (Parkes
et al., 2016; DeFries & Nagendra, 2017). Uncertainty is not static, however,
and some types may be reduced over time as new knowledge is acquired and
integrated into management decisions. Adaptive management that explicitly
recognizes uncertainty, seeks to reduce it, and adjusts management strategies
in response to monitoring and analysis is an important feature of INRM.
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Uncertainty about identifying the best possible management option need not
paralyze natural resource management. “In the end,” Failing et al. (2007) note,
“we have to rely on the judgment of concerned and engaged people to evaluate
the fact and value-based claims relevant to a decision and make a reasoned and
informed choice.” Indeed, considering uncertainties allows all participants to
be fully aware of potential limitations and risks (Failing et al., 2007).
3 .9

C O N C L U S I ON

While the Panel stressed that there is no “one size fits all” approach to INRM,
the lack of a shared understanding of INRM acts as a barrier to progress.
Therefore, the Panel identified the eight characteristics described above to
clarify the concept of INRM and support a shared understanding. The context
of each situation is important, and determines the relevance of each of these
characteristics. However, in the view of the Panel, any initiative that does not
strive to meet these characteristics has not undertaken the most robust efforts to
implement INRM. The rest of this report draws on these characteristics to help
interpret the state of research and practice of both knowledge and governance.
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The Role of Knowledge in INRM
Key Findings
The complexity, uncertainty, and multiscaled nature of natural resources call for a
commensurate sophistication in the knowledge used to inform decision-making.
INRM takes advantage of all relevant knowledge and ways of knowing. In Canada,
Western science and ILK are particularly relevant for INRM. Successful knowledge
bridging respects each way of knowing, while facilitating linkages and communication
among different ways of knowing.
Tools exist for sharing knowledge and applying knowledge to decision-making across
the INRM continuum. Key tools for applying knowledge across the continuum include
regional planning, strategic EA, threshold analysis, trade-off analysis, cumulative
effects assessment, adaptive management, and monitoring and baseline studies.

The state of knowledge does not justify delaying INRM implementation. INRM
provides the means to make the best use of existing knowledge and expand
it over time. Knowledge is fundamental to INRM processes. It helps actors
to: understand the state of the environment and social-ecological systems in
which natural resources reside; predict the impacts that will occur as a result
of management decisions; and monitor those impacts and cumulative effects.
Knowledge is therefore the foundation on which actors make informed decisions
and implement adaptation measures to react to changing environments and
conditions. This chapter begins by highlighting the contextual considerations
that influence knowledge requirements in INRM. It goes on to discuss two of
the key ways of knowing relevant to INRM in Canada and the importance
of bridging knowledge, then describes tools available for organizing and sharing
knowledge, and tools that can support the effective application of knowledge
to planning and ongoing management efforts.
4.1

C O N TE XTUA L I Z I NG K NOW L E DGE F OR INR M

The context-specific knowledge required to inform INRM presents unique
challenges as natural resources: are highly connected to each other and to
human actions; exist at many different temporal and spatial scales; and may
not be characterized with a high degree of precision.
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4.1.1 Understanding the Complexity of Social-Ecological Systems
The complexity of the systems in which individual resources exist — and of the
interactions among those systems — influences the knowledge requirements
of any effective resource management decision protocol, including INRM. A
system-based approach encompasses the social, economic, and environmental
dimensions of INRM and their interconnections (Parkes et al., 2016). While
the ecological connections among resources (e.g., predator-prey relationships)
are well recognized, connections among the social and ecological aspects of an
environment (e.g., effects of tourism on wildlife habitat and vice versa) are not
always considered. Social-ecological systems, defined as “[i]ntegrated, coupled
systems of people and environments” (Armitage et al., 2009), comprise a range
of interrelating components whose interactions have an effect on outcomes
(Ostrom, 2009). These components are: (i) resource systems (e.g., a forest);
(ii) resource units (e.g., trees); (iii) governance systems (e.g., the government
agency and other organizations involved in forest management, and the rules
related to forest use); and (iv) users of the resource, all of which exist in specific
social, economic, and political settings and related ecosystems (Figure 4.1). It is
important to recognize how human factors influence social-ecological systems,
as these may not be considered in some integrated approaches to resource
management. While the Panel chose to use the term social-ecological system, it
notes that other terms exist to describe systems that include social, economic,
and environmental factors.
Managing natural resources within a complex social-ecological system requires
many sources of knowledge and the integration of multiple perspectives (Berkes
et al., 2003; Dietz, 2013b, 2017). These perspectives can include all actors in the
system: experts from different disciplines, a diversity of interest groups (e.g.,
local citizens, industry associations, NGOs), governments and rights holders,
and affected parties. Fundamentally, integrating these perspectives increases
the range of knowledge and allows decision-makers to better understand the
system to be managed. Ultimately, however, all systems are inherently uncertain,
and decision-makers will never have complete knowledge of all components
in a social-ecological system.
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Figure 4.1
A Social-Ecological System
A social-ecological system comprises strongly connected components that interact and mutually affect
each other (components illustrated within the oval). This system exists in the context of human factors
(their specific social, economic, and political settings), as well as related ecosystems. A social-ecological
framework helps to identify relevant variables for studying a given system, and provides a common
set of variables for organizing studies of similar systems (Ostrom, 2009).

4.1.2 Data at Multiple and Nested Scales
The importance of broader spatial and temporal scales is a significant
characteristic of INRM that separates it from other integrated management
approaches. In the experience of the Panel, the larger regions and longer
timeframes relevant for INRM are typically underrepresented by existing
research and monitoring efforts.
Addressing a process at the wrong scale can lead to incomplete, and in some
cases incorrect, representations (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005a).
Considering the appropriate geographic scales recognizes that natural resources
and their management occur at widely diverse geographic scales (Lovell et
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al., 2002; Hein et al., 2006) — from the very local (e.g., an open-pit mine) to
the global (e.g., airshed), and from the stationary (e.g., hydroelectric dams)
to the distributed (e.g., river system) and dynamic (e.g., migrating caribou).
Although the region covered by a management regime will have geographic
boundaries, some effects cannot be kept within these boundaries. For instance,
poor management of effluents can lead to large-scale contamination downstream
from wastewater treatment plants, farms, or manufacturing plants.
Relevant time scales in INRM are often long, as these enable consideration and
understanding of long-term effects of land uses. This means a development
that changes the landscape and the future reclamation of that land are both
considered — something shorter time scales may fail to do (Kennett, 2004).
Integrating temporal scales also means finding ways for different planning
processes to feed into one another. Although planning for the long-term
use of an area is becoming more common, integrating temporal scales goes
further. The frequency of events on the landscape is also relevant — these can
be episodic, cyclical, recurrent, ephemeral, or continual (Lovell et al., 2002).
Human activities similarly occur at diverse time scales; small construction
projects occur at shorter, more sporadic time scales, whereas urban sprawl may
occur over longer periods at more predictable frequencies.
In the absence of human activity, ecosystems are not static. Over time, any
region exhibits natural ecological variability, meaning natural conditions might
deviate significantly from the average state of that region and will vary among
regions. Natural variability can be defined as “the ecological conditions, and the
spatial and temporal variation in these conditions, that are relatively unaffected
by people, within a period of time and geographical area appropriate to an
expressed goal” (Landres et al., 1999). Establishing natural variability requires
historical knowledge of the condition of a given area over a set of temporal and
geographical scales relevant for the processes of interest. INRM recognizes the
importance of considering natural variability rather than a region’s average
condition, because it can support adaptive management through achievable
goal-setting, and provide an understanding of both the conditions needed
to maintain ecosystem health and the impact of human activities in a region
relative to its unaltered state (Landres et al., 1999; Wong & Iverson, 2004).
Considering multiple geographic scales and timeframes allows integrated
approaches to work over larger and longer scales while still maintaining effective
action in local areas and over shorter timeframes. Focusing on multiple spatial
scales increases the chances that broad-scale, overarching goals are brought
to fruition through local management activities. However, this does not mean
that INRM always adopts the widest possible scope.
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4.1.3 Acknowledging and Dealing with Uncertainty
Uncertainty is an inevitable part of managing natural resource systems and
affects the collection, interpretation, and sharing of knowledge among actors.
As discussed above, some of the uncertainty derives from the complexity of the
social-ecological systems, or from gaps in actors’ knowledge. Risk in natural
resource management generally refers to the likelihood that some undesirable
state will occur, and consists of both the probability of occurrence and the
distribution and severity of an impact (Renn, 1992; Stankey et al., 2005). A
major problem in current resource management practices is that practitioners,
managers, and decision-makers often fail to disclose and adequately deal
with uncertainties (Leung et al., 2016). Uncertainty can result in unintended
management outcomes, or deter managers from making necessary decisions.
Additionally, the failure to acknowledge uncertainty can lead to a discrediting
of science when unexpected events lead to outcomes different from those
predicted (Stankey et al., 2005).
INRM has a greater need to consider uncertainty compared to single-project
resource management because its greater temporal and geographic scales
increase both overall complexity and uncertainties (Parkes et al., 2016; DeFries
& Nagendra, 2017). The challenge lies in where and how to incorporate
uncertainties into the management process, since they are not static and may
change over time. Consideration is given to the location of uncertainty (i.e.,
whether it is attributed to assumptions about ecological processes, limited data,
or other factors), the level of uncertainty (i.e., whether probabilities are known or
whether uncertainty is systemic), and the nature of uncertainty (i.e., whether
it can be sufficiently resolved by more data or information) (Petersen et al.,
2013). As explained by Berkes et al. (2003), the management of social-ecological
systems should be “adaptable and flexible, able to deal with uncertainty and
surprise, and [built with] capacity to adapt to change.” The Panel notes that
these objectives (adaptability, flexibility, ability to deal with uncertainty) are
achieved if management systems include the INRM characteristics discussed in
Chapter 3. Section 4.3 briefly outlines specific tools that can help meet these
important objectives.
4.2

KN O W LE D G E AND WAY S OF K NOW I N G

Knowledge can come from a broad range of disciplines, data types (e.g.,
qualitative, quantitative), and ways of knowing (i.e., the process by which
information is known). Designers of INRM processes need to be inclusive in
identifying a full range of knowledge sources, beyond what is available within
their own institution. Although recognition of the relevance of different ways
of knowing is not new, wider engagement and legal requirements are currently
pushing forward the meaningful practice of using diverse forms of knowledge.
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This includes emerging tools and approaches for bridging and sharing different
ways of knowing, enabling their integration into decision-making. This section
focuses on Western science and ILK in particular because of their relevance to
INRM in the Canadian context. The Panel notes, however, that other important
knowledges and ways of knowing may inform INRM processes. For example, some
local knowledge that informs resource management is not necessarily associated
with Indigenous Peoples. This includes the knowledge of commercial fishers,
which has allowed for stock assessments and/or mapping of seabeds in many
coastal regions around the world, including in Canada (Haggan et al., 2007).
4.2.1 Western Scientific Knowledge
Western scientific knowledge draws on a wide range of disciplines and sources,
many of which play important roles in INRM. The natural and physical sciences
offer evidence about the current state of an environment and how development
is changing it. Social sciences provide insight into how the development of
natural resources affects communities and the interactions among communities,
governments, and businesses. Similarly, knowledge arising from the fields of
health, business, and law informs the multiple values, uses, and functions that
support effective INRM.
Several properties of Western science are beneficial for INRM decision-making.
For instance, it is communicated using products that are easily transferable
(e.g., scientific papers) and can often be applied to more than one case or
locale because there is often an emphasis on general rules and principles rather
than localized understanding. Western science may also condense and convert
information into more easily manageable formats (e.g., converting animal
migrations into marked pathways on a map) (Löfmarck & Lidskog, 2017).
These traits enable people to gather and combine scientific knowledge from
a range of sources. Western scientific knowledge can also be tested, replicated,
and revised as needed. INRM actors use different pieces of scientific knowledge
from a range of sources to inform policy and adapt decisions, even as new
knowledge is created or existing knowledge is changed. Western science is the
dominant knowledge source for describing global effects and processes such
as climate change (Reid et al., 2006).
The breadth of Western scientific disciplines and sources yields a correspondingly
wide range of types of knowledge. Scientific knowledge can be descriptive,
qualitative, or quantitative in nature, and based on a variety of methodologies,
each with individual strengths and weaknesses. For example, it can stem from
experiments, observation of natural phenomenon in the field, interviews with
people, or legal proceedings. The questions asked, however, and therefore
the people asking the questions, constrain scientific knowledge. For example,
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the National Inuit Strategy on Research (NISR) notes that current research
investments in Inuit Nunangat “reflect a biological–physical science research bias”
to the detriment of other Inuit research priorities (e.g., health), and that funding
eligibility criteria tend to preclude Inuit organizations from being principal
investigators (ITK, 2018). The NISR seeks to improve the impact and usefulness
of research carried out in Inuit Nunangat for the Inuit through actions to
support capacity building in Inuit Nunangat; align funding with Inuit priorities;
and ensure data are accessible to, owned, and controlled by Inuit (ITK, 2018).
A number of actors and sectors generate scientific knowledge related to
natural resources, such as researchers and practitioners working in academia,
government, industry, and NGOs. This knowledge is contained in articles,
books, reports, or statements from consultants, in company consortia, or in
professional societies; data compiled from baseline studies and monitoring
activities; and institutional and sector-specific knowledge about what is practical
for implementation.
4.2.2 Indigenous and Local Knowledge
Engagement of Indigenous Peoples and local communities for knowledge
gathering is important for many reasons, including the practical fact that those
who live and/or work in a region have experience with the land in which INRM
takes place (Brondizio & Le Tourneau, 2016; Tengö et al., 2017). Indigenous
people are the experts of their own land and observers of ongoing changes in
the environment. ILK, or traditional ecological knowledge, may be defined
as “a cumulative body of knowledge, practice and belief, evolving by adaptive
processes and handed down through generations by cultural transmission,
about the relationship of living beings (including humans) with one another
and with their environment” (Berkes et al., 2000).3 Importantly this definition
recognizes that ILK exists as a way of life for holders rather than simply a
collection of information that can be codified for use elsewhere. Practitioners
of ILK may subscribe to protocols (which have been described as caretaking and
stewardship) that cannot be separated from how they pursue inquiry (Whyte
et al., 2016). ILK informs the decisions, policies, and actions of its holders’
communities as they interact with the world around them. Many Indigenous
people consider ILK to be an empowering part of their identity as it is unique
to their locality and culture (Usher, 2000).

3

Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ) is a concept unique to Inuit that can be defined as “encompass[ing]
all aspects of traditional Inuit culture including values, world-view, language, social organization,
knowledge, life skills, perceptions and expectations” (Anonymous, 1998 as cited by Wenzel,
2004). As such, IQ includes social, economic, and cultural issues (Wenzel, 2004; Tester & Irniq,
2008).
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ILK often operates at different temporal and geographic scales than Western
scientific knowledge: it is generally based on observations of the land, experience,
practice, and relationships at a local scale (Cash et al., 2006). ILK is also often
temporally deep, in that it takes into consideration long periods of observation
of environmental changes (Stevenson, 1996). These forms of knowledge may
also be characterized as holistic, oral, qualitative, and intuitive (Nadasdy, 1999).
Even though they are complementary, ILK and Western science are based on
different worldviews, assumptions, and rules (Pierotti, 2011; Kimmerer, 2013;
Berkes, 2018). Whyte et al. (2016) explain that “Indigenous protocols may
approach the human condition as not a struggle to know the universe; the
condition rather is to know ourselves well enough so we can act morally in the
universe.” In government and sustainability sciences, many practitioners may
follow a protocol of management (e.g., wildlife as a resource to be managed),
as opposed to the protocol of caretaking and stewardship of ILK practitioners
(Berkes, 2009; Whyte et al., 2016).
Including ILK in environmental decision-making both challenges and reconsiders
the assumptions and rules of Western science (Armitage et al., 2011; Whyte, 2013),
but also can support and strengthen Western scientific knowledge (Williams &
Hardison, 2013; Ban et al., 2018). For example, the understanding of climate
change is enhanced through local knowledge from multiple observation points;
this extends the geographical coverage of science, ground-truths scientific
data, and provides insight into the impacts of change and adaptation options
(Savo et al., 2016).
It is important to recognize that ILK is not merely an add-on to Western science.
INRM can be supported by the inclusion of ILK-holders from the inception of
a study, all the way to its eventual use in decision-making. Different objectives
among different actors are not necessarily a problem, as deliberation and
negotiation can foster common objectives (Davidson-Hunt & O’Flaherty, 2007).
ILK in practice is involved in negotiating research agreements, contracts, or
protocols among research partners. Scientists, ILK holders, and others interact
to address the research questions and study methods as jointly defined, to
deliberate on the relevant evidence and convincing forms of argument, and
to decide how to use the co-produced knowledge (Kates et al., 2001; Manseau
et al., 2005; Clark et al., 2016).
An added value of ILK comes from the interpretation of this knowledge by
Indigenous and local communities (Bowie, 2013). There is an opportunity
for knowledge holders to use their understanding to engage in dialogue
about how to improve management practices (Bowie, 2013). It is important
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that ILK remains in the control of the people who own it, and that ongoing
engagement with knowledge holders occurs (Schnarch, 2004). Often, attempts
to integrate ILK and Western science have been criticized for divorcing ILK
of its context and reducing it purely to data (Huntington, 2013). This ignores
the importance of context and cultural identity in Indigenous knowledge,
and often represents an underlying distrust of ILK (Manseau et al., 2005).
This concern is extended not only to the knowledge as data, but also to the
people themselves. As McGregor (2009) notes: “Aboriginal peoples and their
knowledge are viewed as objects suitable for study rather than as people for
working with.” In addition, assumptions that all local and Indigenous people
possess the same level or kind of ILK is incorrect. Another caution is that ILK
is not uniform across communities, and even within the same community;
different ILK experts may hold different (but legitimate) views and knowledge
(Idrobo & Berkes, 2012).
Whyte (2013) notes that ILK should be viewed as a “collaborative concept” that
can help create bridges across both cultural (e.g., worldview) and situational
(e.g., capacity) divides. As the author explains, the use of ILK in environmental
governance should acknowledge that these divides exist; therefore, the
assumptions of non-Indigenous people may not apply to Indigenous contexts.
In this way, ILK should “invite nonindigenous parties to learn more about
how particular Indigenous communities approach fundamental questions of
the nature of knowledge and how it fits into their visions of environmental
governance” despite the fact that this process is not easy (Whyte, 2013).
Including ILK in resource management has become more common as
management shifts to landscape and ecosystem scales (Menzies & Butler,
2006). ILK has also gained prominence within INRM due to its recognition
in addressing Indigenous and Treaty rights, including the Crown’s duty to
consult, and the current provisions of EA processes (Section 2.1.4). Additionally,
the concept of free, prior and informed consent, as described in UNDRIP,
relates directly to the “manner in which sharing [of ILK] decisions are made”
(Williams & Hardison, 2013). Therefore, any discussion of ILK must include
a broader understanding of the role of Indigenous and Treaty rights in the
context of environmental decision-making. In this way, the inclusion of ILK
is a key mechanism for the inclusion of Indigenous Peoples and Indigenous
objectives within INRM processes, although it is only one component of full
Indigenous engagement.
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4.2.3 Bridging Ways of Knowing
Bridging of ways of knowing can increase the effectiveness of INRM because
acknowledgement, engagement, and consideration of multiple forms of
knowledge can contribute to better decision-making (Dietz, 2013a, 2017).
Each knowledge source can play a valuable role. Scientific knowledge, which
is often intended to apply across contexts, is more easily disseminated to
different actors than ILK, which is often held by fewer people and may be more
context-specific (Huntington, 2013). Nonetheless, when scientific knowledge
is applied to resource management, it is usually necessary to “downscale” it to
local contexts where data are limited and local dynamics must be interpreted
to make the science applicable. Thus, in principle, ILK and science can be
strong complements to one another, and INRM can benefit greatly from
acknowledging and engaging multiple forms of knowledge.
As mentioned, knowledge sources are often context-specific and may not be
validated by each other’s systems (Huntington, 2013). The goal of knowledge
integration is not to reduce each source of data into one unified collection
of information, but rather to consider and weigh each piece of knowledge in
the context of its source (Tengö et al., 2014; Berkes, 2018). The information
considered and the process used to make these decisions should be conducted
in a transparent manner (Roach & Worbets, 2012; Tengö et al., 2014), to help
ensure that all actors perceive the process as fair and legitimate.
The consideration of multiple knowledge sources can result in the generation
of new knowledge and a better understanding of the social-ecological system
under study (Tengö et al., 2014) (Figure 4.2). The new knowledge can help
inform the management of natural resources (including ecosystems), and feed
back into the decision-making process to support and inform future decisions.
This co-production of knowledge can result in improved understanding and
management of natural resources. It recognizes and builds on complementary
aspects of different types of knowledge, resulting in new insights and innovations
and a better understanding of the social-ecological system being studied. Some
actors may see the end result as more useful or legitimate due to consideration
of multiple knowledge systems (Tengö et al., 2014).
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Figure 4.2
Illustration of a Multiple Evidence Base Approach
Bringing diverse knowledge systems together enables knowledge integration, cross-fertilization,
and co-production. Considering an issue from multiple lenses can improve understanding and can
ultimately support more effective decision-making.

The sustainability science approach, which overlaps substantially with INRM
as defined by the Panel, aims (among other things) to combine different ways
of knowing and learning through the processes of co-production (Kates et al.,
2001; Clark et al., 2016). Co-production refers to combining different kinds
of knowledge as a normative goal: knowledge should be co-produced with
the users (Miller & Wyborn, 2018). Co-production does not simply refer to
Western science and ILK; it is also about any combination of different kinds
of knowledge. Typically, EAs and INRM use natural science knowledge and
attempt to integrate physical science data with biologic data. However, as
Tengö et al. (2014) point out, knowledge co-production must include diverse
knowledge systems, such as social science, transdisciplinary science, ILK, and
natural science, among others.
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Numerous authors have addressed the possibilities for bridging ILK and Western
science (e.g., Dei, 1993; Agrawal, 1995; Stevenson, 1996; Nadasdy, 1999; Ingold,
2000; Johnson, 2006; Hill, 2012; Engler, 2013). They agree that, although the
differing approaches of the two kinds of knowledge may cause conflict, they
may also stimulate a discussion that challenges the status quo and changes
how resources are managed. Alternatively, the differing views may remain,
with each group learning to respect those of the other (Berkes, 2009). While
there are several approaches that can bridge ILK and Western science, there
are no well-established methods to bridge the forms of knowledge respectfully,
and appropriate approaches will be context-specific (Berkes, 2015; Johnson
et al., 2016b). There are instances where it may not be appropriate to bridge
knowledge forms at all (e.g., spiritual practices), while in other cases, it could
be suitable to go beyond bridging to actually synthesizing different forms of
knowledge creatively (e.g., knowledge co-production for conservation) (Berkes,
2015, 2018; Johnson et al., 2016b). For these reasons, it is difficult to establish
general protocols for bridging (Berkes, 2015, 2018; Johnson et al., 2016b).
Section 6.2 provides a more in-depth discussion of the barriers to bridging
ways of knowing and different forms of knowledge, along with examples of
how to overcome these barriers.
4 .3

O R G A NI Z I NG AND S H AR I NG KNOWLEDGE

Regardless of which disciplines or sources of knowledge are used in INRM,
they should be transparent and accessible to all actors, along with the decisionmaking process itself (Roach & Worbets, 2012). Knowledge-sharing is a key
concept that underpins INRM: it enhances communication and coordination,
supports effective decision-making, increases transparency and accountability,
and helps build partnerships (Margerum, 1997; Dale & Newman, 2007; Roach
& Worbets, 2012). As Kates et al. (2001) note, “[c]ombining different ways of
knowing and learning will permit different social actors to work in concert,
even with much uncertainty and limited information.” Importantly, however,
the Panel acknowledges that not all types of knowledge can be shared the same
way. The Panel highlights four existing structures and technologies aimed at
improving the accessibility of knowledge and facilitating knowledge-sharing:
databases, modelling, GIS, and systematic and other reviews. The Panel also
notes these structures and technologies have limitations in their ability to be
used for sharing ILK, and alternatives may be needed for this purpose (Box 4.1).
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Box 4.1
Exchange for Local Observations and Knowledge of the Arctic
(ELOKA)
ELOKA recognizes that sharing ILK requires new practices and understanding beyond
traditional community and science approaches. ELOKA’s goal is to create tools that
enable the “collection, preservation, exchange, and use of local observations and
Indigenous Knowledge of the Arctic.” ELOKA seeks to meet this objective by fostering
collaboration between experts residing in the region and visiting researchers, providing
support to users and data management, and developing digital tools for ILK. ELOKA
strives for projects to be community-driven and for data to be shared ethically with
the goal of creating “information and data sovereignty for Arctic residents.”
(ELOKA, 2017)

4.3.1 Databases
Databases store large amounts of data that multiple people can access at the
same time. Internal databases can facilitate intragovernmental sharing, such
as the Data Discovery Portal set up to support data sharing between different
ministries in the Government of Alberta (Service Alberta, 2016). Others serve
as a conduit for communication with other actors and the public. For instance,
the National Forestry Database, as mandated by the Canadian Council of
Forest Ministers, shares forest and forest management data among the federal,
provincial, and territorial governments (National Forestry Database, 2018).
Other relevant examples include Statistics Canada’s environmental and resource
accounts (StatCan, 2015); the online Canadian Environmental Assessment
Registry, which provides information on both potential and current EAs related
to projects subject to the federal assessment process (CEAA, 2017); and the
Species at Risk Public Registry, an online portal that provides easy access to
all information and documents related to the Species at Risk Act (GC, 2016b).
Many government departments have developed accessible online data portals
that can be used to build maps, such as the Government of Yukon’s online
map viewer and the Environment and Climate Change Canada Data Catalogue
(Geomatics Yukon, n.d.; ECCC, 2018a). While some existing data and mapping
tools require GIS knowledge and software, others do not.
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4.3.2 Modelling
Modelling allows people to understand and capture the complexity of systems
through simulations, and to forecast future states. Multidisciplinary modelling is
particularly relevant to INRM because it can process information from multiple
scales and calls for the integration of existing models for broader applications.
This multiscaled body of knowledge can be used to study systems that are
“too large, too slow, or too expensive to experiment with, or when people,
unacceptable risks, or irreversible changes preclude real-world experiments”
(Vanclay, 2000). Models used in scenario analysis can, for example, combine
ecological inputs (e.g., remote sensing) and socio-economic inputs, as well as
ILK, and account for the interactions of these components in their outputs
(Liu & Taylor, 2002; CILMC, 2005).
INRM applies to multiple outcomes and associated drivers, and thus benefits
from integrated assessment models that link across sectors. Sometimes this can
be done by using outputs from one model (e.g., a climate model) as input to
another model (e.g., a forest or crop model). In other cases, simplified models
of processes or sectors are combined into an integrated assessment model that
allows consideration of multiple inputs and outcomes (Kling et al., 2017: Weyant,
2017). While all models involve non-trivial uncertainty, they can be useful
tools for integrating data and theories and for considering the implications
of alternative courses of action across multiple resources of concern (Kling et
al., 2017; Weyant, 2017).
To be relevant to INRM, a model must be comprehensive enough to assess
cumulative effects, transparent with respect to the underlying assumptions, and
able to produce results that are accessible to managers and actors. Transparency
is particularly important for identifying bias in relation to the sensitivity of
a model to initial conditions or certain key parameter estimates (i.e., being
upfront if estimates were selected to minimize the impacts resulting from the
model). The use of models, however, with their focus on outputs, can allow
for the uncertainly associated with inputs to be lost. Levins (1993) argues
that models exist on a multidimensional continuum that includes generality,
realism, manageability, and understandability as axes, and that the location
of a given model will depend on “the changing contexts in which it is used.”
Models reflect the current understanding of a system; any estimates produced
will be effected by the inherent uncertainty, and no model can be expected to
predict exact outcomes.
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4.3.3 Geographic Information System
The need to display large amounts of information on physical land attributes,
including natural resources at large spatial scales, drove the creation of the GIS
in Canada (Tomlinson, 1962). This development enabled the creation of the
Canada Land Inventory, which mapped much of rural Canada’s land capability
for a range of uses, including agriculture, forestry, recreation, and wildlife before
it closed in the 1990s (Aronoff, 1989; Pierce & Ward, 2013; GC, 2016a). Since
GIS can combine different sets of spatial knowledge, it is used extensively in
natural resource management. Originally built to manage and display multiple
layers of geographic data, GIS tools have evolved and are pushing spatial and
temporal boundaries (Huisman & de By, 2009). Changes over time are particularly
important, since one snapshot in time does not effectively represent dynamic
elements of geography. GIS tools include methods to connect various sources
of information, then model and forecast trends occurring at large scales. As a
result, they are increasingly applied in land-use planning.
Participatory GIS (PGIS) is a set of methods that seeks to merge different
forms of knowledge within geospatial technologies (Corbett et al., 2006). PGIS
represents local people’s knowledge spatially, and is focused on communitydriven processes. PGIS is therefore tailored to each community, and aims to
be both demand-driven and user-friendly (Corbett et al., 2006). In particular,
PGIS has emerged as an important approach in documenting ILK within
INRM approaches (Candler et al., 2006; Olson et al., 2016). The integration,
and interpretation of ILK into geospatial technologies present a number of
challenges in terms of accurately representing and communicating ILK, and
raise legal and ethical issues for consideration (Chapin, 2006; Scassa et al.,
2015). The rise of PGIS, and in particular Indigenous PGIS, however, supports
INRM in Canada (Olson et al., 2016). Geothink, the Canadian Geospatial and
Open Data Research Partnership, is examining the implications of “increasing
two-way exchanges” of location data between governments and their citizens
(Geothink, n.d.).
4.3.4 Systematic and Other Reviews
Well established in evidence-based medicine, the use of systematic syntheses
of scientific information to support consistency and transparency in decisionmaking is gaining popularity in natural resource management (Pullin & Knight,
2001; Cooke et al., 2016). Establishing an accepted, clearly defined method to
apply systematic reviews in INRM would ensure consistency and transparency
of methods, and would facilitate the application of theoretical research results
by practitioners. Systematic reviews provide an additional level of certainty
and rigour in assembling, critically evaluating, and synthesizing evidence
(Cooke et al., 2016). When freely available, they increase the transparency
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and accessibility of decision-making processes. Canada is in the early stages
of developing the capacity to properly carry out systematic reviews for use in
environmental management, and several federal departments have begun to
use them in decision-making (e.g., Parks Canada, Environment and Climate
Change Canada) (Cooke et al., 2016).
Meta-analyses can also support knowledge-sharing by combining and summarizing
the evidence gained from multiple studies (Morgan & Dowlatabadi, 1996).
Meta-analyses are statistical approaches for combining data sets from different
experiments. In the context of INRM, meta-analyses may allow for the summation
of relevant environmental or economic data. For example, a meta-analysis of
boreal caribou data from multiple studies across Canada identified critical
habitat thresholds and supported recovery planning for the species (EC, 2012).
Large-scale assessments, such as those done by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), also have processes whereby large amounts of
research are reviewed and summarized in comprehensive reports. In the case
of the IPCC, the literature assessment process is not systematic per se, but is
based on expert review of relevant evidence identified from sources considered
acceptable (e.g., peer-reviewed articles, government reports) (IPCC, 2013).
The IPCC expert review includes a critical appraisal of the quality and validity
of each source.
4 .4

A P P L I CAT I ON OF K NOW L E DGE: PLANNING AND
M A N AGI NG F OR T H E F U T U R E

Effective INRM is a function of not only the range of knowledge it can access
and share, but also how it uses that knowledge in practice. INRM applies
knowledge in a way that supports inclusive, comprehensive, and adaptive
resource management (Figure 4.3). The application of knowledge in INRM
is an iterative process, where new learning feeds into the cycle and supports
adaptation. This section briefly discusses some of the tools that can be used
to apply (primarily scientific) knowledge across INRM stages, namely setting
objectives, evaluating alternatives, and implementing strategies. The Panel
notes that the list of tools discussed in this section is not exhaustive and that
there are other tools (e.g., multi-resource analysis) that hold promise for the
application of knowledge in INRM (Jenni et al., 2018). In practice, while each
tool is linked to a single stage in Figure 4.3, several of these tools can be applied
to multiple stages of the cycle. This passage provides only a brief overview of
each tool — the reader is directed to the references cited for more detailed
descriptions. In some cases, more practical details are provided in textboxes
throughout this section and in Chapter 6.
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Inclusive Definition of Process
and Outcome Objectives
• Regional planning
• Regional strategic
environmental assessments
• Threshold analysis

Adaptive Implementation
of Strategies
• Adaptive management
• Monitoring and baseline
studies

Comprehensive Assessment
of Alternatives
• Trade-off analysis
• Cumulative effects
assessment

Figure 4.3
Application of Knowledge to INRM
Applying knowledge to INRM entails a cyclical process that includes a wide range of objectives,
evaluates alternative approaches, and engages implementation strategies that can evolve as needed.
Ongoing learning informs the process, supporting adaptation as new knowledge is obtained.

4.4.1 Inclusive Definition of Process and Outcome Objectives
The scope of INRM encompasses multiple land uses and users, large areas,
and long time horizons; it is therefore inclusive with respect to objectives,
including those related to both processes and outcomes. Appropriate objectives
are established by engaging all relevant jurisdictions, rights holders, and
interested and affected parties, and by considering suitable geographic scales
and timeframes. Process objectives (or indicators) represent the desired progress
in terms of certain elements of the management process, such as collaboration,
communication, and rule compliance; outcome objectives represent project
goals, such as resource yield, ecosystem health, or employment (Evans et al.,
2011). Regional planning, regional strategic EAs, and threshold analysis are
examples of related tools that use an inclusive definition of objectives to support
resource management.
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Regional Planning
Regional planning provides a mechanism to consider sources of cumulative
environmental, economic, and social change at an appropriate scale, as they
typically extend beyond the project level. The larger areas and longer time
horizons involved in regional planning are better suited to address species- and
population-level effects and ecological processes, which can operate at scales
covering thousands of kilometres (e.g., boreal caribou ranges) and multiple years
or decades (e.g., climate change). Regional planning often involves developing
a land-use plan to define how to allocate various uses within a region in pursuit
of wide-ranging and inclusive objectives. For example, the Lower Athabasca
Regional Plan includes objectives related to, among others, the regional economy
(e.g., forestry, agriculture, tourism); ecosystem function and biodiversity; air
and water quality; population growth; recreation; and the involvement of
Indigenous people in land-use planning (Gov. of AB, 2012; LARPRP, 2016).
A range of contexts exist for regional land-use planning, including processes
driven by land claims, such as those found in Canada’s North.
Regional Strategic Environmental Assessment
Regional strategic EA involves systematically evaluating the cumulative effects
of alternative development options for a region (CCME, 2009). The focus is
on defining desired outcomes and identifying development trajectories that
support those outcomes, rather than on mitigating predicted or most likely
impacts. Land-use planning and regional strategic EAs are foundational to
subsequent local and project-level decision-making because they establish
criteria for assessing proposed activities. To effectively provide strategic direction,
regional planning and assessment contain environmental, social, and economic
objectives that reflect the shared vision of a wide range of actors, including
relevant jurisdictions, rights holders, and interested parties (Gunn & Noble,
2009). They also functionally link the objectives to the project level, ideally
through legally binding targets or thresholds that guide project-level decisionmaking (Kennett, 2002).
Threshold Analysis
The setting of thresholds for land use and resource development can guide
natural resource management decisions that support environmental objectives
at a local level, and ecological well-being at a larger geographic scale (Box 4.2).
Thresholds provide a mechanism to estimate a region’s capacity to accommodate
land-use activities while maintaining a certain level of environmental function
(CILMC, 2005). As an important link between planning at a regional level and
local decision-making, thresholds provide quantitative criteria for assessing
the cumulative effects of multiple proposed projects in the context of regional
strategic objectives. These indicator levels represent a theoretical point between
acceptable and unacceptable levels of human-caused disturbance (Simpson,
2016).
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Box 4.2
Applying Thresholds
Once appropriate geographic boundaries and development thresholds are established,
zoning can assign specific land-use intensities to parts of the landscape. The three
most common types of zones are intensive-use, mixed-use, and protected. Protected
zones and development thresholds in mixed-use zones limit development, which
is balanced out with higher production in intensive-use zones. In this way, “land
use zoning provides a mechanism to reduce, although not eliminate, the ‘economy
vs ecology’ conflict at a regional scale.” Establishing protected zones in areas for
which insufficient information exists for setting appropriate development thresholds
preserves the ecosystem services and biodiversity of a region, as long as sufficient
areas are protected.
(Carlson & Stelfox, 2009)
Statistical analysis can inform thresholds by identifying breakpoints (Carpenter
et al., 2011; Toms & Villard, 2015). It can be very challenging to establish precise
thresholds that define breakpoints between states (e.g., presence/absence of a
community or species) when the transition between states is diffuse and difficult
to predict (i.e., there is a large degree of uncertainty). If clear thresholds are
not obtainable, however, targets can be set in the context of risk (Box 4.3).

Box 4.3
Defining Environmental Targets
Departure from natural condition can be used to define targets, based on the idea
that risk to species and ecological processes increases as the ecosystem departs from
its natural state (Landres et al., 1999). The natural disturbance model (Hunter, 1993)
is a common example of this approach in forest management, which uses natural
disturbance (e.g., fire) and its effect on ecosystems to set management targets
(Andison et al., 2016). More generally, the range of natural variation can be used
to set targets for ecosystem structure (e.g., landscape composition) and ecological
processes (e.g., hydrologic cycle) based on acceptable departure from the natural
state (e.g., MacPherson et al., 2014). Defining natural variability requires information
on variation of ecosystem attributes over time and space; however, data sufficient
in scope are often in short supply. In the absence of suitable site-specific data, other
approaches, such as simulations, space-for-time substitutions, and expert opinion,
can estimate the range of natural variability (Landres et al., 1999). For species
populations, viability analysis can guide targets by using knowledge of population
dynamics and threats to estimate risk of extinction (or extirpation) and applying it
to set targets that limit extinction risk to within acceptable levels (e.g., EC, 2012).
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4.4.2 Comprehensive Assessment of Alternatives
The INRM cycle is comprehensive, evaluating alternatives by applying multiple
forms of knowledge to consider the consequences of management decisions for
natural resources, values, and uses. Assessment of alternatives takes a complex
systems approach by focusing on system-wide response rather than individual
components such as projects or indicators. Trade-off analysis and cumulative
effects assessment are examples of tools that enable comprehensive assessments
of alternatives.
Trade-Off Analysis
Trade-off analysis encourages relevant actors to consider the strengths and
weaknesses of different resource management decisions and to establish
priorities. This approach acknowledges the rarity of win-win solutions in
resource management decisions, with both gains and losses usually incurred
(McShane et al., 2011). Scales are important to consider when analyzing tradeoffs (Box 4.4). Additionally, trade-offs are most robust when they consider
not only the manageable human parameters but also sources of uncertainty,
such as natural disturbances and market volatility (Carlson & Stelfox, 2009).
By assessing the consequences of multiple scenarios that incorporate both
internal and external drivers, scenario analysis offers insight into vulnerabilities
and which types of management strategies are consistent with economic and
environmental objectives.

Box 4.4
The Importance of Scales in Trade-Off Analysis
Effective consideration of trade-offs occurs within meaningful and appropriate
timeframes and geographic boundaries — boundaries larger than the management
area and timeframes longer than those of the current land uses (Carlson & Stelfox,
2009). Some researchers suggest a timeframe of at least decades to ensure inclusion
of rare events and incremental changes, as well as geographic boundaries that
encompass all of the ecosystem components and processes affected by the land
use (Carlson & Stelfox, 2009). The inevitable trade-offs that arise from integrating
many land uses and actors may be easier to resolve by enlarging the spatial scale
of decision-making. For instance, in the Lower Athabasca region of Alberta, where
intense oil sands extraction has contributed to the growth and economic prosperity
of Alberta for several decades (Gov. of AB, 2012), it may be impractical to try to
reconcile other land uses such as agriculture, wildlife habitat, hunting, or recreation
within this geographic area itself (Carlson et al., 2010). However, enlarging the scale
of analysis across a larger area of northern Alberta may illustrate these other land
uses are accommodated elsewhere.
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There are a number of approaches to assessing trade-offs, including scenario
analysis, sensitivity analysis, cost-benefit and multiple accounts analysis (Box 4.5),
statistical approaches, adaptive management, and multicriteria analysis;
more detailed descriptions can be found elsewhere (e.g., Bessette, 2016;
McDaniels, 2012; Arvai, 2012; Bateman, 2013). Trade-off analysis tools, when
used appropriately, make explicit the variables, assumptions, and consequences
of each alternative and test or vary them to gauge their robustness in relation
to risks or uncertainties. Engagement with relevant actors helps gain an
understanding of their priorities, with successful collaboration supported by
actors being clear and up-front about their values and preferences (Carpenter
et al., 2009). A detailed example of applying trade-off analysis in Alberta is
provided in Section 6.1.

Box 4.5
Economic Approaches for Trade-Off Analysis
Economic approaches can be used to carry out a cost-benefit analysis based on a
set of principles for estimating the benefits and costs of both natural resources, and
ecosystem goods and services. Monetary measures put goods and services into a
common currency to support comparisons across various goods and services and
locations and, by using discount rates, across time periods. Examples of valuation
of different ecosystem goods and services already exist in Canada (e.g., Dias &
Belcher, 2015; He et al., 2015). While quantification and valuation provide a method
to analyze trade-offs, there will always be challenges in the estimation of goods and
services that are not exchanged in markets. Moreover, these challenges do not imply
that goods and services require a market price to have value to communities and in
sustaining ecosystems, nor that any valued entities should or will be marketed (e.g.,
McCauley, 2006; Satz, 2010; Sandel, 2012).

Cumulative Effects Assessment
Given the potential magnitude of their impact, inclusion of cumulative effects in
the comprehensive assessment of alternatives is important. Cumulative effects
assessment is the systematic process that is used to identify, analyze, and evaluate
cumulative effects in order to avoid triggers of cumulative environmental
change (Noble, 2015b). Cumulative effects assessment is holistic with respect
to the selection and analysis of indicators of environmental change (Box 4.6).
Cumulative effects assessment is designed to occur at the regional scale to
incorporate a comprehensive assessment of drivers, including multiple land-use
stressors and ecological processes (Gunn & Noble, 2009; Chetkiewicz & Lintner,
2014). When assessment occurs at the regional scale, regulatory frameworks
can link outcomes to project-level decision-making.
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Box 4.6
Regional Cumulative Effects Assessment in Practice
Careful selection of indicators and an effects-based approach allow cumulative effects
assessments to comprehensively assess regional environmental change and focus on
the combined effects of those indicators (Dubé, 2003). The recommended approach
for completing a regional cumulative effects assessment in terms of indicators is
consistent with the pre-assessment and impact assessment phases of the regional
strategic EA framework identified by Gunn and Noble (2009). Effective indicators
are meaningful to the public, can detect change and can be used to forecast the
consequences of scenarios (Gunn & Noble, 2009). Current and past change of each
indicator can help identifying drivers of environmental and socio-economic change
and further establish indicator targets.
Strategic alternatives for the region are then identified and analyzed to assess the
future consequences of each alternative to the environmental and socio-economic
indicators (Quinn et al., 2015). To ensure comprehensive assessment of alternatives,
the suite of scenarios can include options that differ substantially so as to illustrate the
implications of a wide range of options. The analysis is therefore holistic in scope,
assessing the long-term consequences of both ecological processes and multiple
land uses (Quinn et al., 2015).
While assessment of the social, legal, and historical cumulative effects stemming
from environmental changes is of particular importance in relation to the rights of
Indigenous Peoples, these considerations may not be adequately accounted for in
some cumulative effects assessment processes (MacDonald, 2014). For example, the
evaluation of cumulative environmental effects and their impacts on healthy fish
populations in preferred harvesting areas — and subsequent impacts on Indigenous
fishing rights and ability to practice traditional ways of life — may not be adequate
(MacDonald, 2014).

4.4.3 Adaptive Implementation of Strategies
The INRM cycle reduces uncertainty by being adaptive in how it applies strategies.
Adaptive management actions explicitly test management hypotheses and
monitor effects to assess ecosystem response at appropriate geographic scales
and timeframes. In addition to monitoring ecosystem response to management,
baseline studies are needed to define natural ecosystem conditions in the
absence of management actions.
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Adaptive Management
When implemented fully, adaptive management helps address uncertainty by
prioritizing knowledge acquisition (e.g., through monitoring) and enhancing
flexibility to respond to new knowledge and changing conditions. Adaptive
management goes beyond simple trial and error and includes “setting goals
and objectives, evaluating, implementing, and monitoring options as well as
performing appropriate adjustments based upon the results” (Thiffault et
al., 2007). It regularly collects and analyzes data to capture shifts in baseline
conditions, and the resulting information is then used to revise strategies as
needed in order to move closer to identified goals (Pavlikakis & Tsihrintzis, 2000;
CILMC, 2005; Sayer et al., 2013), and to help manage uncertainty (Folke et al.,
2002; Armitage et al., 2009). Full implementation of adaptive management is
based on developing management experiments that include testable hypotheses
that can be used to adjust management practices (Olszynski, 2017). The main
steps in adaptive management are: defining the problem; developing and testing
hypotheses; monitoring and evaluating the results; revising the experiment to
include the information learned during the experiment; and sharing this new
knowledge (Murray & Marmorek, 2004).
While adaptive management plays a central role in INRM, the Panel cautions
that the term can be incorrectly applied and used to describe the practice of
managing adaptively, but without the goal of reducing uncertainty (a central
goal of adaptive management) or of achieving an agreed-upon objective. In the
Panel’s experience (i) regulatory requirements may hinder, or even preclude,
the use of adaptive approaches; (ii) practitioners may lack some of the skills
needed for implementation and evaluation, including those related to structured
decision-making, actor engagement, and others; and, (iii) in the context of
operational practice, the concept of adaptive management can often be seen
as a moving target and difficult to enforce. Effective adaptive management is
dependent upon implementation of all aspects and stages of the process, and
the application of adaptive management often differs from the theory, limiting
its utility (Olszynski, 2017). For example, in the United States, “[d]ocumented
instances of successful adaptive management are rare, and many touted examples
diverge significantly from the theoretical ideal” (Doremus, 2010). A common
discrepancy is that management experiments are not included in the design
or implementation (Ruhl & Fischman, 2010). In Canada, a study of adaptive
management in Alberta’s energy resource sector also found significant problems
with implementation:
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The results confirm longstanding concerns about the implementation
of adaptive management in this context: definitions and conceptions of
adaptive management vary, with most proponents erroneously invoking
it as a general or routine strategy that will ensure effective mitigation;
little or no attention is being paid to experimental design; objectives,
indicators, and thresholds for adaptation are generally missing, especially
at the environmental assessment stage… [I]mplementation is either nonexistent or barely distinguishable from basic compliance monitoring...
Not surprisingly, then, none of the projects assessed here had much to
show in terms of actual learning.
(Olszynski, 2017)
In situations where adaptive management is not appropriate, either because the
risks are too high or there are insufficient resources, resource managers can
nevertheless monitor and evaluate their management decisions for effectiveness.
While such an approach lacks the experimental rigour of adaptive management,
it enables some form of learning from doing.
Monitoring and Baseline Studies
Monitoring is an important component of INRM. It relates to both implementation
and effectiveness, and measures both process and outcome (Joseph et al.,
2008). Implementation monitoring helps ensure process goals are met (e.g.,
data transparently released to the public; actors engaged in a timely way)
and, if not, provides information to modify processes accordingly. Outcome
monitoring in INRM observes multiple drivers and ecological attributes, uses
consistent approaches across appropriate geographic and temporal scales, and
has sufficient sampling intensity to detect change (Box 4.7).
Including the results of monitoring in the decision-making process supports
adaptive management (Douthwaite et al., 2004; Keough & Blahna, 2006). For
instance, authorities may use monitoring results to adjust regulatory limits for
certain activities (Johnson et al., 2016a). However, for this to be useful, results
must then be shared with other actors, including the public, in a way that is
accessible (CILMC, 2005; Roach & Worbets, 2012; Sayer et al., 2013). This
provides information to people interested in engaging in the decision-making
process or in better understanding the decisions made by others (CILMC, 2005).
Sharing monitoring results with the public also builds trust that decisions are
considered in a way that is both fair and balanced (CILMC, 2005).
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Box 4.7
Comprehensive Monitoring
Careful planning of monitoring programs capable of detecting trends at relevant
scales supports the development of comprehensive and meaningful data. Selected
indicators should link to management goals and be cost-effective to monitor. The
identification of an appropriate suite of indicators should include all relevant actors
and consider the local context (Prabhu et al., 2001). Large-scale monitoring efforts,
such as the Alberta Biodiversity Monitoring Institute and the West Kitikmeot/Slave
Study, are well suited to INRM (SENES Consultants Limited, 2008; ABMI, 2014a),
and use of consistent indicators and protocols across such programs could aid the
sharing and comparing of data between areas and time periods. The large number
of samples necessary to detect gradual and regional ecosystem change is such that
meaningful information may require many years of data collection. Monitoring
therefore requires long-term financial support and a commitment to maintain a
consistent methodology over time.
Interpretation of monitoring outcomes requires a baseline understanding of the
condition of the system prior to any management action (Mattison et al., 2014).
Baseline studies play the crucial role of providing a point of comparison from
which to assess land-use impacts, and inform restoration and accommodation
actions intended to address degraded ecosystems. The integrity of baselines can
be undermined by the “shifting baseline syndrome,” whereby ongoing impacts
on ecosystems result in the use of degraded ecosystems as the baseline from
which to assess the consequences of future management actions (Soga & Gaston,
2018). A combination of project-level decision-making and a shifting baseline
system can result in the accumulation of substantial ecosystem degradation over
time as a consequence of projects that are each judged to have non-significant
impacts. In the presence of cumulative effects, the natural ecosystem condition
is used for baseline studies so as to avoid shifting baseline syndrome (Box 4.8).
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Box 4.8
Importance of Ecological Benchmarks
Valid baselines can be defined using ecological benchmarks, which are intact ecosystems
that are protected from development and monitored to understand natural ecosystem
function (Schmiegelow, 2007). In the Panel’s view, long-term research and monitoring
initiatives are needed in landscapes devoid of natural resource development to improve
understanding of ecosystem function, yet few of these pristine ecosystems remain.
The development of protected-area networks provides the opportunity to establish
a representative network of ecological benchmarks that are large enough to contain
extensive ecological processes and wide-ranging species. In essence, monitoring these
areas provides data on a control condition that can greatly strengthen the ability to
detect changes caused by projects in impacted areas.

4 .5

C O N C L U S I ON

In Canada, Western science and ILK are particularly relevant for INRM. The
tools described in this chapter provide the means to make the best use of existing
knowledge and improve it through time. The state of knowledge does not justify
delay in INRM implementation — avoiding action while waiting for complete
and definitive knowledge only compounds problems. As explained by Gordon
(2008) with respect to using a systems approach to govern forest management
in New Brunswick, “problems must usually be dealt with long before definitive
science is available. Waiting only reduces options and ultimately increases the
costs of solutions.”
However, knowledge on its own cannot bring about INRM. The value of INRM
comes from applying knowledge to decision-making through a carefully designed
and implemented governance process. In Chapter 5, the Panel discusses good
governance, including the relevant actors and different approaches to governance
that, when combined with knowledge, can promote INRM.
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The Role of Governance in INRM
Key Findings
Governance that is inclusive of all relevant actors brings legitimacy to INRM. These
actors include those with jurisdictional authority over decisions; those who hold rights
related to the resources; those who are affected by decisions; and those with relevant
specialized knowledge. Governments, rights holders, industry, NGOs, and the public
more broadly may therefore all play a role in INRM governance.
Effective INRM governance approaches can be described along a spectrum — from
consultative to collaborative to shared decision-making. In Canada, governance
processes are trending toward collaborative or shared forms. These approaches
promote decisions that are meaningful, supported, and lasting.
Effective governance begins with well-thought-out and participatory design of
processes across the INRM lifecycle.
Co-management regimes, including those resulting from modern treaties and land
claims agreements, provide useful examples of shared governance.
The laws and policies governing natural resource management in Canada do not
prohibit, and in some cases foster, INRM. While the implementation of INRM can
face barriers under current legal frameworks, a move towards more collaborative
and shared governance is possible.

In the previous chapter, the Panel outlined the foundational role of knowledge
in INRM. In this chapter, the Panel explores the governance processes needed
to enable the application of knowledge (including uncertainty) in INRM.
Although it has long been recognized that the status quo in resource management
governance is often not able to address the issues outlined in Chapter 2, change
has been slow. That change entails more inclusive forms of governance with a
broader set of actors and expanded ways of knowing in order to legitimize and
improve the quality of decision-making. In this context, inclusion depends on
fair opportunity to participate, procedural fairness, and substantive fairness
in outcomes. Effective governance also explicitly incorporates the multilevel
legal jurisdiction in which natural resource management occurs. As outlined in
Chapter 1, the Panel defines governance in the context of INRM as the functions,
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institutions, and processes for developing norms, for decision-making and
exercise of accountability, and for how relationships among actors proceed.
Establishing effective INRM governance requires the careful design of a process
that includes key players and considers knowledge generation and incorporation.
The challenges of developing knowledge-based INRM governance may seem
significant, but some fields have evolved effective ways to deal with complex
problems involving coupled human and natural systems. For example, experience
with the governance of the commons started with what seemed an intractable
problem when viewed in the abstract. But careful research on various approaches
to governance, as well as strong efforts to develop a literature that links across
disciplines, have led to a robust literature that guides commons governance
(Ostrom et al., 2002). That literature offers both diagnostic questions to help
understand the challenges faced in a particular context and also design principles
that help guide context-sensitive approaches (Ostrom, 2007; Pottette et al., 2010).
Commons work is also marked by regular interaction between researchers and
practitioners. The Panel is optimistic that a similar approach drawing on careful
analysis of efforts and strong communication across disciplines (and between
researchers and practitioners) can carry INRM forward as well.
This chapter identifies and describes actors relevant for the design of INRM
governance; consultative, collaborative, and shared governance approaches
(along with their strengths and weaknesses); and the laws and regulations in
Canada that affect how governance is put into practice.
5 .1

I N VO LV E M E NT OF M U LT I P L E AC TOR S IN GOV ER NANC E

Effective governance in INRM depends on the identification and engagement
of a range of actors, including those with jurisdictional authority over decisions;
those who hold rights related to the ownership, use, and management of
resources; those who are affected by such decisions; and those with specialized
knowledge relevant to resource management. Governments, rights holders,
industry, NGOs, and the public more broadly may therefore all play a role
in INRM governance, helping improve the quality, legitimacy, and ultimately
effectiveness of the decisions (Brown et al., 2005; NRC, 2008). Many potential
actors can be involved in natural resource management, both across Canada
and within a single tier of government. The interdependences among these
actors must be managed and embedded into policy, planning, and project
decisions. While not every decision requires the collaboration of every actor,
having a network of collaboration is important to ensure all decisions can be
addressed in an integrated way.
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5.1.1 Governments
Governments are responsible for the development and implementation of
laws, regulations, policies, and programs related to natural resources. Different
governments and orders of government may be involved in making decisions
due to the overlap in authorities and responsibilities for natural resources
and land use in Canada. While the government employees directly involved
in INRM processes are generally public servants, elected government officials
do play an essential role in setting legislation and can play a role in driving
decision-making that supports INRM. Ultimately, political accountability lies
with the elected officials who have the authority to direct change.
Overlap can occur when the boundaries of natural resources do not match the
jurisdictional boundaries of the governments responsible for their management.
For example, a watershed may cover several jurisdictions, including provinces,
territories, municipalities, Indigenous lands and communities, and international
territories. Overlapping of authorities also occurs, such as environmental
protection falling under federal and provincial/territorial laws. For example,
energy production usually falls under provincial/territorial government
jurisdiction; transboundary oil and gas transport and electricity transmission
are under federal jurisdiction; while Indigenous Peoples hold rights to land in
many parts of the country. Most areas also contain multiple natural resources
and land uses (e.g., agriculture, mineral production, wildlife and biodiversity
conservation), which may fall under the jurisdiction of different government
authorities.
Although a sector-specific focus for legislation, governance, and management
has tended to be the norm in Canada (Kennett, 2004), changes are occurring
that move closer to an INRM framework. For example, in British Columbia,
the ministries of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, Environment
and Climate Change, and the Environmental Assessment Office coordinate
several elements related to governance over the exploration for minerals and
development of mines (e.g., policy development, compliance monitoring) (Gov.
of BC, n.d.). The situation is similar in many other provinces and territories,
but a more integrated approach is not without trade-offs. The involvement of
the full set of government and regulatory agencies with jurisdiction in resource
development raises coordination and decision-making costs. Having said this,
INRM governance that includes better coordination of different governance
and planning elements can also yield benefits through greater process efficiency.
For example, having coordinated planning in place at a regional level can
facilitate faster decision-making at the project level.
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5.1.2 Rights Holders
While many actors may have responsibilities or interests in natural resource
management, some have particular rights to natural resource uses. The
involvement and buy-in of rights holders is vital in INRM, since they can take
significant actions to improve the management of natural resources in a given
area. In an INRM approach, directly involving rights holders in decision-making
helps provide accountability.
Under the Canadian constitution, federal, provincial/territorial, or Indigenous
governments own and have jurisdiction over most natural resources (GC, 2012a).
Provinces and territories have authority over non-renewable natural resources,
forestry resources, and electrical energy within their borders, including the
right to make laws related to exploration, development, conservation, and
management of resources (GC, 2012a).4 The federal government has specific
authority to make laws related to trade and commerce, navigation and shipping,
sea coast and inland fisheries, and anything that is not considered “assigned
exclusively to the Legislatures of the Provinces” (GC, 2012a). Private individuals
such as farmers, woodlot owners, and (in some cases) owners of mineral-bearing
lands have surface rights to their lands (Pearse, 1988). For example, 6.2% of
Canada’s forests are privately owned (NRCan, 2016b). However, in most parts
of Canada, the respective provincial, territorial, or federal government retains
the subsurface mineral (including oil and gas) rights, and leases them to
organizations for resource use under conditions defined in project approvals
and permits (GC, 2016c). In addition, provinces let out tenures to forestry
companies, which give the latter the rights to manage these lands over long
periods of time (Haley & Nelson, 2007).
As outlined in Chapter 2, broadly speaking, Indigenous Peoples across the
country have rights to specific territories recognized in the original (numbered)
treaties, negotiated in modern land claims treaties, and in unceded territories
where there is no treaty (historic or modern). The federal government has
committed to a principle of reconciliation and securing free, prior, and informed
consent; this applies to both title and non-title lands (JUS, 2018). In addition,
some modern land claims agreements, such as those in Yukon, Northwest
Territories, and Nunavut, have recognized the rights of Indigenous governments
to subsurface minerals on certain lands (Gwich´in Tribal Council & GC, 1992;
Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. & GC, 2010; Gov. of YK, 2017).

4

Under the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement, Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. holds the surface rights
on some lands, and surface and mineral rights on other lands, in the territory (the federal
government retains these rights for some lands) (Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. & GC, 2010).
Devolution talks are currently in progress.
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5.1.3 Industry
Private companies are usually the main proponents of new natural resource
developments. They lead new projects, making long-term investments that
entail a host of risks emanating from the market, regulatory structure, and
their own actions that affect social licence. Companies can hold extensive
natural resource rights provided by governments through lease or tenure, or
in some cases through ownership (e.g., private forest lands); both are subject to
government-set policies. Industry may also self-regulate resource development
through voluntary standards and private governance (see Section 6.5 for details).
Accordingly, industry has a strong voice in natural resource management.
5.1.4 Non-Governmental Organizations
NGOs can participate in natural resources governance as part of certification
bodies and schemes; through advocacy for particular views that influence
the public, industry, and government decision-making; by becoming directly
involved in regulatory and project reviews; and in limited examples of NGOowned nature conservancy lands. NGOs are also involved in active management
of wetlands, other critical habitats, and larger regions (e.g., HBC, 2018). Some
NGOs conduct research on natural resources, support research through
grants, and/or partner with researchers in academia or government (NCC,
2018a, 2018b). Indigenous environmental NGOs can play an important role
in supporting Indigenous Peoples in building capacity and using ILK to tackle
environmental issues related to their lands and resources (CIER, 2017). These
organizations can also help facilitate collaboration between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous governments and groups (CIER, 2017). Actions outside of
government jurisdiction or beyond the reach of industrial partners may be
accomplished best by NGOs (Breckenridge, 1999).
5.1.5 The Public
Individuals, households, community groups, and communities routinely have an
interest in, or stand to be affected by, the operations of a proposed or existing
natural resource project. Involving the public in natural resource management
can result in better-informed decisions (NRC, 2008) and increased likelihood
that the natural resources will be protected in the long term (Nagendra &
Ostrom, 2012). Public involvement brings a unique perspective and knowledge
to the management process (Burby, 2003; Brown et al., 2005; Lockwood et al.,
2010); when people live in an area for some time, they gain insights about the
ways that components of the social-ecological system interact with each other.
The public may also ask questions and raise issues that experts may not have
considered (NRC, 2008). On the other hand, the Panel notes that the public’s
focus on local issues and interests may lead to situations where landowners and
other groups object to all nearby resource use schemes.
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5 .2

G O VE R NANCE AP P R OACH E S

For INRM, research and practical experience have shown that effective governance
involves a range of approaches that correspond with the nature and complexity
of the resource management issues and processes under consideration. The
governance approaches that have evolved in Canada over recent decades can be
viewed as existing along a spectrum, from consultative to collaborative to shared
(Figure 5.1). While this spectrum is only one method of categorizing governance
approaches in Canada and may not be universally accepted, the Panel believes
it is useful for understanding the key differences among various approaches.
Moving along the consultative-collaborative-shared spectrum, each approach
represents an increasing and more substantive involvement of more than one
actor in decision-making and accountability. Although progression along this
spectrum is often desirable, there may be one or more aspects of INRM (from
legislation to policy to planning to project review to monitoring) for a given
circumstance that dictate a more consultative approach.

Spectrum of Governance Approaches

Consultative

• Lead actor holds
decision-making
authority, accountability,
and responsibility for
implementation

Collaborative

• Lead actor holds
decision-making authority
and is responsive to other
involved actors
• Accountability formally
resides with lead actor,
but informally with other
involved actors

Shared

• Decision-making
authority, accountability,
and responsibility for
implementation is
shared among two or
more jurisdictions/
organizations

• Lead actor is
responsible for
implementation but
delegates to other actors
per agreements
Adapted with permission from Stratos Inc. (2015)

Figure 5.1
A Spectrum of Natural Resource Governance Approaches in Canada
Governance approaches can exist along a spectrum, from consultative to collaborative through to
shared governance.
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Regardless of the approach, INRM governance extends beyond the government
with authority over the resource to include all relevant actors in order to bring
legitimacy to the process. Outcomes are more likely to be accepted if actors are
provided with the opportunity to participate in decision-making (Lockwood
et al., 2010). Meaningful inclusion entails both procedural and substantive
fairness. Procedural fairness requires that decisions be made by impartial
and independent parties, but also that any individual “must have an adequate
opportunity to be heard” prior to a decision being made if said decision has
a “sufficiently direct impact on their interest” (NEB, n.d.). Ensuring such
fairness may not be a fast process, depending on the level of consensus and the
number of people or groups who have a direct interest. Substantive fairness
ensures that the outcomes of regulatory decisions “are considered fair in their
distribution of costs, benefits, and risks” (Stratos Inc., 2017). Procedural and
substantive fairness are especially important in cases where there is public
mistrust (NRC, 2008).
5.2.1 Designing the Process
In the Panel’s experience, effective design is co-design — that is, the relevant
actors collaboratively design the governance system from the outset. As Rodela
(2012) states, “while the involvement of stakeholders has the potential to
improve the quality and durability of a decision, this is very often influenced
by the quality of the very process that leads to it.” For this reason, involvement
in designing the decision-making process itself is a fundamental aspect of
successful governance in INRM.
The first step is identifying relevant actors and bringing them together to
collaboratively set objectives and design the process in which they will participate
(Astofooroff, 2008). Co-design is an inherently deliberative process where actors
share their priorities and goals, and agree on the best structure to accomplish
them. Actors need to agree on what natural resource management challenges
must be addressed, even if they may not yet agree on how to address them.
They should also be aware of the different types of knowledge available and
select mechanisms for identifying, collecting, and bridging this knowledge
(e.g., giving Indigenous or local communities the time or resources to collect
or document their knowledge). Collaboratively designing an INRM process
can address the power imbalances among actors by identifying and setting up
mechanisms to address them at the outset.
A consensus-driven governance approach may prove to be more efficient
in the long term than standard decision-making processes, which are often
assumed to progress in a positive and linear fashion (sometimes referred to
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as constant-returns decision-making) (Nesbitt, 2016). Conversely, in consensus
decision-making, the progress may be slow at first as actors discuss the issues,
but agreement often quickly emerges at the end, with stronger outcomes than
those of conventional decision-making (Nesbitt, 2016). Indeed, the process
for unilateral decision-making may ultimately take longer because many of
the decisions are later challenged in court or delayed by political actions such
as protests. This can make the final approval process longer, as well as more
controversial and confrontational, than approval processes for collaborative or
shared governance approaches (Staples & Askew, 2016; Noble, 2017).
5.2.2 Consultative Governance
In the experience of the Panel, consultative governance is currently the
most-used form of natural resource governance in Canada, particularly in
areas of provincial and federal jurisdiction. In consultative governance, a
government makes the decisions and is responsible and accountable for their
implementation, using varying degrees of consultation to gain the input of
rights holders and interested and affected parties. In the view of the Panel,
consultative decision-making may be appropriate when there is broad societal
consensus on objectives and their trade-offs, and where the knowledge that
informs the decisions is relatively certain.
Successful public engagement in INRM is based on a clear purpose, adequate
resources, implementation focus, self-assessment, appropriate timing, learning
from experience, inclusivity, and procedural and substantive fairness (NRC,
2008; Stratos Inc., 2017). Interested actors and the public are engaged early,
often, and on a regular basis throughout the lifecycle of the INRM process,
including during policy-making, regional or strategic planning, project review,
and monitoring (Stratos Inc., 2017). To demonstrate the responsiveness of
decision-makers, feedback mechanisms ensure the incorporation of outcomes
of participatory processes into decision-making (Brown et al., 2005). This
helps build trust and transparency in the process, and provides a number of
opportunities for interested actors and the public to inform decisions. It is
important to emphasize that consultation with the public, however effective,
should not be conflated with participation of Indigenous Peoples and other
rights holders in INRM.
The lead actor’s mandate may limit the scope of consultative governance in
terms of natural resources considered. As the mandates of individual government
departments (or agencies) encompass a limited number of natural resources,
there tends to be a focus on a particular resource or ecosystem service rather
than the full spectrum of services provided by a managed landscape.
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Deliberative Consultation as a Specific Mechanism in
Consultative Governance
Deliberative consultation involves actors more significantly in consultative
governance by actively seeking mutual understanding and agreement in
management goals rather than one actor listening passively to the concerns
of others (Rodela, 2012). Clear communication through dialogue with actors
early in the process, and repeatedly, allows them to see their input at work and
fosters trust in the process (NAS, 2016b). Although decision-making power,
accountability, and responsibility for implementation remain with the lead actor
(government), other actors are more likely buy into the decisions. Deliberative
consultation through a multi-actor process has supported BC Hydro’s water
use planning efforts for the past decade (Box 5.1).

Box 5.1
BC Hydro Water Use Planning
BC Hydro has designed a consultative water use planning (WUP) process to seek
consensus decisions on a broad suite of environmental and social uses and outcomes
for its hydroelectric generation facilities. These interests include, for example, domestic
water supply, fish and wildlife, recreation, heritage, flood control, and power generation
needs (Mattison et al., 2014).
All but one of BC Hydro’s generating facilities have undergone the WUP process
(Fraser Basin Council, n.d.). Consultations provide a venue for actors — government
agencies, First Nations, local residents, resource users, environmental groups, and
other interest groups — to address environmental, social, economic, and cultural
values, and to inform decisions on how to balance these different needs (Gregory
et al., 2006; Failing et al., 2007). Nearly all WUPs reached consensus on their water
use recommendations (Mattison et al., 2014). This success has been attributed to
participants’ willingness to work together through the WUP process. In the one WUP
where consensus was not reached, it was because the participants could not agree
on a final operating regime (J. Benson, personal communication, 2017).
continued on next page
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The design of the WUP process has been invaluable to its eventual success. After
years of conflict among users of the Alouette River, BC Hydro brought together a
diverse group of participants and interested parties to collectively set management
guidelines with third-party facilitators using a structured decision-making process
(McDaniels & Gregory, 2004). This process proved so effective in creating consensus
and resolving conflicts that BC Hydro used it across all but one of its facilities (Mattison
et al., 2014; J. Benson, personal communication, 2017). Gregory (2002) attributes the
success of the WUP process to “defining value-driven attributes…; the use of expert
judgement elicitations in cases where data quality is low; and providing a framework
for adaptive management that allows for monitoring and learning.”

5.2.3 Collaborative Governance
Although a single actor may hold complete decision-making authority,
accountability, and responsibility for implementation, they may involve other
parties substantively in the carrying out of these responsibilities (Stratos Inc.,
2015). In collaborative governance, the decision-making body is willing to be
influenced by deliberations with other actors, and to work with those making
related decisions (NRC, 2008). Such arrangements can be set out in terms of
reference for standing bodies that involve the various actors or in the processes
designed for policy-making, planning at a regional level, and project review. For
example, the development of regulations for air quality in Alberta benefited
from a consensus approach between governments, industries and NGOs, working
together under the Clean Air Strategic Alliance (CASA, n.d.).
A key aspect of collaborative governance is building effective relationships,
which involves a commitment of time and effort from all actors (Roach &
Worbets, 2012). Stronger forms of collaborative governance involve a greater
say or louder voice for rights holders and other actors in influencing decisions,
and clear demonstration of government responsiveness to their inputs. Box 5.2
describes a collaborative initiative involving different orders of government
and other actors in implementing an air quality management system.
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Box 5.2
Air Quality Management System
Federal, provincial, and territorial governments, Indigenous organizations, industry
actors, and NGOs all worked together to implement the Canada-wide Air Quality
Management System (AQMS), and continue to cooperate on its development (CCME,
2014b, n.d.-b). Its purpose is to reduce air pollution in airsheds across Canada by
implementing stronger air quality standards for several pollutants. The governments
involved adopted a new approach, drawing on respective federal and provincial/
territorial authorities over the air (e.g., federal authority to set national standards,
provincial/territorial authority over air pollution sources) (CCME, 2012). The approach
recognized the need for managing air quality at the regional airshed level. A range of
non-governmental actors continue to be involved through the Stakeholder Advisory
Group, which includes both industry and NGO members (CCME, n.d.-a). This group
provides advice to governments related to the “ongoing implementation, improvement,
and operation of AQMS” (CCME, 2014c).
The process’s success is attributed to the incorporation of principles such as
collaboration and transparency (CCME, 2014c). Because the AQMS is implemented
via monitoring and public reporting, as well as continued collaboration among actors,
its outcomes are dependent on a variety of factors (e.g., resourcing).
One way to facilitate collaborative governance involving multiple government
agencies is through the creation of nested (or linked) arrangements. In these
structures, an overarching plan or set of goals is agreed upon at a larger
scale (e.g., regional), which then helps guide decisions made in smaller-scale
institutions (e.g., cities) or the local community level (Odum, 1982; Folke
et al., 2007). Nested arrangements address jurisdictional overlap by sharing
decision-making among the appropriate government agencies (Folke et al.,
2007). In Australia, natural resource management has been governed in a
nested arrangement where federal and state/territory goals are collaboratively
established for natural resources (e.g., reduction in water salinity), which
enables regional boards to implement local strategies to achieve their aims
(Pannell & Roberts, 2010). Larger jurisdictions can use their greater area of
oversight to direct broad strategies and provide resources to small jurisdictions
in developing their own tailored and local solutions (Paton et al., 2004). The
Australian arrangement devolves its practical management work to local orders
of government, which creates more effective and efficient solutions with greater
buy-in from all actors (Paton et al., 2004).
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5.2.4 Shared Governance
In shared governance, decision-making explicitly involves more than one
government to varying extents (Cash et al., 2006). A number of shared governance
arrangements for natural resources exist in the Mackenzie Valley. Examples
include Gwich'in, Sahtu, and Wek'èezhìi Land and Water Boards involving First
Nations and the federal and territorial governments (MVLWB, 2018); and the
Inuvialuit, territorial, and federal government joint councils for wildlife and
fisheries management and environmental screening in the Mackenzie Delta
and Beaufort Sea (IRC, 2018). These are often complex relationships due,
in part, to the large number of government agencies, branches, and political
groups, as well as the variety of interests, perspectives, and political actors at
the community level (Carlsson & Berkes, 2005). Understanding the power
imbalances among different governments can help mediate conflicts and
identify ways to structure the approach for increased flexibility and “sharing
of governing authority” (Armitage et al., 2009). Trust among governments is
needed to build functional relationships and networks (Henry & Dietz, 2011).
Open communication and multiple interactions are key to building trust, but
may take a number of years to establish (Armitage et al., 2009).
Co-Management as a Form of Shared Governance
The main form of shared governance used in natural resource management
in Canada is co-management. Co-management occurs when the government
and local resource users share power and responsibility (Berkes, 2009). Nearly
all co-management agreements in Canada have arisen through land claims
negotiations (Natcher, 2001; Goetze, 2004) since the 1975 signing of the first
modern land claims agreement: the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement
between the Cree and Inuit Peoples of northern Quebec and the governments
of Canada and Quebec (Natcher, 2001). Since then, co-management has
been included in almost all comprehensive claims agreements (Berger et al.,
2010). The resource management regime established by the Haida Nation in
Haida Gwaii is a leading example of effective co-management built on longterm relationships (Box 5.3). In some cases, co-management involves revenue
sharing (Fontaine et al., 2015). For example, the Government of Ontario, Grand
Council Treaty #3, Wabun Tribal Council, and Mushkegowuk Council recently
reached an agreement to share revenues from forestry and mining in parts of
the province (The Canadian Press, 2018).
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Box 5.3
Co-Management in Haida Gwaii as a Form
of Shared Governance
The Council of the Haida Nation and the Governments of Canada and British Columbia
lack a signed treaty that clarifies rights and title to the lands and resources of Haida
Gwaii. In the absence of a treaty, co-management of those lands and resources has
been evolving as an effective tool to protect and respect all parties’ interests.
In the 1980s, the Council of the Haida Nation declared a Haida Heritage Site over Gwaii
Haanas, an area in the south of the archipelago scheduled to be logged. High-profile
conflict ensued and in 1986, the Governments of Canada and British Columbia agreed
to federal park establishment. However, the Council of the Haida Nation asserted
the Haida interest and consequently the Government of Canada agreed with the
Council of the Haida Nation in 1987 to establish the Gwaii Haanas National Park
Reserve pending resolution of title (Hawkes, 1996; Sadler, 2005). They later negotiated
the Gwaii Haanas Agreement (1993), which set up the Archipelago Management
Board (AMB) — a co-management board made of half Haida and half Government
of Canada members — to manage Gwaii Haanas (CHN & GC, 1993; AMB, 2003).
The agreement to set aside the unresolved issue of title to Haida Gwaii was critical
for success (CHN & GC, 1993; Sadler, 2005). Instead, they focused on the development
of a co-equal management board to oversee not only the natural resources, but also
the cultural and heritage values of the area and its people (AMB, 2003). Building
trust through mutual respect for each other’s ceremonies and processes was a major
component of successful co-management in Gwaii Haanas. Local participants pointed
to an occasion when non-Haida management staff held a potlatch in the community
as a turning point in developing trust between Parks Canada staff and the Haida
community (Wheatley, 2006). Ultimately, equity in decision-making power and the
inclusion of ILK in co-management drove the AMB’s success (Wheatley, 2006). The
AMB has rarely failed to reach consensus in decisions (Langdon et al., 2010; NCFNG,
n.d.); it (and the Gwaii Haanas Agreement more generally) is widely regarded as a
model of successful co-management (Hawkes, 1996; Astofooroff, 2008; Langdon et
al., 2010; Thomlinson & Crouch, 2012; Nesbitt, 2016; NCFNG, n.d.).
This experience led to the Kunst'aa guu - Kunst'aayah Reconciliation Protocol
2009 between the Council of the Haida Nation and the Government of British
Columbia and establishment of the Haida Gwaii Management Council with delegated
co-management responsibility for the annual allowable forest harvest, all strategic
land use and park management plans, and heritage site policies throughout Haida
Gwaii (Haida Nation & BC, 2009).
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Although its implementation can vary, co-management includes some common
elements. All governing parties create and sign co-management agreements,
which are put into action by co-management boards composed of an equal mix
of representatives from each government (Natcher, 2001; Goetze, 2004). The
boards collaboratively make recommendations to their respective governments
for decision-making on implementing their agreement (Goetze, 2004; Berger
et al., 2010).
Co-management helps alleviate resource management problems by engaging
the governments in joint problem-solving (Carlsson & Berkes, 2005). The
focus on problem-solving helps resolve or reduce conflicts through discussions
during the process of setting up the system or through the roundtable format
of decision-making (i.e., via the board itself) (Carlsson & Berkes, 2005). By
gathering knowledge and perspectives from different orders of government, comanagement addresses natural resource management issues that cross multiple
geographic areas and jurisdictions (Berkes, 2002). Although knowledge such as
biological monitoring data is important, a broad suite of information, such
as economic forecasts, ILK, and traditional relationships with the land is also
needed to build a coherent understanding of the natural resources and land
in question (Carlsson & Berkes, 2005; White et al., 2007).
One challenge hindering co-management, as highlighted by the Assembly of
First Nations, is the lack of information on how to implement this approach
(AFN, 2012). As a result, some First Nations members disapprove of the term
co-management, because it reflects the rights-holding status of First Nations, and
implies that the Government of Canada and First Nations are equal partners.
The partnership is equal in that each group has valid knowledge of natural
resources and management skills, and they will work together to make and
implement decisions (AFN, 2012).
Sharing of power presents another challenge. Goetze (2004) notes that the
“main failing of… most co-management systems is their attempt to involve
local stakeholders in resource management without sharing power.” The multiparty basis of co-management agreements excludes other local actors, such as
members of industry or conservation groups, from sharing power (Goetze,
2004). In addition, the Panel notes that, even in co-management systems, a
government official is the final decision-maker in terms of accepting, rejecting,
or modifying board recommendations and sometimes has the authority to
overrule all decisions. It can also be difficult to meet the requirement for
non-Indigenous governments to value ILK alongside science in co-managing
resources (Usher, 2000; Huntington, 2013).
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One form of co-management is adaptive co-management (ACM), which
originated in the late 1990s and has expanded in use since then (Plummer et
al., 2012). In its simplest form, ACM is the merging of co-management and
adaptive management (Plummer et al., 2012). Armitage (2009) describes ACM
as a process that “draws explicit attention to the learning (experiential and
experimental) and collaboration (vertical and horizontal) functions necessary
to improve our understanding of, and ability to respond to, complex socialecological systems.” While related to co-management, ACM places a different
emphasis on linkages, timeframes, organizational level, and focus on capacity.
Like other aspects of INRM, no one-size-fits-all approach exists for ACM
(Armitage et al., 2009; Plummer et al., 2012).
In general, governance processes that include adaptive management do have
some limitations. Some argue that adaptive approaches allow for agencies
and industry to exert too much discretion in how specific requirements are
implemented (Doremus, 2001; Houck, 2009). Furthermore, as discussed in
Chapter 4, there appears to be a disconnect between adaptive management
in policy and adaptive management in practice (Plummer et al., 2013), and
evidence suggests practitioners may not appreciate what adaptive management
means from a regulatory perspective (Allen et al., 2011). Adaptive management
has been identified as most appropriate when there are high levels of uncertainty
and where situations are controllable, with other approaches being more
suited to situations where there is certainty about outcomes (Peterson et
al., 2003; Williams, 2011). Additionally, Williams (2011) notes that adaptive
management is not the ideal method when fundamental components (e.g.,
effective monitoring) are unlikely to be realized.
5.3

LAW S A N D R E GU L AT I ONS RE L AT E D T O
N ATUR A L R ES OU RC E M ANAGE M E NT

Laws and regulations establish the boundaries of and conditions for resourcebased decision-making in Canada, and can create a space in which INRM can
thrive. For example, having a solid legislative basis has been identified as at
least somewhat important for implementation with respect to strategic land-use
planning in British Columbia (Joseph et al., 2008). In the view of the Panel,
laws or policies that require monitoring and integrating information into a
collaborative decision-making process are more likely to support INRM than
those that vest broad discretionary powers in separate governmental entities.
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The Expert Panel for the Review of Environmental Assessment Processes came
to a similar conclusion, noting that the “discretionary approach to carrying
out regional studies under CEAA 2012” has resulted in no such studies being
conducted, and recommended that future federal impact assessment legislation
require regional impact assessments to be carried out wherever cumulative
impacts already (or may) occur on federal lands or marine areas (Gélinas et
al., 2017).
With a few notable exceptions (Box 5.4), most environmental and natural
resource laws in Canada were passed before INRM had garnered significant
interest, and with limited recognition of Indigenous governments. Many of
these laws vest decision-making authority in a single government entity — often
a Minister and delegates in a department — in a highly discretionary manner
(Boyd, 2003). A classic example of single-government power at the federal level
is the original (1977 to 2012) fish habitat authorization regime under Section 35
of the Fisheries Act. The Act gave the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans broad
discretionary authority to approve impacts to fish habitat, subject to whatever
terms and conditions the Minister deemed appropriate. Furthermore, the
fragmentation of legal authority at the federal level, as is often dictated by
legislation, makes collaboration challenging (NRC, 2013). A similar singlegovernment approach is used across most provincial resource management
laws. For example, pursuant to Sections 50 and 51 of Saskatchewan’s Water
Security Agency Act, the Water Security Agency has sole and seemingly unlimited
discretion to issue a water licence (Gov. of SK, 2017).
Unless the relevant legislation requires collaboration with other actors at
various stages of INRM, regulators faced with adversity may readily revert to
unilateral, sectoral decision-making. For example, based on the experience
of the Panel, a sound attempt to establish an INRM regime post-devolution in
Yukon failed partially because it lacked a clear and meaningful governmentwide commitment, did not have an effective institutional champion, and did
not grant authority to overcome structural and behavioural obstacles. More
recent laws requiring collaboration, however, nevertheless suffer from many
of the weaknesses identified in earlier environmental legislation, including
excessive discretionary executive powers (Bankes et al., 2014); their impact
will be reduced if they are not accompanied with the necessary resourcing.
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Box 5.4
Statutes and Collaboration: The Alberta Land Stewardship Act
The Alberta Land Stewardship Act (ALSA) is perhaps the most ambitious current
provincial/territorial example of a statute on collaboration. When it was brought into
force, the Government of Alberta promoted ASLA as “the most comprehensive land-use
policy in Canada and, indeed, in North America” (Gov. of AB, 2009). The Act “provides
for landscape level land-use planning as a means to integrate decision-making and
respond to the cumulative effects of development activity” (Bankes et al., 2014). In
this way, ALSA seeks to provide a mechanism to enable sustainable development
(Bankes et al., 2014). It does so by setting out a process for the development of
regional plans, each of which must establish a vision and objectives for a given
region (Gov. of AB, 2013).
Although ALSA is a positive step, it has some deficiencies and has not yet achieved all
of its goals. Regional planning may include more detailed elements such as policies,
thresholds, indicators, or monitoring requirements, but these are not mandatory (Gov.
of AB, 2013) and are at the discretion of the Cabinet (Bankes et al., 2014). Furthermore,
while approved plans are considered binding for the Crown, decision-makers, local
government bodies, and all other persons, ALSA also permits the exemption of an
entity from the definition of local government body or decision-making body (Gov. of
AB, 2013). As of January 2019, only two regional plans have been completed, with a
third in progress (and four not yet started) (AEP, 2016). In addition, an independent
review panel concluded that the Lower Athabasca Regional Plan suffers from numerous
deficiencies with respect to First Nations participation and concerns, including the
absence of any Traditional Land-Use Management Framework (Lower Athabasca
Regional Plan Review Panel, 2016).
As noted in Chapter 2, Indigenous Peoples in Canada have their own set of legal
traditions that are distinct from the European legal traditions that form Canadian
law. Elements of these traditions are compatible with and supportive of INRM
goals. For example, some of the guiding principles that form the Laws of Haida
Nation (e.g., seeking wise counsel) align with INRM characteristics (e.g., adaptive
management or ongoing learning) (CHN & GC, 2018). Additionally, modern
land claims agreements between Indigenous Peoples and the Government of
Canada can provide a mechanism to implement shared governance and new
EA processes, as well as participate in knowledge-sharing. For example, Torngat
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Mountains National Park in northern Labrador (part of Nunatsiavut) was
established as a result of the Labrador Inuit Land Claims Agreement (The Inuit
of Labrador & GC, 2005). The park’s co-management board includes members
of the Nunatsiavut Government, Makivik Corporation, and Parks Canada, as
well as an independent Chairperson. The co-management board provides
“advice to the Federal Minister responsible for the Parks Canada Agency on
matters related to park management” as well as other co-management boards
(e.g., Torngat Joint Fisheries Board), the Nunatsiavut Government, and the
Makivik Corporation (Parks Canada, 2010). The co-management board provides
a mechanism to develop a management plan for the park that is “collaborative
and meaningful” for Parks Canada, and the Inuit of Nunavik and Nunatsiavut
(Parks Canada, 2010).
Although the majority of Canadian laws governing resource management
do not formally support INRM, none explicitly prohibit INRM processes.
Implementing INRM characteristics can face barriers related to the current
legal framework, but the Panel believes a move towards more collaborative and
shared governance is both necessary and possible.
5 .4

C O N C L U S I ON

Governance approaches for INRM in Canada exist along a spectrum from
singular to shared decision-making authority. Broadly speaking, more shared
and collaborative governance helps all actors to participate fully and respectfully
in the process, and to view it as legitimate. The appropriate choice is based on
the specific context, and careful participatory design of governance processes
is an essential first step. Appropriate laws and regulations ultimately enable the
participation of actors in the various governance approaches. INRM is more likely
to succeed when laws and regulations “have teeth” — ensuring that decisionmaking and management actions are completed in an integrated, inclusive way.
Nevertheless, it is possible to take positive action to advance more consultative
and collaborative forms of governance within current legal structures. In the
next chapter, the Panel addresses five key barriers to INRM — connected to
both knowledge and governance — and presents potential solutions emerging
from Canadian experiences to date.
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Implementing INRM in Canada:
Barriers and Potential Solutions
Key Findings
Knowledge-sharing networks and better coordination of research and monitoring
efforts are needed to foster interdisciplinary knowledge creation and exchange at
scales relevant to INRM. Informed decision-making is impeded by fundamental data
gaps, and by research and monitoring efforts that are incomplete, narrow in scope,
and poorly disseminated.
Bridging multiple forms of knowledge calls for the co-design of bridging processes
that are acceptable to all knowledge holders and respectful of their differences.
Effective INRM is supported by regional-level planning and strong links among
regional-level plans and targets, and project-level decisions.
Lack of a defined lead, organizational silos, and conflicting goals all raise challenges
for INRM governance and call for enhanced leadership, coordination, and institutional
arrangements.
Industry can achieve multiple objectives by advancing INRM approaches through
company-level initiatives, participation in certification programs, adoption of voluntary
standards, and cooperation with and implementation of government-led INRM.

INRM has the potential to address many of the natural resource challenges
facing Canada, but its implementation is hindered by a number of factors. This
chapter identifies five critical barriers to effectively implementing INRM in
Canada (in no particular order). Panel members drew on their own expertise
and knowledge of INRM to identify potential solutions and leading practices
that address these challenges. In the Panel’s view, another important barrier
to progress is the lack of a shared understanding of INRM among practitioners
and policy-makers; the eight INRM characteristics established by the Panel
(Chapter 3) are intended to support and elevate this understanding.
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D ATA GAP S AND AC CE S S I B I L ITY

6.1.1 Barriers
Knowledge integration across multiple ways of knowing is a crucial feature
of integrated approaches. However, much of the data that could help inform
Western scientific knowledge of INRM are either absent, incomplete, or
inaccessible. Speaking on Canada-wide data, Canadian Biodiversity: Ecosystem
Status and Trends 2010, a report overseen by federal, provincial, and territorial
government representatives, states:
Piecing together information from disparate sources is currently the only
way to assess status and trends of Canada’s ecosystems. In some cases,
there are good data sets backed by long-term monitoring programs.
Information is sometimes available for status but not trends, or trend
information is limited to a small geographic area over a short time
interval. Often, information critical to the assessment of ecosystem
health is missing.
(FPTGC, 2010)
A review of Environment and Climate Change Canada’s environmental
indicators highlights some of these challenges, especially the lack of recent
and comprehensive data. For example, some of the most recent indicators
date back several years (e.g., migratory bird populations as of 2013 (ECCC,
2016b), municipal wastewater treatment as of 2009 (ECCC, 2017b)). Data on
the extent of Canada’s wetlands are pieced together from over a dozen different
sources because there is no national wetland monitoring system (ECCC, 2016a).
Economic, political, technical, and structural barriers all contribute to difficulties
accessing data. Not all actors are enthusiastic about sharing their data due
to concerns about the potential misuse or misinterpretation. For instance,
resistance in sharing data and information exists among Indigenous Peoples
as a result of the lack of consultation with respect to information’s collection,
maintenance, and access (RCAP, 1996a). In addition, governments may have
concerns about sharing data, associated with loss of control, privacy concerns,
technical issues, or the resources required to share and maintain open data (NRC,
2013). When data are made available through requirements of an EA process
or otherwise, proponent data are often in inaccessible formats (Dowdeswell et
al., 2010; Wong, 2018). The siloed structure that exists within large institutions
and organizations (e.g., universities, governments, industries) may also limit
data sharing. Scientists are often incentivized to specialize in narrower topics
rather than generalize or work across disciplines (Klein & Falk-Krzesinski, 2017).
When disciplines do not work together, it becomes common for different actors
to collect and maintain data using different spatial and temporal scales and
sometimes even different definitions of key concepts (NRC, 2013).
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Overall, the lack of understanding about what information exists, coupled
with the inability to readily access the data, undermines government- and
proponent-based monitoring and data sharing. Under current practices,
few mechanisms ensure data sharing and accessibility (Wong, 2018); this is
illustrated by the Panel’s challenges in creating an accurate map of natural
resource development in Canada (Section 2.1.2). In addition, in the experience
of Panel members, combining datasets is further challenged by the fact that
representation, recording, and nomenclature of data can be significantly
different among jurisdictions in terms of what is characterized as a land
disturbance (e.g., trails, roads, seismic lines). In short, a standard methodology
does not exist in Canada for the creation of a disturbance database. This issue
was recognized by Environment Canada, which noted that, on the subject of
mapping disturbances as they relate to the identification of critical habitat for
woodland caribou, “analyses undertaken using different data sources may yield
different total disturbance results” (EC, 2011).
In the experience of the Panel, the majority of monitoring programs have
deficiencies in terms of meeting the needs of INRM due to limited scopes
and/or poor data harmonization dictated by individual development projects
or narrow regulatory requirements and limited budgets. This observation
is consistent with the conclusions of expert panels and auditors who have
found deficiencies in Canada’s monitoring programs for natural resource
development (e.g., Bellringer, 2015; EPJOSM, 2016; Gélinas et al., 2017). For
example, although the Expert Panel on Assessing the Scientific Integrity of
the Canada-Alberta Joint Oil Sands Monitoring found that the Joint Oil Sands
Monitoring had made “good progress” since its launch in 2012, it still had
several problems preventing it from being a “fully integrated and harmoniously
functioning long-term monitoring system” (EPJOSM, 2016). Reasons for this
include “limited comprehensive analysis” of the data collected, which makes
it challenging to determine if the level of monitoring is sufficient to assess
impacts; the absence of analysis, resulting in little progress in “harmonizing and
rationalizing pre-existing disparate monitoring approaches and activities;” and
the four monitoring pieces (air, water, wildlife contaminants and toxicology,
and biodiversity and land disturbance) remaining separate (EPJOSM, 2016).
6.1.2 Potential Solutions
In the absence of comprehensive data inventories and knowledge management
systems, it is still possible to improve decision-making with existing information
via knowledge-sharing networks, independent organizations, and tools to
manage uncertainty, while at the same time making new strategic investments
to improve information availability and accessibility.
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When different actors, orders of government, and government agencies
collaborate and exchange knowledge, the understanding of natural resources
and the consequences of management strategies in a region is strengthened.
Knowledge-sharing networks can provide mechanisms for clear and effective
communication, management, and exchange of knowledge. This allows all actors
to have access to knowledge and data beyond their formal jurisdiction or specific
areas of concern, and, when jurisdictions overlap, actors can combine and assess
each other’s data to ensure a common understanding. Such knowledge-sharing
networks can include governing bodies at various orders, interested parties, and
rights holders working together as a learning community (Armitage et al., 2009).
Engaging all relevant jurisdictions is important to overcome problems associated
with silos and fragmentations (e.g., data access, or boundary, jurisdictional, and
legal conflicts) (Slocombe & Hanna, 2007). When organizations develop trust
in the system, its goals, and in each other, many of their concerns can be better
addressed. Here the scholarship on networks in natural resource management
and especially on bridging organizations can be helpful (e.g., Frank, 2011;
Henry & Vollan, 2014; Tindall, 2015; Henry, 2018; Masuda et al., 2018).
Cronmiller and Noble (2018) have noted that independent organizations,
perhaps affiliated with a consortium of universities, could house the resources
and intellectual capacity for knowledge/data management, quality control, and
distribution. Operating independently and overseen by a board of directors,
such an organization could ensure that data and knowledge generated are
applicable to the needs of the various actors and decision-makers — and of
value to regulatory processes, such as impact assessments (Cronmiller & Noble,
2018). Although initiating these centres requires government financial support
in one form or another, longer-term funding may be collaborative, including
expertise and financial commitments from all orders of government, industry,
and various granting agencies (Lockwood et al., 2009; Cronmiller & Noble,
2018). Created in 1992, the International Forestry Resources and Institutions
research network establishes shared data collection methods across its 14
collaborating research centres, and houses a database covering themes such
as biodiversity and forest carbon across 250 sites in 15 countries (IFRI, n.d.).
When information is limited, it is essential to manage the corresponding
uncertainty using tools such as predictive models or risk assessment combined
with expert judgment. Guidance established by the IPCC can be instructive for
INRM. It suggests assessing uncertainty in the following ways: describing the
overall state of knowledge, identifying key factors that contribute to uncertainty
in overall conclusions, and quantitatively or qualitatively characterizing available
ranges and distributions (Moss & Schneider, 2000). BC Hydro’s WUP process
illustrates how decision-making can proceed despite incomplete information.
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Water use plans are required to consider trade-offs in their planning process, with
the goal of finding compromises across water uses (Gov. of BC, 1998). Assessing
uncertainty and risk is a key component of trade-off analysis. Uncertainty may
call for greater reliance on expert judgement, or additional research including
modelling and data collection, to help evaluate alternatives (Failing et al., 2007).
As such, there is an adaptive management aspect to this approach, which uses
learning to address and reduce uncertainty (Gregory et al., 2006). Adaptive
management is formalized within the WUP process through the commitment
to funding for long-term ecological monitoring. Furthermore, the decisionmaking framework allows for iterative improvement, with lessons from the
initial review potentially leading to a preferred set of trade-offs (Failing et al.,
2007). The Alberta Watershed Resiliency and Restoration Program demonstrates
how trade-off analysis can be used to present data in a way that is accessible
to decision-makers and reduce some of the uncertainty around the potential
impacts of their decisions (Box 6.1).

Box 6.1
The Watershed Resiliency and Restoration Program (WRRP)
Simulation Project in the Bow River Basin
The goal of the WRRP’s Bow River Basin Simulation Project was “to demonstrate
reduction of environmental and socioeconomic risk obtainable through conservation
and restoration strategies aimed at building resilience.” The ALCES Online land-use
simulation model is a tool used to help achieve this goal and support the integrated
decision-making process in the Bow River Basin.
All of the major land uses in the basin (agriculture, oil and gas extraction, aggregate
extraction, forestry, and urban and rural residential development) were included in
the scenarios, along with forest fire. A working group that included representatives
from conservation organizations, government agencies, and natural resource sectors
identified land-use scenario assumptions, watershed indicators, and conservation
and restoration strategies.
The 50-year land-use simulation found that the footprint of all human activities (with
the exception of agriculture) went from 1,837 to 2,831 km2. The largest contributor
to this growth was found to be urban and rural residential development. The model
determined that increased land use would be associated with a higher risk to
watershed function. The effectiveness of conservation and restoration strategies was
also assessed in the model, enabling the identification of those with the greatest
continued on next page
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possible benefits. For example, reclamation of the energy sector’s footprint had the
greatest potential for reducing risk to the fish population.
Web-based dashboards were used to communicate the assessment of trade-offs
among mitigation options to managers and other actors. These dashboards included
dynamic figures such as maps that demonstrate both the risks to watershed integrity
and the potential effectiveness of mitigation strategies.
(Carlson et al., 2018)
Beyond enhancing public data-gathering efforts, governments can improve other
groups’ data gathering and sharing. Regulatory EA processes can motivate data
sharing, or require it through clearly articulated data management and access
plans. Standards and protocols for data collection and information management
can ensure consistency and comparability (CILMC, 2005). Supported by funds
from government, industry, and granting agencies, the Alberta Biodiversity
Monitoring Institute tracks over 2,500 species within a grid of 1,656 locations
across the province and makes the data freely available alongside its monitoring
protocols and quality management plan (ABMI, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c, 2014d).
6 .2

B R I D G I NG M U LT I P L E S OU R CE S OF K NOWLEDGE:
W E S T E RN S C I E NCE AND I L K

6.2.1 Barriers
INRM bridges available and relevant knowledge. In Canada, the importance
of ILK in particular is increasingly recognized, but bridging ILK with Western
science can be challenging. By bringing together multiple sources of knowledge,
more information is available to understand the system in question and to make
informed management decisions (Tengö et al., 2014). There has been limited
success in the consideration of multiple knowledge systems in international
practice (Tengö et al., 2014; Ford et al., 2016). Different disciplines often
use different timeframes and geographic boundaries, and the challenge of
integrating these can deter and limit the success of efforts to bridge knowledge.
If information is measured and presented in timeframes and geographic
boundaries that are not compatible, natural resource managers may not be
able to include all relevant and available information when making decisions
(Vogt et al., 2002). It may be necessary to develop frameworks that can build
connections among different sources of knowledge (Tengö et al., 2014). Overall,
respecting the integrity and context of different sources of knowledge is essential
to successfully working with the information and its holders (Berkes, 2015).
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Lack of well-developed and generally accepted methodologies may also be a
barrier to the consideration of multiple knowledge systems. Some have noted
a dearth of tools and processes to help increase the successful use of multiple
sources of knowledge. This includes an absence of frameworks that connect
knowledge systems across different timeframes and geographic boundaries.
Ideally, these frameworks would help to “promote and enable equal and
transparent connections between knowledge systems, to level the power dynamics
involved, to empower communities, and also fulfill the potential of knowledge
synergies for ecosystem governance” (Tengö et al., 2014). Tengö et al. (2017)
further noted that “[c]ollaboration will require moving from studies ‘into’ and
‘about’ indigenous and local knowledge systems, to equitable engagement with
and among these knowledge systems.”
A major impediment to integrating ILK and Western science is the power
differential between the two (Stevenson, 1996; Nadasdy, 1999; Battiste &
Youngblood Henderson, 2000; Hill et al., 2012). Berkes has explored these
power dynamics in some detail (Berkes, 2015, 2018; Johnson et al., 2016b).
According to Johnson et al. (2016b), “[i]f and when integration occurs, such
integration often works to the disadvantage of Indigenous people and Indigenous
knowledge systems due to differences in power.” Differences in power often
result in the disadvantaging of Indigenous people and Indigenous knowledge
systems. Thus, scientists and resource managers might apply ILK in ways that
suit their purposes, often “mining” ILK as “data,” and applying ILK out of its
cultural context (Berkes, 2015). An additional power imbalance stems from
the fact that collaboration (or consultation) is often based on meetings among
natural resource professionals (e.g., scientists, resource managers) and ILK
holders who are volunteers or only employed on an ad hoc basis (e.g., for the
duration of a meeting). Therefore, on one hand are staff whose jobs consist of
planning and carrying out resource management, and on the other are those
with little (or no) paid time to prepare. Furthermore, there is a situational
divide created by the fact that Indigenous people may have limited control
over the region in which they live compared to other orders of government
(Whyte, 2013). These imbalances are also applicable to non-Indigenous local
populations, as citizen groups are also generally represented by volunteers
and have fewer financial and technical resources compared to government
and industry (NRC, 2008).
6.2.2 Potential Solutions
Barriers to effectively using different knowledge systems together can be
overcome by applying internationally accepted principles and learning from
existing good practices. Proper process is very important in finding ways to
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bridge ILK, Western science, and other forms of knowledge and should be
informed by the duty to consult and commitments to adhere to the principle
of free, prior, and informed consent in UNDRIP. Often a bridging organization
can serve as a trusted knowledge broker among various interested and affected
parties and their forms of knowledge. Bridging organizations have been
used to manage data and knowledge-sharing networks, which help facilitate
knowledge-sharing and learning from both Western science and ILK (Olsson
et al., 2007). Bridging organizations can also help build social capital, deal with
conflicts, generate trust, develop shared goals and vision, and provide a means
for horizontal and vertical collaboration (Hahn et al., 2006). Miller and Wyborn
(2018) note that institutions that engage in the co-production of knowledge can
consider existing power dynamics, then introduce new governance approaches
and redistribute power. Bridging organizations are often a key component of
successful co-management, where they have existed as a group of scientists
or as the co-management board itself (e.g., Beverly Qamanirjuaq Caribou
Management Board) (Berkes, 2009). In a different model, the Independent
Environmental Monitoring Agency for the Ekati Diamond Mine (Northwest
Territories) serves a range of functions that include ensuring ILK is applied in
environmental planning and programing, and that information is shared with
Indigenous Peoples (IEMA, n.d.). Bridging organizations can also be valuable
to other INRM initiatives, since collaboration is a pre-requisite for success. They
can help develop processes to link forms of knowledge and build networks of
communications and trust among those who should have a voice in developing
the knowledge necessary for INRM (Bidwell et al., 2013), as described below
in the case of the Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Society.
Berkes (2015) has explored a number of methods to bridge the two kinds of
knowledge in ways that are respectful, and that foster equal collaboration and
two-way learning (Figure 6.1). Some of these methods, such as participatory
rural appraisal,5 have a relatively long history; others, such as community-based
monitoring, are still being developed. In general, the approaches draw on the
substantial literature on public participation in EA and decision-making and
deliberative processes (e.g., NRC, 2008), but place special emphasis on the
challenges and opportunities in bridging different forms of knowledge.

5

Participatory rural appraisal refers to a set of approaches to engage with and give ownership to
local people in their own planning, recognizing they are best-placed to analyze and improve
their own conditions (Chambers, 1994).
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Some approaches that
foster equal partnerships
between two kinds of
knowledge

Some techniques to elicit
and understand local and
Indigenous views and
knowledge

Cooperating around a
particular task at which
local and Indigenous
communities may have
specific expertise

Participatory rural
appraisal: adapted for use
with ILK

Participatory mapping:
most popular technique

Participatory conservation
planning: uses
complementary knowledge
from science and local/
Indigenous communities

Participatory action
research: emphasizes
collective inquiry and social
change; seeks to change the
world collaboratively and
reflectively
Participatory education
(critical pedagogy): from
a tradition of empowering
learners to become cocreators of knowledge
Learning communities:
groups of people with a
shared interest, learning in
partnership through regular
interactions based in practice

Participatory workshops
and modelling: used
successfully with Indigenous
and non-Indigenous rural
knowledge holders
Participatory scenario
planning: part of a toolkit of
participatory workshops and
modelling approaches

Participatory
environmental
restoration: uses ILK and
science; local knowledge can
provide essential information
not otherwise available to
science
Community-based
monitoring: involves
reading signs and signals of
environmental change based
on the ways of knowing of a
given group

Adapted with permission from Berkes (2015)

Figure 6.1
Bridging Knowledge: Collaboration and Two-Way Learning Between ILK
and Western Science
Various approaches and techniques exist to support collaboration and two-way learning between
ILK and Western science, including approaches that foster partnerships, improve understanding, and
enhance cooperation.

Bridging Western science and ILK is an ongoing area of practice and research
where INRM efforts can learn from multiple experiences and develop a process
suitable for the context in which they are applied. The Panel chose to highlight
three examples that combine ILK and Western science to serve INRM in a way
that is acceptable to both kinds of knowledge holders, and respectful of their
differences. Perhaps the earliest case in Canada is detailed in the 1994 Report
of the Scientific Panel for Sustainable Forest Practices in Clayoquot Sound
(Clayoquot Sound Scientific Panel, 1994). That panel was set up to resolve
disputes over logging old-growth forest on Vancouver Island. In his analysis,
Lertzman (2010) notes that, “[w]ith its unprecedented mandate to develop
sustainable forest practice standards drawing equally on Western science and
Nuu-Chah-Nulth traditional ecological knowledge, the Clayoquot Scientific
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Panel achieved a full consensus on all recommendations where previous land
use planning attempts had failed.” The consensus was particularly noteworthy
given that this was a high-profile environmental conflict and that earlier efforts
to resolve the conflict had failed. Lertzman (2010) identified the following
features of the Clayoquot Scientific Panel’s approach that contributed to its
success in achieving consensus:
• use of the Nuu-Chah-Nulth inclusive process, which supports cross-cultural
communication and calls for participants to listen and seek to understand
the views of one another, and to respect data emerging from both science
and traditional knowledge;
• respect for cultural teachings and spiritual philosophy that recognizes the
sacredness of the Clayoquot Valley;
• recognition of the traditional land, water, and resource stewardship system
in the proposed framework for co-managing Clayoquot Sound; and
• reliance on and enhancement of cultural literacy to communicate effectively
between cultures.
The Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Society (ABEKS) provides an
example of how bridged knowledge from different sources and actors can support
better management of wildlife. The society supports the work of the Porcupine
Caribou Management Board, a joint Canada/U.S. co-management body that
oversees the porcupine caribou population in Yukon, Northwest Territories,
and eastern Alaska (ABEKS, 2014a). ABEKS includes local and Indigenous
governments and councils as well as representatives from territorial, state, and
national governments on both sides of the Canada-U.S. border (Gordon et al.,
2008; ABEKS, 2014b). Gordon et al. (2008) write that, “since its beginning, the
Co-op has encouraged and supported the use of both science-based studies
and studies based on local and traditional knowledge in the monitoring and
management of ecosystems.” As Eamer (2004) describes, “[t]he program’s focus
is on strengthening the role of local aboriginal knowledge in environmental
assessment, and in exploring ways to bring local and science-based knowledge
together to improve understanding of ecological status and trends.” This initiative
gathers a variety of information and knowledge, including ILK in the form
of local observations and traditional ecological knowledge as well as science
in the form of monitoring, records, statistical analysis, and research (Eamer,
2004). Observations are gathered through interviews conducted by community
researchers, and results are made available online and through community
meetings (ABEKS, 2014a). Russell (2011) writes that these community-based
interviews are valuable and recommends that this initiative be seen as “a model
of integrating community based monitoring data into resource management
decision making throughout the north.” Participants have also identified over
70 indicators to monitor ecosystem change, including physical, ecological, and
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socio-economic variables (ABEKS, 2014c), with the goal of understanding the
linkages among climate drivers and the information derived from interviews
(Svoboda et al., n.d.).
EAs in the Mackenzie Valley, Northwest Territories are administered by a
dedicated board, the Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board
(MVEIRB) (White et al., 2007). Regional land and water boards conduct
preliminary screenings of development projects, but the MVEIRB holds the
responsibility for reviewing environmental impacts for potential developments
in the Mackenzie Valley, and functionally replaces the federal assessment process
within its boundaries (INAC, 2007). Although the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act (2012) identifies ILK as a source of knowledge that may be
taken into account during an assessment, there is no formal requirement to
include ILK in federal EAs (GC, 2012b).6 In contrast, the co-managed MVEIRB
strongly encourages the use of ILK, not only through recommendations, but
also by coordinating community meetings to consider the implementation of
ILK into their EAs (White et al., 2007). In exercising its power, the Mackenzie
Valley Resource Management Act (MVRMA) stipulates that the MVEIRB “shall
consider any traditional knowledge and scientific information that is made
available to it” (GC, 2016d). The MVEIRB has been lauded for its transparency,
Indigenous representation, incorporation of ILK, and larger solicitation
of Indigenous perspectives (White et al., 2007).
The examples of the Clayoquot Panel, the ABEKS, and the MVEIRB show the
various ways in which science and ILK can be brought together. They illustrate
several elements of effective practices for considering both ILK and Western
science established by Johnson et al. (2016b):
• “[R]especting the integrity of each knowledge system produces healthy results.
The operative word, therefore, should be ‘bridging’ knowledge systems (Reid
et al., 2006). Such an approach is preferable to ‘synthesizing’ or ‘combining’
or ‘integrating’ knowledge systems.”
• “The two paradigms can best be considered together by combining knowledge
in a collaborative way around a particular topic.” There have been attempts
to combine the two kinds of knowledge around species biology and ecology
(e.g., Gagnon & Berteaux, 2009), and around ecosystems such as forest
ecosystems (Trosper & Parrotta, 2012) and biocultural landscapes (Kimmerer
& Lake, 2001).

6

The Impact Assessment Act (Bill C-69) strengthens the Government of Canada’s commitment
to ILK, at least in principle (House of Commons, 2018c).
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• “Combining the two kinds of knowledge is especially important in situations
of insufficient information. Using the two paradigms together can improve
problem solving.” Notably, this has been used to better understand climate
change because it takes advantage of the complementarity of ILK and Western
science (Tyler et al., 2007; Nakashima et al., 2012).
In reflecting on the theory and practice set out above, the Panel drew several
conclusions on strategies to support effective knowledge-bridging. First, just
as in the development of governance processes, the details of any process to
bring together ILK, Western science, and other forms of knowledge should be
co-designed by the interested and affected parties. Second, knowledge-bridging
is complex, and involving individuals and organizations with expertise in the
practice of bridging can improve the process and the outcomes. Third, each
body of knowledge should be considered in the context of its source and in
a way that is satisfactory to the knowledge holders. In addition, the Panel
underscored that, while bridging may be challenging, this is not an excuse for
inaction; furthermore, real action requires dedicating resources to ILK studies
and sharing power and influence with knowledge holders.
6 .3

P R O J E C T-L E V E L V E RS U S I NT E G R ATED
D E C I S I ON-M AK I NG

6.3.1 Barriers
The current approach to managing the development of natural resources
in Canada has been through project-by-project reviews, using conventional,
regulatory-based EA processes. The system of project-based management
is constrained in its ability to address cumulative effects, which are often
unaccounted for either because small projects do not trigger their own assessment
or because the narrowness of the project’s assessment scale limits consideration
of some impacts (Seitz et al., 2011; Nielsen et al., 2012). As a result, regional
environmental degradation can occur by default (as opposed to by design)
through what has been referred to as the “tyranny of small decisions” (Kahn,
1966; Odum, 1982; Noble, 2010). Impacts that appear insignificant at the
project level can accumulate across multiple projects and sectors to cause
substantial change. As well, the spatial and temporal extent of project-based
planning is frequently insufficient to incorporate the broad scales at which
ecological processes operate. The home range size of species such as grizzly bear
and boreal caribou can span thousands of square kilometres, and ecological
processes such as fire and hydrological function can operate at even larger
spatial scales. Project-based planning on its own will fail to identify impacts of
such large-scale phenomena (Parkes et al., 2016).
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Even when planning at a regional scale exists, if regional targets are not
functionally linked to project-level decisions (e.g., through law or defined
policies), INRM capacity is inhibited (Kennett, 2002). For example, on its own,
establishing thresholds does not guarantee that projects will not be approved
if they expect to contribute to exceeded thresholds. This is illustrated by the
approval of the Jackpine Mine Expansion Project in Alberta, which occurred
despite Shell’s models projecting that thresholds for certain air pollutants (as
defined in the regional plan) may be exceeded due to the cumulative effects
of industrial projects (JRP, 2013). Shell’s models suggested that the nitrogen
dioxide threshold would be exceeded even if the expansion did not go forward;
approval of the expansion was therefore predicted to further elevate levels
beyond the threshold (JRP, 2013).
6.3.2 Potential Solutions
In contrast to project-based planning, regional planning processes and regional
strategic assessments can assess the combined threats and consequences of
multiple natural resource sectors operating over large landscapes and long
timeframes. Planning at a regional level addresses the spatial allocation of
activities across a landscape in pursuit of regional objectives, thereby providing
direction to decision-making at the local scale. For instance, regional strategic
EAs conducted early in land-use and development planning tend to be more
expedient and effective (Staples & Askew, 2016; Noble, 2017). Further, global
experience can be useful in designing such assessments. The Panel suggests
that the knowledge (science, tools, methodology) to carry out these regional
strategic assessments already exists (e.g., CCME, 2009), but there has been
limited uptake across the country as decision-making has been devolved to
governments (and government agencies) that lack the authority or motivation
for pursuing a broader perspective. The isolated attempts at planning at the
regional level identified by the Panel provide valuable learning opportunities
for INRM.
The Great Sandhills, an ecologically rich environment of approximately
1,900 km2 in the southwest region of Saskatchewan (GSHSAC, 2007), is a good
example of planning at a regional level. In 2004, the provincial government
commissioned a regional assessment of human-induced disturbances in the area.
It did so in response to decades of concern over two key issues: the cumulative
effects of land use, including natural gas development, cattle ranching, road
development, and recreation; and municipal landowner frustration about
the failure of previous planning initiatives to provide adequate, science-based
strategic direction for land-use management and protection of biodiversity.
The regional assessment’s terms of reference stipulated a strategic assessment
framework, with the overall aim to identify a preferred, integrated land-use
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strategy to protect the long-term ecological integrity of the region and realize
its economic benefits, specifically from natural gas development (GSHSAC,
2007). The Government of Saskatchewan appointed an independent scientific
committee to carry out the assessment, which resulted in the identification of a
preferred land-use strategy and over 60 recommendations concerning land-use
designations, industry best management practices, biodiversity conservation,
and economic and social policy to manage cumulative effects in the region
(GSHSAC, 2007).
The main difference between the Great Sandhills assessment and past planning
and assessment initiatives in the region was its integrated, strategic approach to
assessing the effects and risks associated with multiple land uses (Noble, 2008).
A strategic approach, focused on future scenarios, enabled the assessment “to
occur beyond the constraints of individual project-based initiatives, many of
which are not subject to any form of regulatory assessment, in order to address
the nature and underlying sources of cumulative change and to identify desirable
futures and outcomes” (Noble, 2008).
That said, the Great Sandhills case also exposed several challenges to regional
and integrated approaches. First, like many attempts at regional assessment
(e.g., Parkins, 2011), it was a one-off initiative with “no real mechanism to
sustain it as an integral part of regional planning and downstream project
assessment” (Noble, 2008). Second, the original intent was for the assessment to
“inform and guide future development activities, land use zoning, and decisionmaking.” However, as in most jurisdictions in Canada, a formal tiered system
does not exist to effectively carry the results of a strategic assessment forward
from the regional scale to the project scale, or to integrate the results into
ongoing planning and policy-making processes. Third, although a provincial
government ministry commissioned the assessment, it lacked the capacity and
the authority to fully implement many of the recommendations emerging to
effectively manage land use and cumulative effects, particularly those related
to oil and gas regulation and social policy. Noble (2008) stresses that these
undertakings necessitate “a collaboration that requires joint commitment and
crosses agency boundaries and responsibilities to achieve a common goal.”
Any of these challenges could be exacerbated when regional assessments span
multiple jurisdictions (e.g., a watershed that crosses a provincial boundary).
A promising initiative is emerging in British Columbia, under the umbrella of a
province-wide Cumulative Effects Framework (Gov. of BC, 2016). This example
highlights the importance of coordination and leadership. Like most provinces,
British Columbia has managed its natural resources using several stewardship
tools and regulatory processes, typically applied on a sector-by-sector or project-
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by-project basis. In 2010, the province embarked on a process to develop and
implement a Cumulative Effects Framework across the natural resource sector
in recognition of its growth and the unintended consequences of sector- and
project-based resource management and development decision-making (Gov.
of BC, 2014). The Framework outlines a stepwise process for cumulative effects
assessment that includes the following components:
• selecting values for assessment;
• defining standard assessment protocols;
• assessing the current condition of values, including identification of key
drivers of change, and management tools and responses; and
• reporting on current and potential future conditions of values and management
responses.
(Gov. of BC, 2016)
The Framework does not replace existing policy and regulatory processes;
it is intended to strengthen and add to the suite of tools used for integrated
resource management within the natural resource sector. The Government of
British Columbia envisions a two-way exchange in which the Cumulative Effects
Framework can learn from and inform other natural resource initiatives (e.g.,
species at risk recovery, implementation planning) (Gov. of BC, 2016).
Once fully implemented, the Cumulative Effects Framework is intended to
inform and support:
• strategic decisions, such as land-use planning, objective setting, and other
forms of management and direction;
• tactical decisions, such as defining priorities for research, monitoring, and
development planning; and
• operational decisions, such as informing authorizations for natural resource
activities and project-specific impact assessments.
(Gov. of BC, 2016)
The Panel concluded that INRM can be successful when regional planning
processes, including regional strategic assessments, are linked to project-based
reviews and decision-making in a meaningful way to realize multiple — and
often competing — environmental, economic, and social objectives. Indicator
targets are an important mechanism in this regard. Establishing economic
and environmental targets for different types of resource management zones
provides guidance for project-level decision-making, thereby ensuring that
projects are consistent with regional and strategic objectives. A feedback link
from project outcomes to regional-level planning is also needed in order for
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INRM to be successful. Project impacts are monitored to determine whether
regional objectives and targets are being achieved, and alternative strategies are
identified and pursued as needed. Coordination of monitoring across projects
(e.g., through monitoring agencies or monitoring requirements) allows for
the assessment of outcomes across projects so as to understand change and
address issues relevant to regional objectives. The organization accountable for
achieving regional objectives needs to have the authority and mechanisms to
impose changes to management actions where necessary, in order to achieve
the objectives.
6 .4

G O VE R NANCE S T R U C T U R E S

6.4.1 Barriers
Existing governance structures often pose barriers to moving forward with INRM;
silos, conflicting goals across governments, and lack of a defined lead (due to
constitutional division of powers in Canada) all contribute to the challenge.
Different orders of government have jurisdiction over different aspects of
natural resource management and operate at different scales. Further, within
any government, natural resource management responsibilities are often
distributed across multiple departments. As a result, the ability of any one actor
to implement INRM on its own is limited.
Government departments or agencies often make decisions about the use
and allocation of natural resources in isolation from other departments and
agencies, and other governments, resource users, and interests. Multi-party
planning processes, where they do exist, are generally ad hoc and governments
sometimes struggle to coordinate decision-making, particularly when working
with Indigenous governments (Eyford, 2013). Although working collaboratively
may be part of ministers’ mandates, the lack of human, financial, and knowledge
resources to carry out joint activities often hampers collaboration among
government agencies (NRC, 2013). This can occur when budgets assigned to
specific activities cannot be shared among agencies, or agencies — through
self-interest, mandate, or limited funding — choose not to share resources.
Conflicting mandates or objectives also lead to disagreements among governments
over natural resource issues, and these conflicts are exacerbated when the division
of powers is unclear. For instance, in the 1990s, BC Hydro, a provincial crown
corporation, found itself in conflict with the federal Department of Fisheries
and Oceans over a minimum flow order to protect fish, which affected its
electricity generation activities. This situation arose from the overlap of federal
fish habitat jurisdiction and provincial jurisdiction over electricity generation
(Federal Court of Canada Trial Division, 1998).
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6.4.2 Potential Solutions
Enhanced coordination, changes to institutional rules, and leadership across
governments can all help overcome these barriers. Several approaches have been
used in Canada to coordinate the environmental statutes and regulations that exist
within several jurisdictions. One approach is to create an institution that brings
together different jurisdictions (e.g., Committee on the Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada, Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment).
Bilateral agreements between the federal and provinces/territories, and the
Canada-wide Accord on Environmental Harmonization (excluding Quebec),
have also been established to coordinate statutes and regulations (Benidickson,
2013). The Canada Water Act enables the federal government to form boards
to oversee transboundary issues (ECCC, 2017a). Domestic inter-jurisdictional
boards contribute to the management of the water in the Ottawa River, Lake
of the Woods, the Prairie provinces, and the Mackenzie River Basin (ECCC,
2017a). The Mackenzie River Basin Board brings together representatives from
the federal government and five provincial/territorial governments, as well as
five Indigenous representatives, to address water use and ecology and to issue
recommendations for water quality and quantity objectives; the Minister then
makes the final decision (Hill et al., 2008; MRBB, 2015).
One of the longest-standing examples of multijurisdictional coordination
in North America is the International Joint Commission (IJC), which was
established by the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 to prevent and settle disputes
over the boundary of waters between Canada and the United States (Legault,
2000). The mandate of the IJC was expanded in 1972 to implement the Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement (GLWQA), a bilateral agreement between
Canada and the United States aimed at protecting and improving the quality
of the Great Lakes’ water (IJC, n.d.). The members of the Great Lakes Water
Quality Board include representatives of federal, state, provincial, municipal,
and Indigenous governments, environmental NGOs, business, and agricultural
organizations (GLWQB, n.d.). The Panel believes that this diversity in participants
and decision-makers has encouraged accountable management of the Great
Lakes. The extent to which the GLWQA bridges multiple jurisdictional scales is
unique and has served as a model for other nations attempting to solve similar
transboundary challenges (Johns, 2017). By managing the entire Great Lakes
basin on such a large scale through one coordinated effort, the GLWQA provides
a governance framework for achieving joint goals collaboratively. That said,
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as the GLWQA is solely between the governments of Canada and the United
States, efforts at the local level may not be fully coordinated (Benevides et al.,
2007). In recognition of the agreement’s lack of clarity on the responsibility of
subnational governments and other interested parties, a subsequent CanadaOntario Agreement on Great Lakes Water Quality and Ecosystem Health was
developed to outline responsibilities of the respective jurisdictions implementing
the GLWQA and ensure communication among governments (Benevides et
al., 2007; GC & Gov. of ON, 2014).
In some situations, the collaboration of different jurisdictions to support INRM
initiatives may require more substantive change in institutional rules and
organizational culture (Margerum, 1997). The concept of collaborative consent
(Box 6.2), which first emerged through the development of the Mackenzie
River Basin Bilateral Water Management Agreement, offers some strategies
for pursuing such changes (Fontaine et al., 2015; Phare et al., 2017). The
Mackenzie Valley co-management system offers one example of the institutional
and cultural changes in resource management that have occurred through the
implementation of co-management regimes in Canada’s North as a result of
land claims. When the federal government passed the 1998 MVRMA following
the land claims negotiations in the Mackenzie Valley, it effectively devolved
environmental decision-making to regional co-management boards (MVEIRB,
2004). The MVRMA created a network of co-management boards responsible
for land-use planning, land and water regulation, preliminary environmental
screenings for development applications, and EA. The co-management boards
represent a partnership between governments and Indigenous people, whereby
First Nations nominate one-half of the members of each co-management board,
and territorial and federal governments the other half (MVEIRB, 2004). The
Gwich'in and Sahtu Regional Land Use Planning Boards, for example, are
responsible for creating and implementing land-use plans for their respective
settlement areas (MVEIRB, 2004). The Mackenzie Valley Land and Water
Board (MVLWB) is responsible for land-use planning, permitting, licensing,
and overseeing inspection and compliance for resource use, while a separate
board, the MVEIRB, manages the EA process (MVEIRB, 2004). This structure
is intended to incorporate mechanisms for Indigenous ownership and regional
self-governance, while ensuring linked land-use planning, regulation, and
assessment across the Mackenzie Valley (Armitage, 2005; MVEIRB, 2004).
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Box 6.2
Hallmarks of Collaborative Consent
Collaborative consent is based on hallmarks that “are not prescriptive or exhaustive
but are conditions that facilitate meaningful mutual consent-based decision-making”
(Phare et al., 2017):
• Collaborative consent is fundamentally based on respect, trust, and the art of
diplomacy between governments.
• All governments recognize each other as legitimate authorities.
• Collaborative consent tables are decision-making tables, which means that
representatives must have the authority to participate fully and make decisions
at the table.
• The scope of issues considered through the process can be extensive and ultimately
must be satisfactory to all parties.
• Collaborative consent starts at the front-end and all governments commit to
remaining at the table for the “long haul.”
• Each government’s interests must be dealt with in a satisfactory manner from
their own point of view.
• The process generates real outcomes.
Excerpts from Phare et al. (2017)
Adaptive co-management (ACM), as introduced in Chapter 5, can have the
benefits of co-management and adaptive management. The collaborative
nature of ACM may increase adaptive capacity (Whitney et al., 2017), which
may help address uncertainty (Armitage et al., 2009) and resiliency (Olsson et
al., 2004). The social learning networks formed during the process can build
trust and enable medium- to long-term learning (Armitage et al., 2009). ACM
has the potential to better match the scales between governance systems and
social-ecological systems (Folke et al., 2005; Olsson et al., 2007) by identifying
the geographic areas covered by the natural resources and involving the actors
who are responsible for them (Plummer et al., 2012). In practice, ACM is
most often used with common pool resources — that is, resources managed
as common property and subject to overuse (e.g., forestry, fisheries, water)
(Plummer et al., 2012).
In the Panel’s view, improving coordination and changing rules and organizational
cultures require governments to establish new regimes or realign institutions,
but it does not mean that one level of government is expected to lead INRM
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for Canada as a whole. Instead, leadership is needed across jurisdictions, to
coordinate efforts, champion integrative solutions, and provide support to
regional and sub-regional initiatives.
6 .5

I N D U S T RY I NCE NT I V E S : F ROM C ONFLIC T
TO A L I GNM E NT

6.5.1 Barriers
Actors in the resource management system each have their own set of priorities
and incentives, and these do not always align to support INRM. Company balance
sheets may not capture many of the environmental impacts of their operations,
and thus improved environmental management may not always be seen as a
priority. Additionally, the scope of work for projects may not incorporate full
lifecycle considerations. The literature is relatively silent on the role(s) that the
private sector, including individual landowners (e.g., agricultural landowners,
ranchers, woodlot owners) and resource industries (e.g., mining or oil and gas
rights holders) can and should play in INRM — and on articulating the benefits
and opportunities to facilitate their engagement. However, in the Panel’s view,
companies are increasingly recognizing the benefits of using INRM approaches
for improving project efficiencies and enhancing corporate reputations.
6.5.2 Potential Solutions
As explained above, overlapping rights and jurisdictions create an obligation
to take a more integrated, longer-term approach to project management.
Hydro-Québec’s Eastmain-1-A-Sarcelle-Rupert Hydroelectric Project is one
such example where the crown corporation fostered collaborative approaches
with Indigenous governments in the early stages of the project. This project
aimed to build a partial diversion on the Rupert River to increase the utility’s
generating capacity (CHA, n.d.). Before initiating the EA process, the Grand
Council of the Crees (Eeyou Istchee), Cree Regional Authority, Eastmain
Band, Cree Nation of Mistissini, Nemaska Band, Waskaganish Band, HydroQuébec, and Société d’énergie de la Baie James signed the Boumhounan
Agreement. The agreement ensured active Cree participation in the impact
studies and project work, and provided funds to be managed by the Cree for
addressing project impacts (PRC, 2006; Hydro-Québec, 2007). The agreement
also included provisions to share the economic benefits of the $5-billion project
with the Cree through employment and minimum thresholds for awarding of
contracts (GCC et al., 2002).
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The use of industry-led standards has been growing rapidly in importance, as
demonstrated by the proliferation of certification schemes for wood products,
fish, and coffee (Auld, 2014). As of 2014, for example, 33% of the world’s
production forests in more than 80 countries were certified to meet sustainability
standards established by the Forest Stewardship Council or the Pan European
Forest Certification Program (Auld, 2014); 17% of coffee production was
certified sustainable as of 2010; and sustainable-certified fish capture was almost
7% as of 2011 (Steering Committee, 2012).
Companies and industry sectors choose to be leaders and exceed legal
requirements for a range of reasons. These include satisfying consumer
demand, gaining social licence to operate, increasing brand visibility, lowering
costs, meeting requirements within supply chains, increasing the efficiency of
operations, responding to investor pressure, or for altruistic reasons (Carroll
& Shabana, 2010; Vandenbergh, 2014; Vandenbergh & Gilligan, 2017; Graedel,
2018). The Mining Association of Canada (MAC) established Towards Sustainable
Mining (TSM) in 2004 with the goal of improving community engagement,
environmental practices, and health and safety practices among its member
companies (MAC, 2017b). For Canada’s mining companies, characterizing TSM
as voluntary is somewhat misleading; participation is mandatory at the facilitylevel for all MAC members. External verification of performance over time
shows major improvements in Indigenous and community outreach, tailings
management, and biodiversity conservation. Internationally, this program
is gaining traction with other mining associations and has been adopted by
associations in Finland, Argentina, and Botswana (MAC, 2017b).
Voluntary standards that exceed government regulations may develop with
support and assistance from environmental NGOs. The Marine Stewardship
Council, Rainforest Alliance, and Forest Stewardship Council are three examples
of organizations that have defined sustainable practices for resource harvesting,
namely seafood, coffee, and timber (Vandenbergh & Gilligan, 2017). In
some parts of the world, construction, mining, and oil and gas companies are
voluntarily implementing biodiversity offsets to strengthen their relationship
with communities and regulators, and to gain access to capital through the
Business and Biodiversity Offsets Programme (BBOP) (BBOP, 2018). Established
to advise companies on ecologically effective development while achieving
economic goals, the BBOP is an international collaboration among private
companies, financial institutions, civil society, and government agencies (e.g.,
New Zealand, Australia, France, Netherlands); Canada is not a member as of
January 2019 (BBOP, 2018).
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Governments may facilitate the adoption of elements of private governance by
industry (e.g., corporate social responsibility in extractive industries (Global
Affairs Canada, 2014)). In some cases, governments may also later adopt
private governance initiatives in public regulations (e.g., green building codes)
(Steering Committee, 2012). Many of the environmental and social requirements
that corporations and households face are the result of private governance
(Vandenbergh, 2013). Ultimately, there is still a role for governments to play
in bringing about INRM — when the incentives are not there for industry
leadership, legal requirements can motivate action or ensure compliance.
Responding to deteriorating water quality in the Elk Valley, British Columbia’s
Ministry of Environment and Climate Change required the company Teck to
develop a water quality plan for its five mining operations in the valley (Teck,
2014). Teck’s plan was developed through consultation with its stakeholders,
the public, governments, and First Nations, and includes provisions for ongoing
monitoring and adaptive management in response to monitoring results. The
plan establishes management goals and corresponding targets in relation to
calcite formation and concentrations of selenium, nitrate, sulphate, and cadmium
(Teck, 2014). The plan was accepted by the provincial ministry in 2014, and a
subsequent permit was issued, turning many of the plan’s commitments into
legal requirements (EMC, 2018).
6 .6

C O N C L U S I ON

Progress in overcoming the five barriers laid out above could enable significant
advances in INRM implementation in Canada. Throughout the chapter, the
Panel identified both effective and promising practices at work across Canada
to overcome these barriers. The Panel observes that leadership is critical in
enabling or impeding progress towards INRM. Governments have the opportunity
to take a leadership role in fostering interdisciplinary knowledge acquisition,
bridging different ways of knowing, linking regional-level planning to projectlevel decision-making, and encouraging industry engagement in INRM. Moving
forward, leadership is needed at all orders to go beyond one-off INRM initiatives
to effect lasting changes in the governance of resources.
While the practices outlined in this chapter provide valuable lessons for
researchers and practitioners, the availability of knowledge on these cases is
limited. There remains a need for enhanced documentation and communication
of the challenges and promising practices that are emerging as INRM is
implemented. This review of the state of practice of INRM in Canada (in relation
to five key challenges) played a key role in informing the Panel’s conclusions
set out in the next chapter.
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Key Findings and Final Reflections

This report represents the analysis of a 13-member multidisciplinary expert
panel assembled to consider the following question:
What is the state of knowledge and practice of integrated approaches to natural
resource management in Canada?
The Panel considered evidence in the literature and in practice as it explored the
knowledge and governance processes supporting INRM, barriers to understanding
and implementing INRM, and promising INRM practices.
In this chapter, the Panel reflects on the current context motivating INRM, sets
out a framework for understanding INRM, and offers key findings on the state
of knowledge and governance in relation to INRM. Finally, the Panel shares
some parting reflections on the nature of the challenge ahead.
7.1

C UR R E N T C O NT E X T AND T H E I NT E GR ATION IMPER ATIV E

Integration is needed to address current realities, and overcome the
limitations of conventional approaches which focus on managing individual
activities and resources.
Natural resources are profoundly important to people in Canada in a myriad
of ways, contributing to economic, health, social, cultural, environmental, and
spiritual aspects of life. Changing resource demands, environmental conditions,
and legal and social contexts, including commitments to reconciliation, are all
driving decision-makers to re-examine natural resource management practices
in Canada. Current resource management challenges include cumulative
effects, competition pressures, industry uncertainty, lack of public trust, and
jurisdictional complexity. Informed decision-making is impeded by research
and monitoring efforts that are incomplete, narrow in scope, and poorly
disseminated.
In the face of these challenges, INRM has much to offer, including:
• an effective framework for reconciling the views of multiple governments
with resource-related responsibilities;
• a regional focus that enables a strategic approach to resource management
in which large-scale decisions are integrated with and able to simplify more
local decisions;
• a process that recognizes and seeks to include multiple ways of knowing;
• an explicit assessment and weighing of trade-offs;
• adaptive management practices that enable ongoing learning and course
corrections as new information becomes available; and
• a comprehensive approach to engaging all relevant jurisdictions and all
rights holders.
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A FR AM E W OR K F OR I NRM

In considering its charge, one of the Panel’s early observations was that INRM
is a concept subject to many interpretations and, as such, is difficult to define.
Based on their collective expertise and their review of the evidence, Panel
members have articulated eight defining characteristics of INRM.
An integrated approach to natural resource management is one that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pursues clear and comprehensive goals and objectives;
plans, manages, and monitors at appropriate geographic scales and timeframes;
engages all relevant jurisdictions;
involves rights holders and interested and affected parties;
weighs multiple values, uses, and functions;
assesses alternatives and trade-offs;
includes multiple ways of knowing; and
addresses uncertainty.

Every natural resource management system is unique so some of these
characteristics may be more relevant than others. However, robust efforts to
implement INRM are likely to encompass all eight of these characteristics
to some degree.
INRM calls for higher-order decision-making that embraces land-use
planning and strategic assessment at regional scales, enabling better
and more efficient decision-making at project-specific stages.
INRM emphasizes scale-appropriate planning and assessment in order to assess
the cumulative effects of resource use, to weigh and consider multiple values,
uses, and functions of an ecosystem, and to identify trade-offs in resource
management. Current project-based approval processes often exclude small
projects, impose artificially narrow temporal and spatial scales on the assessment,
and ignore cumulative effects. The effectiveness of project-level approvals
would be enhanced if they were implemented within the context of a regional
plan or more strategically focused regional EA initiatives. Likewise, effective
INRM establishes strong links among regional-level plans and targets, and
project-level decisions.
Change will require further leadership and policies to bring about greater
reliance on INRM. Legislative changes are one option, though the Panel notes
that, given the complex legal framework for natural resource management in
Canada, there is no one generic approach that would encourage INRM across
the country. Government policies can be adjusted or established in order to
develop and implement regional planning processes. These processes connect
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to other decision-making processes and consider additional institutions to allow
for continued INRM implementation. Strong policy frameworks, and sharing
power across decision-makers, will be needed to advance INRM nationally.
INRM takes place across the continuum of decision-making, as summarized
in Figure 7.1. INRM is underpinned at the outset by legislation, treaties, and
policies (which are themselves a function of societal rights, values, and norms).
These then lay the foundation for regional land-use planning that is inclusive,
comprehensive, and informed by multiple ways of knowing. Land-use plans
in turn inform the development of regional and strategic EAs that consider
cumulative effects, then shape and simplify project-level EAs. Licensing and
permitting decisions flow from these assessments. Monitoring, evaluation, and
learning by doing are relevant across the continuum.
The Panel notes that INRM is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Incremental
progress is being made to implement resource management approaches that
increasingly satisfy the eight characteristics established in this report. In the
Panel’s view, rather than calling for an entirely new approach to decision-making,
INRM calls for a greater focus on regional planning processes at the outset.
7.3

KN O W LE D G E F OR I NRM

We know enough to act.
There is growing recognition that the dynamics of complex systems demand an
inclusive approach to knowledge-gathering to increase the range of knowledge
brought to bear on a question. The foundation of knowledge and supporting
tools are sufficiently developed to support inclusive, adaptive, and comprehensive
INRM processes. Multiple temporal and geographical scales are important
features of INRM, as is the need to recognize and account for multifunctional
landscapes. Reliance on emerging data-sharing tools and networks, and use
of new strategies for applying this knowledge to decision-making, are all
contributing to actors’ ability to practice INRM.
Although the theory behind INRM is well described in the literature, much
less empirical evidence exists on how to implement integrated approaches and,
when implemented, on the successes and challenges of these approaches in
practice. Initiatives across Canada — such as British Columbia’s Cumulative
Effects Framework, the Alberta Land Stewardship Act, and the Mackenzie Valley
Resource Management Act — show the growing inclusion and importance of
practitioner insights that supplement theoretical and academic knowledge.
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Despite considerable experience in implementing INRM in Canada, undertakings
have not generally been comprehensive and are often ultimately scaled back.
Documentation of ongoing efforts by the provincial governments in British
Columbia and Alberta to manage cumulative effects will help demonstrate
learnings that can be applied to future initiatives.
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Figure 7.1
Continuum of Integrated Natural Resource Management Decision-Making
INRM applies across the continuum of natural resource management decision-making, originating
from legislation, treaties, and policies that lay the foundation for regional land-use planning, which
in turn informs regional and strategic environmental assessments and subsequent project-level
environmental assessments, which themselves can then lead to licensing and permitting decisions.
Process and outcome monitoring and evaluation can apply across the continuum to support ongoing
learning. The eight characteristics of INRM are relevant throughout.
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Knowledge-sharing networks, a tolerance for decision-making under uncertainty,
and better coordination of research and monitoring efforts can foster
interdisciplinary knowledge creation and exchange at scales relevant to INRM.
Actors can start to make better-informed decisions with existing knowledge
while continuing to strengthen the creation and systematic distribution of
information to inform INRM and fill knowledge gaps.
INRM is built on a foundation of knowledge that effectively bridges
Western science and Indigenous and local knowledge (ILK).
The complexity, uncertainty, and multiscaled nature of natural resources calls
for a commensurate sophistication in the knowledge used to inform decisionmaking. INRM takes advantage of all relevant knowledge and ways of knowing.
In Canada, Western science and ILK are particularly relevant for INRM. By
reviewing and incorporating both science and ILK into decision-making in
a way acceptable to knowledge holders, the integrity and legitimacy of the
knowledge system can be maintained.
The Panel believes that co-design of a bridging process encourages the
incorporation of ILK. The goal of bridging is to consider and weigh each
piece of knowledge in the context of its source; it is not to reduce each source
of data into one unified collection of information. Early examples of success
in bridging Western science with ILK offer a foundation for incorporating
different ways of knowing. However, considerable work remains to ensure that
practitioners are comfortable in co-designing processes for ensuring knowledge
integrity. Since there is a lack of well-established methodologies for bridging,
knowledge is often based in different scales, and there are often significant
inequities in power among knowledge holders, with deference often given to
Western science. These challenges may serve to deter resource managers from
even attempting to incorporate ILK in decision-making, but making good-faith
efforts to bridge ways of knowing is an essential first step. The Government of
Canada’s commitment to UNDRIP and reconciliation requires further efforts
to elevate our collective capacity and mainstream methods for incorporating
ILK into resource decision-making.
7.4

G O VE R N A N CE F OR I NRM

Careful and inclusive design of INRM governance is essential to its
success.
INRM applies knowledge to decision-making through carefully designed and
implemented governance processes. Effective governance begins with wellthought-out and participatory design of processes across the INRM lifecycle.
Governance that is inclusive brings legitimacy and improves outcomes. Effective
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governance in INRM identifies and engages a range of actors, including those
with jurisdictional authority over decisions; those who hold rights related to the
resources; those who are affected by such decisions; and those with relevant
specialized knowledge. Governments, rights holders, industry, NGOs, and
the public more broadly may therefore all play a role in INRM governance.
Appropriate management scales often span multiple governments and decisionmakers. As a comprehensive management approach, INRM is supported and
enabled by the commitment of all orders of government.
The Panel sees effective INRM governance approaches falling along a
spectrum — from consultative to collaborative to shared decision-making. In
Canada, governance processes are increasingly tending toward more collaborative
and shared forms, which can be further strengthened by applying experience
and lessons from successful regimes and practices. These lead to more widely
supported decisions that are meaningful to many rights holders and actors,
and which tend to endure. The laws applicable to governing natural resource
management in Canada do not prohibit and, in some cases, foster INRM. Comanagement regimes, including those resulting from modern treaties and land
claims agreements, provide useful examples of shared governance. Elements of
Indigenous legal traditions are also compatible with and supportive of INRM
goals. While implementing INRM characteristics can be challenging under
current legal frameworks, a move towards more collaborative and shared
governance is possible.
7 .5

FI N A L RE F L E C T I ONS

INRM is a timely and important topic for all orders of government, and of
relevance to many decision-makers and actors across Canada. The Panel
developed this report for leaders seeking to strengthen the legitimacy of
Canada’s systems of resource management, and for practitioners and actors
who want to understand the changes needed to implement INRM. Canada is
in a state of transition in resource management: from exclusively project-level
planning to planning on a regional level that incorporates cumulative effects;
from consultative to collaborative or shared governance; and from recognition
of single to multiple ways of knowing. This report describes the potential
contribution of INRM within Canada’s complex natural resource management
landscape. The eight defining characteristics of INRM outlined by the Panel
do not call for a complete overhaul of current resource management practices,
but can act as guides for INRM. The Panel found many promising, emerging
resource management regimes that are applied at regional scales, that bridge
multiple ways of knowing, that pursue consensus-based decision-making, and
that include a wider range of actors in the governance system.
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If fully implemented, INRM will support reconciliation efforts; it is a management
system better equipped to respect the rights of Indigenous Peoples and meet the
Government of Canada’s commitment to obtaining free, prior, and informed
consent prior to project approval, and to consider multiple ways of knowing
in natural resource decision-making. In fact, existing co-management boards
that share decision-making authority among Indigenous, provincial/territorial,
and federal governments are often at the leading edge of INRM, with many
lessons learned that could be applied to other resource management regimes
in Canada.
The Panel believes that, if INRM were successfully implemented on a wide scale,
Canada could expect reduced conflict, enhanced sustainability, and increased
investor certainty over the long term. Whereas many existing decision-making
systems are challenged by the messiness and complexity inherent in natural
resource management, INRM is a roadmap designed with this complexity in
mind and readily adjusts based on local context. It is a work in progress that
will take time and resources to implement. Capacity-building efforts to train
practitioners, foster a community of expertise, and reflect on and publish lessons
can all support learning by doing and effective INRM deployment. Clarifying
and strengthening INRM through implementation in Canada can also provide
practices that may be useful for Canadian companies and governments in their
international resource-related activities.
INRM needs to be both carefully designed and thoroughly implemented. It
requires ongoing resourcing to support its operations; regional and long-term
monitoring efforts; the collection and sharing of information; and research.
An INRM regime has the authority to carry out decisions. It requires leadership to
bring about a change in culture within government, industry, and communities,
and accountability to ensure objectives are met on a sustained basis.
Ultimately, effective INRM calls for a greater level of commitment on the part of
governments to enhance knowledge and governance beyond the consideration
of individual resource projects. However, in the Panel’s view, widespread
INRM implementation is crucial for addressing the scale and complexity of
21st century problems, and to allow for the continued prosperity that natural
resources have delivered to Canada.
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